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by Paul Dacre
C h a irm a n , E d it o rs ’ C o d e  o f  P ra c t ic e  C o m m itte e  a n d  Editor, the D a ily  M ail

I n the era o f 24-hour rolling news, It is not just the press that does 

not sleep. O ur critics too have w akeful nights dream ing up new  and 

m ore ingenious w ays to constrain th e  m edia. As a result, the O pen  

Society is constantly under threat.

W e  can count am ong the  principal offenders: an authoritarian  

G overnm ent with an Increasing desire  for secrecy; judges with an 

incom prehension o f  and an  anim us ag ainst the popular press  

creating a  back-door privacy law  under the guise o f Hum an Rights 

legislation; no-w in, no-fee  law yers  charging m onstrous fe e s  tha t 

m ake it alm ost impossible fo r m any new spapers to defend actions. 

P arliam entary  S e le ct com m ittees  w ith the ir seem ingly ceaseless  

inquiries; and axe-grinding politicians and  a  supporting a rm y  of 

quangocrats and  often self-appoin ted  •‘protectors ' of society. 

Individually, any of these can be contained. Together— especially in 

a period w hen m uch o f the  press is fighting fo r its com m ercial life —  

they  d em and g reater vigilance than  ever

This leaves the  m edia challenged on two fronts. First, to com bat 

those w ho threaten  the vitally im portant role the m edia plays in a  

healthy dem ocracy and, with it, the public's right to know. Second, w e  

m ust ensure  tha t our ow n d e fences  a re  sound, that the press's  

house is in order and  that, in judging th e  com peting freedom s o f the  

right to know  and th e  right to  privacy, w e  have the balance right. 

The roles of the  Editors' C o d e  o t Practice Com m ittee, which sets 

out the rules for achieving th a t balance, and  the Press Complaints

■ H l l
Com m ission — w hich ensures the rules are  observed and that there 

are  a d equate  rem edies for breaches —  are key to this.

As C ode  C om m ittee Chairm an, as  a  form er Com m issioner on the  

P C C  and, o f course, as a n  editor, I know how difficult it is to achieve 

tha t balance. W e in the m edia  all w alk tha t tightrope every  day. 

S om etim es w e  get it wrong —  and here in The Editors’ C o d ebo o k  

are cases that will m ake all good editors and journalists wince. They
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remind us that there is never room for complacency. We must iearn 
by our mistakes. Where there are legitimate public concerns, we 
must respond to them. Indeed, getting that balance right is a 
constant theme that runs through the Codebook and demonstrates 
how we have listened to and responded to criticism.

On the protection of personal data, for example, the Code 
Committee has confronted the Information Commissioner's 
concerns about wholesale breaches of the law — and. Indeed, of 
the existing Code. We have strengthened the rules to explicitly ban 
hacking into digitally-held private information unless there Is a 
demonstrable public Interest. We have also expressly barred the use 
of agents or intermediaries, such as private detectives, to circumvent 
the rules.

At the same time, the PCC has issued comprehensive guidelines 
and conducted seminars on investigative journalism. The Industry 
too has produced its own guidance on Data Protection compliance 
and is conducting a survey of the measures — such as contractual 
obligations on staff and tighter auditing processes — introduced in
house by publishers to combat abuse. To underline the message, 
the Codebook has drawn all these actions together in its own Briefing 
note.

Th is h as b een  a co n sid erab le  com m itm ent b y  all co n cern ed  and  

It Is  now  imperative that the industry, if  it is  to sa feg u ard  itself from  

tighter leg a l penalties, co n tin u es to dem onstrate its dedication to 

com pliance with both the law  a n d  the Code.

The reporting of suicide was another area that provoked some 
criticism, especially following the series of deaths of young people 
in South Wales. By any standards, this was a tragedy of national 
importance and media coverage reflected that. But though It was a 
legitimate subject to address, issues of insensitivity arose. We have 
addressed those here in the Codebook, with important new guidance 
that highlights press activities that can cause unintentional distress

and shows how editors can avoid this not just by following the Code 
but by discretionary measures, too.

Harassment Is an issue that can also get the media a bad press 
(though we should never forget there are double standards at work 
here and that some celebrities who complain of the media's attention 
actually seek it to promote themselves). The media scrum that 
closed in on Prince William's girlfriend Kate Middleton when there 
was speculation on an impending engagement was a subject for 
concern. Although that was resolved very quickly, the Code 
Committee investigated to see If it indicated a deeper problem.

We concluded that the Code's rules on harassment—among the 
strictest In Western Europe — were working well. This is where 
people who do not wish to be pursued alert the PCC, which passes 
on the request to editors.

As i have stressed, this Codebook shows that there Is no cause 
tor complacency on the part of the newspapers but, equally, it has 
important lessons tor our detractors. First, it shows that we are in 
the business of learning — why else would a constantly revised 
Codebook exist? Second, it demonstrates that the self-regulatory 
system is genu/ne/y responsive to public concerns. And third, 1 hope 
it kills the myth that the balance that we attempt to strike is a shabby 
compromise between individual rights and a self-serving media 
waving the flag of press freedom.

Indeed, the words p re s s  freedom  appear nowhere in the Editors' 
Code of Practice. What is mentioned is freedom  o f  e xp ressio n  and 
the p u b lic ’s  right to know, neither of which is the exclusive preserve 
of the press. Certainly, the balance between that public right to know, 
on the one hand, and the rights of the Individual on the other, lead 
to genuine tensions, but they are inherent in any truly tree system.

A democracy as a whole, not just the media, has to get the 
balance right. Go too far in either direction and it is members of the 
public — collectively or singly — who suffer. And constantly at risk Is 
the Open Society itself.

.. wvrw.editorscode.org.uk

T he Press Complaints Commission came info force in January 
1991 as the UK's new system of press self-regulation. It was a 

cultural step-change; it would be founded on conciliation, offer more 
streamlined investigations and swifter redress than the Press 
Council, which It replaced.

Its centrepiece, and the document that gave it a unique authority 
within the newspaper and magazine Industry, was Britain's first 
universally accepted Code of Practice for the press—written by the 
editors themselves.

For the first time, the Code would define the rules, spell out the 
obligations of the press, and show the public what they were entitled 
to expect It set out to balance the rights of the individual and the 
public’s right to know, it was non-legalistic in tone or approach and 
required editors to comply in spirit as well as to the letter.

The simple aim then, as now, was to offer a speedy, effective 
system for providing remedies to individuals with grievances against 
the press, by working to a set of rules which the editors had 
themselves created, and could not contest.

The Code covers 16 causes of complaint — including accuracy 
and pnvacy, protection of vulnerable groups, financial reporting and 
the use of clandestine devices. It does not cover taste and decency, 
which is regarded as too subjective and could be an interference 
with freedom of expression.

publishers, who co-ordinate and fund the newspaper and magazine 
industry's actions on self-regulation. Pressbof comprises 
representatives of the Newspaper Publishers Association. The 
Newspaper Society, the Periodical Publishers Association, The 
Scottish Daily Newspaper Society and the Scottish Newspaper 
Publishers Association.
The Press Complaints Commission, the Independent adjudicating 
body: ten senior figures from outside the industry including the 
chairman, and seven editors. The Commission's role is to oversee 
the system and adjudicate on complaints.
The PCC secretariat, which operates the system, processes 
complaints and acts as a conciliator wherever possible to find remedies 
for grievances which are acceptable to complainant and editor alike.
The Editors’ Code of Practice Committee, comprises 13 editors 
from national and regional newspapers and magazines, representing 
all parts of the UK. Their job is to write, review and revise the Code 
to ensure it remains relevant and responsive to changing 
circumstances. It ensures flexibility: changes that would take many 
months or years to introduce in a legalistic or statutory system can 
be agreed and implemented within weeks.

There are four main pillars of the self-regulatory regime:
The Press Standards Board of Finance, representing the

The PCC prides itself on providing a service which is fast, free and fair. 
It has a target of resolving complaints within 35 days, with no charge 
to the complainant.

Complaints should usually relate to articles published within the

c-d lo isrcd e  arfi jk
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The Code does not replace the law or dim inish legal responsibility.
Always ask: Is  it legal?

The Public Interest defences do not apply to the whole of the Code. 
Appropriate clauses arem arked by an:aslerisk. ,

The PCC Judges each case on its m erits —  so  the circum stances in one 
case may not alsrays be an appropriate precedent in another,

PastadJudiGationsarearohw edatthe PCC website f/w t pce.org.ur 

The PCC is  always w illing to give ad¥lce on the Code.

It is  usually the editor’s responsibility to demonstrate compliance with 
the Code, rather than for the complainant to prove a breach.
The Code applies to all editorial staff. Including photographers, and to 
contributed editorial material, such as agency copy, citizen journalists 
— and readers’ letters.  ̂ ■ . . .  .

f failure to co-operate with a PCC investigation can itself be a breach.
. The Code should be honoured In the spirit as well as the letter.
I This Codebook is  for guidance only —  it does not expand on the Code 

and is  not binding on the PCC.

previous two months —  although that is extended in special 
circumstances.

If the PCC regards the complaint as raising a possible issue under 
the Code, the editor will be approached and given seven days to 
formulate an initial response. The PCC will then try to see if there is 
a basis for conciliation, acting as a go-between to find a suitable 
remedy (See Briefing),

If conciliation fails, or is inappropriate, or if the case involves a

major policy Issue, the Commission will publish an adjudication. 
When a complaint Is upheld, then the newspaper or magazine m ust 

publish the adverse adjudication.
This is one of the main sanctions. There are no fines or 

compensation, since these would inevitably involve lawyers, making 
the system legalistic, slow and expensive — and less accessible to 
ordinary people seeking swift redress.

Adverse adjudications are effective. Editors dislike having to 
publish them. It means their mistakes are exposed to their own 
readers, and often to criticism and ridicule in the columns of their 
commercial rivals, which is doubly damaging.

in cases of very serious breaches of the Code, the PCC can draw 
the adjudication to the attention of the publisher, which could lead to 
a further public rebuke. Also, as adherence to the Code of Practice 
is written into many journalists' contracts of employment, breaches 
can —  and do —  result in dismissal, although this is a matter for 
individual publishers.

While the Code has had legal recognition —  under the Human 
Rights and Data Protection Acts, for example —  it does not attempt 
to duplicate the law. The Code and the law are distinct. Compliance 
with one will not guarantee compliance with the other.

Journalists must remember that they remain, as ever, subject to the 
same legal constraints as every other citizen —  such as the laws of 
defamation, contempt, trespass, harassment and a hundred others. 
The Code will often require more of journalists than that demanded by 
law, but it will never require less.

www.editerscsds.org.uk

The PCC system of resolving complaints is based on 
conciliation. There are many ways of breaking the deadlock 
between complainant and editor, without going to adjudication, 
although that is always a final option. This list is not exhaustive — 
resolutions might involve a combination of different remedies.

•I Clartflcatiori. A clarification might be appropriate where 
something has been omitted from the original article or if it Is 
ambiguous or arguably misleading. It stops short of an 
admission by the editor that the article was wrong.

s Corrections and apologies. Straightforward factual errors 
are usually dealt with most cleanly and simply by the 
publication of a cortecfion. In the case of serious errors, this 
might include an apology. The Code states that an apology 
should be published where appropriate.

* Letter for publication. An editor's offer to publish a
complainant’s letter can be appropriate when; the complainant 
has an alternative point of view but no substantive factual 
objections to the piece: where there are a number of minor 
Inaccuracies; where the newspaper has an anonymous and 
reliable source but no other raxroborative material; or where a 
complainant mightfor reasons of privacy wish to make 
anonymous objections to a piece.

; Follow-up article. An editor might offer to publish an interview 
with, or article by. a complainant, if there are suffident points 
to be marie in response to a  previous story.

Tagging newspaper records. This Is an increasingly popular 
way of resolving complaints and Is offered in conjunction with 
the above remedies or on its own. The publication's electronic

database and cuttings library is tagged with the complainant’s 
objection to ensure the mistake is not repeated.

Taking down online material. Many complaints about 
material on newspaper or magazine websites are resolved by 
the editor removing it on receiving a compiaini. This applies 
especially to user-generated material that has not been edited.

Private tetter of apology. Further publidty is often not an 
attractive option tor a complainant, particularly in privacy cases 
or intrusion into grief. A private apology, often drafted with the 
help of a complaints officer, and perhaps tagged to the We as 
outlined above, is sometimes a more suitable remedy.

Private undertaking. Similarly, undertakings by the editor about 
the future oonducS of the newspaper and its staff might also give 
a complainant some peace of mind. Complaints have been 
resolved on this basis.

-I'H ee '■'VAsenne org.uk
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T he Preamble is the key to understanding the Editors’ Code of 
Practice- It is the part of the Code which defines the rest. It sets 

out not only the balance of rights and responsibilities of editors and 
publishers in a free press regime, but also the underpinning 
philosophy of self-regulation and the sprit of the Code — the glue 
that holds it together.

Al! members of f.he press have s (fury lo insintain the mghesf professional 
sisndsrcis. The Code, which Includes ihss preamble snd the public imeresf 
exceptions bsiovj, sets the benchmark for those etivcsl siandards, protecting both 
the righis of the individusi and The public's right to know, ff is the cornerstone of 
the system of saff-regulaUoi'i to which the industry has made a binding 
commitment
fi is essential that an agreed code be honoured not only ro the letter but in the tuU 
spiriL It shoiiid nor be imerarefed so narrowly as to c'jmpronvsc its comenitment 
to respect (he sights of the individuaf, nor sc broadly (haf it constifutes an 
unnecesssiv interierence with freedom of expression oi prevenls pubiicsison in 
the public interesi.
it IS the resposisibiiiry of edhors and publishers to apply hie Code to editorial 
material in both printed snd online versions oi publications. They should take care 
to ensure it is observed rigotously by all sditorisf staft and external contribuiors, 
including non-journalists.
Editors should co-operate swiftly with ihs r'CC in the resdution oi compiamts.
Any pubiication judged to have hreschec the Cods must print the sdjudicstfon in 
full and with due prominence, indudinc headline reference la the PCC.

The spirit of the Code, the voluntary will and commitment to 
making the system work not just to the letter, is an essentia! element 
and one rarely available to any statutory or legalistic system.

It is only by invoking that spirit of flexibility that the balance — 
protecting both the rights of the individual and the public’s right to 
l̂ now — upon which the success of a self-regulatory system relies, 
can be struck.

Although the Code does not try to set Olympian ethics likely to be 
more honoured in the breach, it is committed to the highest 
standards and sees these guidelines as the starting point.

The spirit of the Code is embodied in the editors’ commitment to 
honour it neither too narrowly nor too broadly — and not just to the 
letter. This is a clear message to the indus^, the PCC and to the 
public that this is an even-handed, practical Code based on solid 
principles rather than abstruse definitions buried in the fine print. It 
should not be abused either by editors trying to tiptoe around the 
rules, or by complainants playing the system to the detriment of the 
public’s right to know.

The commitment to freedom of expression and pubiication in the 
public interest is at the core of the philosophy. Taken with the 
previous commitment, and the Public interest defences .S sa.c-
Six), it demonstrates the balance to be struck;
« No compromises on the rights of the individual, but —
« No unnecessary interference either with freedom of expression 

or with publication in the public interest.
Both sides need to be weighed when taking a decision to publish 
and when adjudicating on complaints.

The panel 
colour code

What the 
says
Key 

questions 
editore need 
to ask themselves 
when Code 
issues arise

Briefings 
on specific 
areas where 
the Code

ifvw .ed ito rscodc,c rg .u k

Universal compliance: The Preamble places on publishers 
and editors the ultimate duty of care to ensure that the rules 
are implemented. It also ends uncertainty over who Is covered 
by the Code by abolishing outdated distinctions between 
journalists and photographers, or other suppliers or providers 
of editorial services.

In the context of the Code, the rules for Journalists apply to 
all editorial staff, external contributors or suppliers of 
editorial material.

For example, in cases covering clandestine devices and 
subterfuge, this would normally Include information supplied 
by Intermediaries or agents.

O nline publications; Editorial material In online versions of 
newspapers and magazines is covered specifically. The rules 
apply to online versions of the newspapers and magazines 
— as opposed to freestanding online publications — and, as 
with the print versions, embrace editorial material only

Increasingly, newspapers' and magazines' online content 
is very different from that in the print versions. Including, for 
example, user-generated blogs and chatrooms, and audio 
visual material, some of which would not normally be subject 
to editorial control.

Therefore, in 2007, the Press Standards Board of Finance 
issued a ,.e ce rc"- extending the remit to cover audio 
visual editorial material and the Preamble was amended to 
reflect that. Sf£c Gcir.p/ain:: aixjul

Editorial material was defined as that for which the editor 
was responsible and could reasonably have been expected 
to apply the terms of the Code.

User-generated content such as blogs and chatrooms 
continues to be excluded, as does audio visual material that 
had been produced to conform to the standards of another 
regulator — such as live or syndicated TV or radio

programmes. This reflects the traditional approach applied to 
print versions, where for example. Letters to the Editor are 
covered by the Code, but advertising and marketing material 
Is not.

Co-operation with the PCC is the first test of the spirit of 
the Code In action. The voluntary system cannot work without 
universal compliance by the industry, and swiff co-operation 
is the surest example of compliance.

Once the PCC is involved in a case, there is renewed 
pressure for a speedy resolution. First, the Code requires of 
editors swift co-operation with the PCC in trying to resolve 
the dispute. Second, the PCC's target is to resolve cases 
within 35 days.

Failure of publications to co-operate swiftly is. as the 
Preamble makes clear, itself a breach of the Code, which 
may result in censure. This happened when a Sunday paper, 
while standing by its story about a pop festival organiser who 
complained of inaccuracies, simply failed to produce any 
evidence.

The PCC upheld the complaint by default, reminding 
editors that it was their Code, and self-regulation could work 
only fay the voluntary participation of the industry 
r Z„ ;f 7'' ' ZQZi

If failing to act swiftly is one form of non-co-operation, 
acting precipitately can be another, especially once the PCC 
is involved.

When an author complained that his book about the death 
of Pope John Paul 1 had been misrepresented m a Sunday 
magazine section in 2005, the PCC tried to negotiate a 
mutually acceptable correction. But the magazine Jumped the 
gun, publishing its own correction — despite being asked by 
the PCC not to do so — and without due prominence.

The wording of the correction itself would have been

v.vvr c.C ur.
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adequate, but the PCC felt the magazine’s unilateral action 
ran counter to the spirit of the Code. “Publishing a correction 
which has not been agreed with the complainant, despite a 
request from the Commission not to do so, was neither within 
the spirit of the system of self-regulation nor withm the letter 
of the Code of Practice,” said the Commission in an 
adjudication censuring the editor. ' 'Vt''.p  ̂ i. '

So while bad practice is rare, when it occurs the PCC 
always takes a grave view. In 2007, it censured the Sunday 
Ma//for failing to hold to an undertaking given in 2003 to keep 
on file a complainant’s denial of allegations it had made 
against him.

The paper had repeated the claims without recording the 
denials. The PCC regarded this as a serious matter and 
upheld a complaint that the report was misleading under 
Clause 1 ' '"‘‘i

When, a few months later, the same paper unilaterally 
changed the wording of an agreed letter resolving a 
complaint, it earned another stern rebuke. While the revised 
wording was still a proportionate response, the PCC warned 
that the paper’s approach was highly unusual, disappointing 
— and should not be repeated r-<.- ^ V f

the obligation of due prominence is properly met. It has made 
clear It will tolerate nothing less '-r J'c.  ̂t jt

So an editor is free to decide the prominence, but the PCC 
IS  also free to decide that it was not sufficient — and that 
could lead to a further breach of the Code. For this reason 
newspapers often consult the PCC m advance for advice on 
prominence.

As with the placing of corrections ' .ct f l i t  due 
prominence does not mean equal prominence. A breach of 
the Code in the front page lead does not necessarily mean 
the adjudication should be on Page One —although it might 
be It depends on what would be appropriate, according to the 
gravity of the case.

For example, the PCC ruled that an Evening Standard lead 
story suggesting that climate change activists were planning 
to cause chaos at Heathrow Airport by placing hoax bomb 
packages and attacking the security fence was based on 
flimsy evidence, misleading and was a serious breach of the 
Code.

The newspaper published the adjudication prominently on 
an early inside page — with a Page One reference to it. I'um

Dye profninence: The second test of co-operation is the 
requirement that publications print adverse adjudications 
against them in full and with due prominence. This is the 
PCC's principal sanction against offending newspapers. In 
fact, no editor has ever failed to publish an adverse 
adjudication, even though they have occasionally run to 4,000 
words.

While there is an excellent record of compliance on 
publication of adjudications, the PCC is equally insistent that

Burying adjudications: “Due prominence" implies a 
proportionate response to the original breach. In the spirit of 
the Code, that would not normally mean burying an 
adjudication in an obscure part of the newspaper — unless 
the story in question had first appeared there.

A regional evening newspaper found itself in double trouble 
in 2008 when it ran a critical PCC adjudication about a Page 
8 picture story breaching children’s privacy — on Page 32. 
The editor contended that although the adjudication was 24 
pages later in the paper than the original article, a difference

www.editorscoce.arg.uk

in daily paginations meant they were each a similar distance 
from the back page.

But this arithmetic did not add up for the PCC, which ruled 
that the paper had failed to give due prominence. The 
Commission ordered that another adjudication, detailing both 
breaches, should be published — prominently. It was duly run 
on Page 14. {The FCC, Nicholas Soamss MP and The Argus: 
Report, 77, 2008).

Headline reference: Since June 2004, there has been an 
additional requirement that there should be a headline 
reference to the PCC. Although there would be no objection 
to spelling out the Press Complaints Commission in full in a 
headline, the strict requirement is only to use the acronym 
PCC. This is intended to provide more visible “branding" for 
adjudications.

Preamble and public Interest: Although separate from the 
numbered clauses, both the Preamble and the Public interest 
exceptions have always been important integral components 
of the Code. The Preamble was amended in 2007 to stress 
this.
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TMe C ode  o f Ptapflcs does not attem pt to  duplicate the law, 
Journalists are  bound by the s am e legal constraihte as every  t  

other oit!*an ~  and , incieasihgty, by s  le w  extra, media-speciflp. 

ta w s ,to d ,  ̂ \ ; V  ' I   ̂ ^
S o  editors and  journalists a te  assoiTied to recognise their : 

aocounlabiiity under both.crimirtal and  civil la w  Th e  Code  

places an  extra burden o f  responsibility on them , beypiid the  

requ ire tnen ll o f the  usual la w s  of; contem pt, defam ation, 
ires p a ss ,d is 'c rim in a tio h an d 'th ere s t,'

The golden rule, therefore, when applying any bf the tey 
tests under the Godb, is to ,ask; Is It safe legally? The Code may 
require more that) the law, but rjever less,

Ndrdoes a complaint under the Gode inhibit legal redress. 
Complainants dd not sign a legal waiver, but merely Undertate 
not to pursue legal aotlon concurrently with a PCG investigation. 
In general. complaihanls rarely take both the legal and self- 
regutatory route. '

However, while the Code does not replace the law, its 
authority is recognised by the courts in several areas:

• Date ProtecHon: An .exemption for some journalistic, literary 
or artistic work in speciflc circumstances was included in the 
Date Protection Act 1i998. In hearing rases, Judges may take 
account of a number of designated codes of practice — 
including the Editors' Code. ('See B rletn gi.

• Human Rights: There was a risk as the Human Rights Bill 
was going through Parliament, that It could become a 
backdoor privacy law, accessible only to the rich and famous, 
and undermining the more publicly accessible PCC. The Bill 
was amended to Include a clause requiring judges to pay

' particular regarcHd fhe importance of the ECHR right of 
freedom of expressionl lii proceedings Telated to journaiism,

: liferarytof artistic matters, judges were also, requited to take, 
into -aCcourtt any telBvant privacy code — which includes the 
Editors’ Code, With its emphasis on the importance of 
freedom of expression. ■ ;  , ,

Flnancis! services; Plans to include financial journalism 
within the stongetit disclosure Tuies Of the Financia! Services 

' and Markets Act 2000 were dropped attef It was agreed they 
would be totelly impractical to implement ;

Instead, the Code’s provisions on financial journalism 
were SuppiBmerited by'a'PSCtest prattice nste'Which gaw  
guidance on the ifype of disclosure required by the Code.

» EU, Market Abuse’Oireetiw: The PCC and the Editors’ , 
Code are also recognised by the Committee of European 
Securities Regulators, responsible for drawing up the Market 
.A b u s e D ire c t iv e ...f '.'f' ' , ■■, ' , , ,

This avoided the heed to change the PCC Code when the 
i directive was implemented in the UK —  although the fmancial 

joumaiism best practice note was updated, effective from 
April2005.

i f the Preamble embraces the spirit of the Code, then Clause 1 
goes to the heart of good practice. The Code does not demand 

infallibility; if requires that care should be taken. It is about getting the 
story right in the first place, putting it right If mistakes are made and 
—  where appropriate —  saying Sorry.

This clause accounts for the majority of complaints to fhe PCC. 
That will surprise no-one familiar with the pace at which newspapers 
and magazines are produced, but it should not excuse reckless or 
sloppy journalism.

The PCC has reminded editors that accuracy Is particularly

important in dealing with emotive topics such as asylum seekers or 
mental health, where there is danger of creating fearand hostility not 
borne out by facts, and where allegations are made, ahead of formal 
proceedings, suggesting an individual has committed —  or is 
suspected of — a criminal offence.

The absence of a public interest exception to justify inaccuracy 
increases the burden on editors, (See Section Six, P ublic Interesfy  

As with all else in the Code, it is a question of balance. Care must 
be taken to minimise both errors and their impact. Mistakes may be 
inevitable, but If is important that they are put right swiftly and clearly.

The Code rules on accuracy break down into two main areas, 
covering pre-publication and post-publication.

d is t o rt e d  in fo rm a tio n , irtc iu d in g  p ia t ijre s ,

m c o g n is e t i m u st hi-, c o rrs c t s d ,  tc 'c m p U y  a n d  with d u e  p ro m in e n c e ,

; V , ^  ',
/«; The P re s s , w n ilst free to b e  p a rt is a n , m u s t  i j is t m g u is h  c le a rly  h etw eer, 

c o m m e n t, c o n fe c tu re  a n d  fa c t

fVi A  p u b lic a t io n  m u s t  re p o rt  fa irly  a n d  a c c u ra t e ly  the a u lc o m e  o f  an  

a c tio n  f o r  defa m atio n to w h ich  it h a s  b e e n  a  party, u n le s s  an a g re e d  

se ttle m e n t sta te s  o th e rw ise , o r  an a g re e d  sta te m e n t is  p u b lis h e d .

The Code is careful not to demand perfect accuracy, which would 
be impossible to achieve. Instead, sub-clause 1i obliges publications 
to take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted 
material, including pictures.

That is a simple, practical and deliverable requirement, applying 
to all they do ahead of publication. If sufficient care were taken, then 
that would be a defence to any subsequent complaint. The tests to 
apply would include such issues as:

• Are there reasonable grounds for believing the piece is accurate?

* Have proper checks been made?
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® Have likely complainants been given an adequate opportunity to 
respond?

Proving sufUdent care; A com plaint by the European Commission 
Mb'-1<’ W8S rejected because

the PCC decided the paper had taken sufficient care to check the 
accuracy of a story suggesting an EC summit was to discuss a £30- 
a-year levy on telephone lines.

First, the story was based on a report on an official EC website 
which gave no indication that if was out of date; second, the paper 
had twice asked the EC press office to comment, but received no 
response: and third, it had made clear this was a proposal for 
consideration which had not been adopted. These ched<s showed 
that the paper had taken sufficient care on all points.

The (^se demonstrates that editors are not always responsible 
for potentially misleading reports. There can be factors over which 
they can have no control, and there can be occasions when the error 
is caused by contributory negligence on the part of the complainant.

Conversely, a complaint against a Sunday tabloid was upheld 
because the paper failed to put details of an uncorraborated kiss- 
and-tell story to the subject of the piece prior to publication. The PCC 
ruled I- r.:.r>, '-v;,:.- that this
amounted to insufficient care to establish the truth.

This requires publications to offer a suitable remedy if the story, 
including pictures, was significantiy inaccurate, misleading or 
distorted. The burden of proof, as always in the PCC system, falls on 
the editors, if they wish to claim the story was b’ue. then they will 
need to demonstrate that there were no significant inaccurades or 
distortions and that it was not misleading. Even if the story )was not 
entirely correct, the newspaper would be exonerated If it could 
demons&ate that it had taken sufficient care to avoid inaccuracy, or 
that it had offered a suitable remedy.

Was it significant? The spirit of the Code protects a substantially 
true story from falling due to a trifling error. The PCCs 
commonsense test of significance is simple; How much does it really 
matter? Getting a name wrong could be merely irritating — or wholly 
fundamental- The context would be crucial. The PCC might need to 
decide if the alleged error taken alone, was of consequence, or even 
if a series of relatively minor errors, taken together, were likely to 
mislead or distort,

in 1998 Mjnr''hh 7 ' 8  man who had
written critically about The Guardian, complained that a piece it had 
published in response was littered with inaccuracies, including a 
claim that he had a "shouting, screaming, vein-busting dislike” for 
The Guardian. The PCC decided the newspaper had a right to 
investigate a o-itic who had made serious allegations against it. In the 
context of the piece all the points were minor — except for an error 
over VAT repayment. That was significant, but had already been 
corrected by the newspaper. The complaint was rejected.

Was It true? If the point is significant, the next test is whether it is 
true. The PCC will expect from editors supporting evidence for a 
story, wherever possible, demonstrating that it wasn’t inaccurate, 
misleading or distorted. However, the truth is not always easy to 
establish, especially if a newspaper or magazine is relying for its 
information on a single, confidential source, which it has a duty to 
protect under the Code i-- :Us! .̂CLr.'e .

The PCC has no powers of sub-poena. or of verifying 
unsupported evidence and in fBre cases it has proved impossible to 
decide whether a story was accurate or not. In such situations, the 
Commission virill often negotiate on whether it is reasonable for the 
complainant to be given an opportunity to reply.

In 2002 Cabinet Minister Charles Clarke accused a newspaper 
of inventing a story that he had ‘told friends' he regarded the Speaker 
of the House of Commons as a liability. {Ciarke MR v The limes:

Editors are urged by the PCC to think carefully before embarking on high-
profile {̂ mpaigns in which details of convicted sex offenders are published. In
a the Commission recommended;
 ̂ Consultation: It would be advisable to talk with representatives of the 

probation service and local police before publication. Both services had 
expressed fears that Identifying sex-offenders could hamper their work and 
endanger public safety.

* Accuracy: Parficuiar care needed to be feken to comply with the Code's 
rules (Clause 1), given the scale of problems created for innocent people 
that could follow an inaccuracy.

 ̂ Corrections: Where there is an acknowledged inaccuracy, it should be 
corrected as soon as possible (Clauses 1 and 2). with an apology if 
necessary.

® Privacy: People convicted of €x-ime do ha’i  ̂protection under Clause 3 — 
although reporting of corwictions would not normally breach the Code.

s Relatives and friends: They have a right of privacy and should not be 
identified without consent (Clause 9) unless they are relevant to the case or 
there is a public interest in doing so.
Children and victims of sexual assault: Particular care needs to be taken 
to prevent Identification of victims in line with the Code rules in Clauses 7 
and 11.

The paper stood by its story — insisting it was from a confidential 
source — and offered Mr Clarke an opportunity to reply, but baulked 
at publishing his claim that its journalist invented the quotes. The 
PCC could not break the deadlock.

As it could not establish the facts, it couid not oblige the 
newspaper to accept that the quotes were invented. It decided that 
the editor’s offer to publish a letter carrying all Mr Clarke's other 
claims was a suitable remedy.

Was sufficient care taken? The problems sometimes encountered 
in establishing the truth tend to make the test of whether sufficient 
care was taken at least as important as the test of accuracy. It is 
often easier to establish. (See pre-piibiicaiicin requirements abovi 

The PCC has ruled that this duty of care places a burden on 
editors to be pro-active, rather than relying on complainants to prove 
their case. A weekly newspaper's report that a man had been 
accused of assault was accurate, but the paper failed to report his 
subsequent acquittal, because its court reporter was ill. The editor 
then refused to publish an apology unless the defendant himself 
produced evidence of his acquittal.

The Commission rejected the notion that the onus of proof was 
entirely on the complainant and criticised the editor for doing nothing 
to try to establish the facts. It said failure to publish the verdict 
created a misleading impression for several months and breached 
the Code. hTTucnciep  ̂ -am c: herm :

Was ft misleading? Stories that are technically accurate can still be 
misleading or distorted leaving the reader with a false impression. 
Sometimes the problem is more because of what they don't say than 
what they do, and that — whether intentional or not — can breach 
the Code.

A magazine (Brain / H.eilol Report 55 kOCT} published interior 
pictures of actress Kate Winslett’s new home — but didn't mention

WA'vV,fe(irtorscc;de,orc.k>k
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that they were taken during the occupation of a former owner, who 
complained. The PCC ruled that the pictures showing the former 
owner’s furniture suggested Ms Winslett had disposed of treasured 
wedding gifts.

The complaint was upheld. A caption making dear that the 
pictures showed the intenors pre-Ms Winslett might ha\re kept the 
magazine out of trouble. But only if it was made very clear.

Hidden escape-clause justifications aren’t acceptable to the PCC 
— as a local newspaper discovered when it ran the story of a police 
raid, in which six refugees were arrested, under a Page One 
headline The Front Line /n Fotkestone, apparently illustrated by a 
large picture of officers in not gear.

The fact that the picture showed an entirely separate incident was 
only revealed on an inside page. The PCC upheld the complaint — 
while reminding editors that inaccurate or misleading reporting could 
generate an atmosphere of fear and hostility not borne out by the 
facts ' fc <-n-.', I . r 'r '''

Was it distortion? The PCC insists that if a picture is not what it 
seems, or if it has been posed or digitally manipulated, the reader 
should generally be told. An exception might be in publishing spoofs 
— such as April Fool stories — where the manipulation is the story 
and will ultimately be revealed. The test would be whether the reader 
had been significantly misled. Most are not — and they get the joke 
if they are.

However, a picture illustrating a genuine story of local prostitution 
and showing what appeared to be a vice giri on a street corner was 
doubly damned. The newspaper admitted it had been digitally 
created by combining two images — and was posed using a model. 
The PCC ruled that in any case where images were significantly 
altered, the caption should say so ' " '
Report 54, 20Q3P

Again, the key word is significantly. The PCC does not expect

editors to chronicle each digital enhancement of every picture. The 
image would need to have been distorted enough to have been 
capable of misleading the reader.

The need for speedy and clear corrections is set out in sub-clause 
1 ii which requires that a significant inaccuracy, misleading statement 
or distortion, once recognised must be corrected promptly and with 
due prominence. There is no hard and fast definition in either case 
Promptness and jix'ominence must be dedded by what is reasonable 
in all the circumstances, particularly subject to any over-riding legal 
considerations.

Promptness: While delays in some cases may be genuinely 
unavoidable, the Commission takes a stern view of unnecessary 
delays in fighting undisputed —or incontestable—errors, especially 
where the repercussions can be serious.

A newspaper wrongly reported that an estranged husband was 
involved In a knife-wielding incident with his wife’s new boyfriend, It 
was not her boyfriend — she did not have one — but a neighbour 
However, due to what the editor described as a “breakdown in 
communications” the paper failed to correct the error for six weeks 
— during which time the husband was found dead.

The PCC ruled  ̂ arx'-z'  ̂ ~-p
_ - ^ , that the delay, while inadvertent, was not acceptable in 
circumstances where the potential consequences of the mistake 
were serious, it also found that the correction, when eventually 
published, should have included an apology.

Due prominence: As with the publication of adverse PCC 
adjudications fSse Page 11p the Commission will take Into account 
all the circumstances to decide whether the prominence given to a 
correction, clarification, or apology amounts to an adequate remedy.

< www.edUcrscode.org.uk

After a number of breaches of the Code, the PCC issued P , . e aimed at
ending confusion over the terminology used to describe asylum seekers and 
refugees.

The Commission expressed concern that misunderstandings could lead to 
inaccurate, misleading or distorted reporting, in breach of the Code’s 
accuracy rules t . and might also generate a fear and hostility that 
was not borne out by the facts.

Although the Code’s Discrimination rules . —relating to
pejorative, prejudicial or irrelevant references — apply only to individuals, the 
wider question of whether a description is accurate, misleading or distorted 
applies equally to groups. This means a term such as “illegal asylum seekert' 
would be a breach, since ii is inaccurate.

The guidance suggested:
» An asylum seeker is a person currently seeking refugee status or 

humanitarian protection.
A refugee Is someone who has fled their country in fear of their life — and 
may have been granted asylum under the 1951 ReHigee Convention, or 
who otherwise qualifies for humanitarian protection, discretionary leave or 
has been granted exceptional leave to remain in the UK.
An illegal /mm/granf would describe a person who had been refused such 
status, and had failed to respond to a removal notice to quit Britain.

The PCC has also held that stories which generated fear and hostility not 
borne out by the facts might in certain circumstances affect the welfare of 
children, in breach of -P '

It has always taken the view that due prominence does not mean 
equal prominence: an error in a Page One lead would not 
automatically require a Page One lead correction. However, the PCC 
would expect that the positioning of apologies or corrections should 
generally reflect the seriousness of the error — and that would 
include front page apologies where appropriate.

When the Evening Standard ran a Page One story incorrectly 
stating that Prince Philip had prostate cancel; the newspaper quickly 
acknowledged the error and within 36 hours the PCC negotiated a

This included a Page One reference to a Page 5 item apologising 
unreservedly to the Prince and his family for making the distressing 
allegation and breaching his privacy, it was a classic example of a 
prompt, prominent and proportionate apology working rapidly to 
minimise the damage of a bad error. However, when apologies are 
not treated in such a way it can seriously compound the problem 
and aggravate tne damage done.

The Mayor of Totnes complained that a Daily Express story 
claiming that she had personally ordered the scrapping of civic 
prayers to avoid offending other faiths, was not true. The council as 
a whole had agreed the move and it was not in deference to other 
faiths.

The Express agreed to apologise but, although the original story 
had appeared on Page 5. the apology was relegated to Page 33. 
The PCC censured the newspaper for “an unfortunate example of 
bad practice” especially as the complainant had to wait four months
for it. v Dsi; E/.prtoz ~5 20371

Apologies: In fact, the Code makes a distinction between 
corrections — which usually need to be published promptly and 
prominently — and apologies, where the same is not always true.

First, the wording of apologies often needs to be agreed with the 
complainant, especially if there are legal implications — as in 
defamation cases, for example — which may cause unavoidable

v'ww t-enoj'-coufe.orc ut i l
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delay, affecting promptness. Secondly a public apology which could 
highlight the error and cause renewed embarrassment, may be the 
last thing a complainant vî nts.

Editors regularly find tiat complainants regard a personal letter, or 
phone call, as more suitable. An apologetic note from a genuinely 
regretful editor, accompanied by a bouquet of flowers, is by no 
means uncommon. If is an example of the spirit of the Code in 
action.

Yet sometimes such gestures are neither appropriate nor enough 
and the demand for a published apology becomes an issue. Each 
case is judged on its merits, but one factor when deciding if an 
apology is appropriate, might be whether the story had caused 
significant hurt or embarrassment.

A newspaper whose headline Blair All Spin And No Delivery — 
Field, attributed to Frank Field MP words about the Prime Minister he 
had not used, offered the opportunity to reply in a letter, but refused 
to run an apology The PCC upheld the complaint, ruling that, as the 
error had been recognised at an early stage, an apology would have 
been appropriate ‘ ''-V/'

The Code upholds in sub-clause 1 iii the Press’s right to be partisan, 
but insists on a clear distinction between comment, conjecture and 
fact. The rival claims of freedom of expression and freedom from 
prejudice can find a battleground here, especially when distinctions 
become blurred in personal opinion columns.

The PCC holds the ring by defending the freedom to comment — 
but only as long as columnists do not try to argue a false factual 
basis for their views. It has particularly used this to decide cases 
involving complaints from minority groups about being portrayed 
inaccurately. The tests include:
s is the disputed material demonstrably factual? If not — 
s Does the presentation make clear that it is comment or 

conjecture?

In 1997. a tabloid columnist stated as fact that gay men had an 
average life expectancy of 43 and were 17 times more likely to be 
paedophiles than straight men. During the PCC inquiry the 
newspaper accepted the statistics had been challenged and that, 
although “broadly accurate”, the columnist’s interpretations should 
not be taken as absolute.

In a key ruling, the Commission concluded that such claims 
should not then have been presented as fact, and upheld the
complaint.'./- ; 'Np

Importance of presentation: In news reports, too, there is a danger 
of passing off allegations, however strong, as fact. Presentation of 
the story can be crucial if by tone, display or other means it misleads 
the reader into interpreting as fact that which is conjecture or 
comment, or a mixture of both.

Soon after the death of Father John Tolkien — son of JRR Tolkien 
— a Sunday paper published a former attar boy’s claims that the 
priest was a paedophile, who had abused hundreds of children. The 
Tolkien family in a series of complaints under five clauses of the 
Code, said they had been given no chance to comment on these 
allegations, which were presented explicitly as fact.

The editor’s suggestion that publication was justified by freedom 
of expression and a duty to expose crime was rejected by the PCC. 
which ruled that white the newspaper may have strongly believed 
the priest to be a paedophile, he had not been convicted of. or 
charged with, any offence.

The presentation of the story should have made absolutely clear 
that these were allegations. By publishing such extremely serious 
claims without sufficientqualification, the newspaper had breached 
Clause 1 of the Code r r h: -r i  ̂ '

The issue of presentation was doubly CTucial when Sinn Fein 
leader Martin McGuinness complained to the PCC after a Sunday 
newspaper splashed with the headline McGuinness Was A Brit Spy.

Without any legal powers to investigate the suggestion — by a 
named former British agent — that Mr McGuinness had co-operated 
with MI6, the Commission was in no position to decide on its veracity.

in fact, it did not need to. For the issue was not whether the 
allegation was true, but whether the newspaper had dearly 
separated fact from comment. The PCC decided it had. as the main 
headline had been accompanied by another saying. Spook's Shock 
Claims.

Mr McGuinness said the other headline appeared to be separate 
in another box. but the PCC ruled  ̂  ̂ '
Peporf 74, 2006} that readers would have understood that the 
suggestion that he was a spy was not stated as fact, but as a claim 
from an intelligence source. The complaint of inaccuracy was 
therefore rejected.

Alternative view; The Importance of presentation was stressed 
again in a case brought by Rina and Michelangelo Attard. the 
parents of conjoined twins, who had sold pictures and information to 
the media f . '5 . ' "f, ' "

The article was based on an interview with Mr and Mrs Hubble, 
who had become friends of the Aftards. When the couples fell out. 
the Hubbles sold their story to the Sunday Mirror, giving their view 
of events.

But the PCC ruled that because the interview was presented as 
Just one side of a cxamplicated story, leaving readers in no doubt 
there would have been another point of view, it was valid. There was 
no breach of the Code.

Crime reporting and court stories, where accurate accounts 
\Arouid normally be covered by legal privilege, hold hidden dangers 
for newspapers when they get it vsrrong and confuse comment or 
conjecture with fact. As always, misleading headlines can be a 
particular problem.

The alleged rape of a 14-year-old black girl by 19 men in an Asian

shop was reported on the front page of a weekly newspaper under 
the headline Gang Of 19 Rape Teen. Although headlines and 
reports on inside pages had used the words “allied gang rape” and 
"alleged attack”, the word “alleged” was used only once in the short 
Page One story.

The PCC ruled that this was insufficient to enable readers to 
realise that the story was about allegations and the inside coverage 
did not mitigate that. It therefore breached the Code by failing to 
distinguish comment, conjecture and fact. (A man v The Voice:

Unproven evidence: Similar problems can arise in court reporting 
of statements that are not proven fads. A plea of mitigation tor an 
offence, untested and unproven, is not necessarily a fact, but an 
allegation. And that must be made clear — as the editor of a local 
newspaper found when he ran a story headlined Man Attacked 
Girlfriend's Lesbian Lover.

The defendant admitted in court attacking a woman, but said he 
was upset because he had discovered she was having an affair with 
his girlfriend, His victim complained to the PCC that the newspaper 
stated as fact in its headline and the intro to its story that the hNO 
women had been lovers, rather than making clear that this was an 
allegation made in mitigation. In fact, both women later said the 
claims were unfounded. However, the editor said he had accurately 
reported what was said in court and would not publish a letter of 
denial from the cxamplainant because it cx3uld expose his newspaper 
to the risk of defamation proceedings.

The PCC said while the editor was not responsible for the 
accuracy of what was said in court, there was an important principle 
under the Code of how proceedings were reported. Readers would 
have been misled into believing that the cx3urt claim was an 
established fact. The Commission criticised the editor for not frying 
to find an amicable resolution and upheld the compiaint. '!■/.arlm̂urJ 
, of Cz'jrny '-rsbs Pepch 75 2007̂
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Publications are required by the Code in sub-clause 1iv to report 
fairly and accurately the outcome of a case for defamation to which 
they had been party — unless an agreed settlement states 
otherwise, or an agreed statement is published.

This is intended to ensure that newspapers set the record straight 
in their own pages. It covers only the outcome of the case and puts 
no onus on editors to run ongoing reports of the action — although 
they may choose to do so.

A case where a man who successfully sued The Gu îan went 
on to complain that the paper had not run balanced reports of the
triaU ,̂/6, -''G > ‘ ' y i-'r-r was rejected
by the PCC The Code refers only to the outcome of the case.

Agreed statements; The provision for cases where the settlement 
of the defamation action clearly slates that there is no requirement 
to publish the outcome, or where an agreed statement is published, 
was added in June 2004 to protect publications which reached such 
an agreement from being guilty of a technical breach.

That happened in 1999, when a magazine did not report the

Was the alleged error significant? Tnvial errors are not covered.
, Was the story inaccurate, misleading or distorted? A technically 
accurate story could still be misleading. Has a picture been manipulated? . 
Was sufficient care taken to establish accuracy ahead of publication?
Were proper checks made? Was the compiainant offered a chance to 
comment?
Did the story confuse comment or conjecture and fact? Presentation 
IS important.

• • Was a suitable remedy offered? • '
Was the outcome of a defamation case reported?

outcome of a case, believing in good faith that the settlement did not 
require a report of the outcome. In its adjudication ami
y;.'--r,chy J- / Tma 4̂  -99̂ -. the PCC accepted that
the Code should not be used to give litigants in resolved cases 
further redress.

Significantly, the Commission did not censure the magazine, but 
urged editors and lawyers to make clear in settlements that reporting 
of the outcome was not an issue.

The clear lesson for both sides is that agreed legal settlements of 
defamation actions should include the timing and manner of any 
publication of the outcome and those arrangements should be 
enforced as part of that settlement, it should not be a matter for the 
PCC to referee after the event.

'''jn'" ' V
Harkishin v Smidsy Sport (Report 68, 2002).
Hum V The Guardian, (Report 45,1993).
Clarke hfiP v The Times. (Reporl 58.2002).
' I HiS’ijG C ' i, ' t - ('r /

Harman and Harman v Folkestone Herald (Report 49 
A man v Luton on Sunday, (Reporl 64, 2003),
A woman v South Wales Evening Fast (Report 59, 2C
Bcsweli-Harper v Daily Express (Report 75, 2007). 
Field yp V The sndependeni (Report 51,2000),
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A s the Opportunity to Reply is to inaccuracies, it would be difficult 
to breach Clause 2 without first contravening the rules laid down 

for correcting significant errors in Clause 1. Complaints therefore are 
rarely, if ever, considered under Clause 2 alone. But the clause is 
important because it sets out the precise obligation on editors. They 
must give a fair opportunity to reply... when reasonab/y called for.

It means that where it is reasonable — as in cases of significant 
inaccuracy where littie or no redress has been offered — an 
opportunity to repiy may offer a remedy beyond a simple correction.

Circumstances and timing can themselves add significance to an 
error and therefore add urgency to the need for an opportunity to 
reply.

A front page splash in a London newspaper headed Terror And 
Hatred For Sale Just Yards From Baker Street would be a strong 
story in the public interest at any time, but when pubiished only 
weeks after the July 2005 London bombings both its relevance and 
the need to be accurate were heightened.

The story highlighting the sale of allegedly extremist literature in 
Islamic outlets was accompanied by a picture and contact details of

the Dar Al-Taqwa bookshop, as an example of the sort of premises 
selling titles that advocated terrorism. But the shop did not seli any 
of the books or DVDs featured in the article, it did sell a pamphlet 
that was quoted, but this did not corroborate the allegations of 
incitement to terror or hatred.

The newspaper offered to publish an abridged letter from the 
shop’s managing director, with an editorial footnote apologising for 
any misunderstanding. But the bookshop—which had sought police 
protection, following abuse and threats to its staff — said this was 
not enough,

The PCC agreed, it said the misleading allegations could have 
had exttemely serious consequences in the climate of anxiety 
following the London bombings and the remedies offered were 
inadequate The complaint of inaccuracy and feiiing to offer a fair 
opportunity to reply were both upheld Ts' < t £• £ *'.■ - c

However, It would not normaiiy be reasonable to caii for an 
opportunity to reply if one has already been offered, especiaily if 
accepted A complaint from Esther Rantzen against a Sunday 
newspaper failed because the editor — although disputing the 
inaccuracies — had already published prominently a letter 
addressing her main points. The PCC decided this was enough. 
'-'antzbiiSji'de, TeiSL'anr. '̂ eucn 57. "££%

The opportunity to reply has occasionaily been criticised as falling 
short of an absolute right of reply. However in the context of a 
regulatory system built on conciliation, ary term dealing in absolute

turscodfc.org uk
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Allegaiions ihal named individusls have committed — or are suspsded of — s 
crime can raise important issues under the Code. This applies particuiatfy to 
alleQaticins from third parties oi police sources, or at the lime oi an arrest 

Ins , 1 the PCC reminds editors ihal, because allegaiions may
prove unfounded, there is particular need to take cars to see that the Coda is not 
breached Key areas affected include;

Accuracy; li is irnporianl to ciistinguish taa iiom conjecture in .
some cases, ii is difficult to substantiaie allegations from third parties, yet 
puWicaaot) ot the allegations, 11: true, wouio oe in me puonp inwresc toimra 
might need to consider publication without Ideritifying the accused as a way of 
complying with the Gods.

If a complaint is made about accuracy, editors should investigate the story 
—and, if necessary put right any vwong impression — swiftly to avoid the ernjr 
beingireproduced elsewhere and gaining credibility,

• Privacy and harassment: The far* that someone has been .accused of aims
should not be used to jusliiy infusions, unless relevant or in the public interest 
■ : Editors are reminded that telephoning, questioning, pursuing or 

photographing Individuals once asked to desist would breach the harassment 
rules .leiajjse*. unless in ttie public interest.' ■ ' ■ . ■ '

• Se* cases: Editors are advised to take care that publication of details about 
the accused cannot lead to identification of the alleged vidims fciattse > and

If it is likely to do so, editors should report such allegations without 
naming the accused until a charge is brought.

It Innocent retatiws: Under the Code, innocent relatives or friends should not 
be identified without consent, unless relevant to the story—for example, when 
the relationship is already in the public domain — or it is in the public interest to
do so tasuse-iH. . '

rights on either side — whether they be reasonable or otherwise — 
could be counter-productive and raise false expectations. The Code 
definition relies on what is reasonable in the circumstances, which is 
decided by the PCC.

vAfas there i: slgr.iffcEsrii' inscoureGyV 
Was an adequate remedy ©ffered?

www.editorscode.org.uk

P rivacy is always a hot issue. Complaints about intrusion account 
for a quarter of the PCC's cases, and cover the whole spectrum 

of national and regional newspapers and magazines in almost equal 
proportion-

This reflects the genuine and widespread conflict over where 
legitimate public exposure ends and public prurience begins. When 
dealing with public figures, there can be a further dimension; how 
much is this prurience encouraged by celebrities themselves? There 
is no definitive answer to these questions. It is a matter of balance 
and judgment according to all the circumstances. The Code attempts 
to embrace that and manage the conflicts in Clause 3. by two means. 

First, in setting out the zones of privacy, it echoes flie language of

i/ EvQryars& i& entffied tc /especf f'c-r bis or 'jrfvLt̂  snci farrMy tife,
■ home. h&&ith and cGrr&sporid&nĉ , inciudinq digital aC'fmr.L'nicBtions:. 
ii) ScZ/fors wfi/ be expscfcd id justify intrusiGns into any indf̂ iduai% 

private Ufe withoui ccnsent Acooant mil be tsksn af 
compiblnsnt's own public di&oia&ures of information.

Hi) if if: unaccepitabla to photograph irsdividoals. in privat'-f pmces without 
their oonseat

Note — Private places- are public or private property where (here is e 

■ A public inisrest exemnuoi'i may De svaiisDie . • -

the Human Rights Act — the entitlement to respect for private and 
family liie, home, health and correspondence. In June 2004, the Code 
added to this digital communications, thus underlining Clause 10’s 
strictures on the use of bugging devices.

Second, the Code’s ban on intrusive photography makes dear 
that consent would be needed to take pictures of individuals on 
public or private property where there is a reasonable expectation of 
privacy.

This attempts to protect individuals by introducing a test of what 
was reasonable, with each case judged on its merits — the final 
arbiter of which would be the PCC with its lay majority. As this clause 
offers the possibility of a pubiic interest defence, that too is often 
factored into the equation.

The wide discretion the clause gives to the PCC makes its 
decisions vital in influencing editorisi Judgment and setting public 
expectations of the press. Among the guiding principles it considers 
in reaching those decisions;

® Pnvaey Is not nn absolute right — it can be compromised by 
conduct or consent. For example, when considering complainte 
of alleged intrusions, the PCC has traditionally had regard for any 
relevant previous disclosures by the compiainant. Since October 
2009, that has been codified in Clause 3ii, which states; “Account 
will be taken of the complainant’s own public disclosures of 
information."

4 Privacy is not a commodity which can be sold on one person’s

vx'A'w.editor&CGoe.org uk
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terms — the Code is not designed to protect comm̂ ciai deals.
» Privacy does not mean invisibility — pictures taken in 

genuinely public places and information already in the public 
domain can be legitimate.

» Privacy may be against the public interest — such as when 
used to keep secret conduct that might reflect on a public figure 
or role modei. The PCC has ruled in several cases where people 
have effectively invaded their own pnvacy by selling their story, or 
talking publicly about private matters — or not complaining when 
someone else does.
The Commission’s view is that those people should expect 

consequential media comment, but that it should be praportionate.

The parents of a sole surviving conjoined twin sold picture rights to 
the story, but compiained that it was intrusive and damaging to the 
child’s welfare when another paper published unauthorised 
photographs of the baby. The Commission disagreed. First, a 
photograph of the infant’s face did not concern her welfare, and, 
second, the parents had put the materia! into the public domain. 
Privacy, said the PCC. was “not a commodity which can be soid on 
one person’s terms".'-r-Z'-' - -‘- f - <■; 'V--'’

The principle here is that people must, in part at least, have due 
regaixi for protecting their own privacy. Under the Code, informaton 
cannot be private if it is already genuinely in the public domain, and 
people cannot complain if they themselves have put itlhere.

Similarly, their scope for complaint is also limited if they have 
failed to complain about a previous allegation to prevent repetition.

Nailing rumours: In 2002, Mr David Maclean MR the Conservative 
Chief Whip, did not challenge a Sunday newspaper’s diary items 
suggesting he had had an affair with a senior dvil servant in the 
1990s. But when in 2004, Mr Maclean had occasion to warn fellow

Tory Boris Johnson on the danger of lying about an alleged affair 
with Petronella Wyatt, the same newspaper ran a bigger story 
headed Top Tory Who Quizzed Boris Over Peisy Affair Cheated On 
His Own Wife With Chief Of Staff To Duncan Smith, Mr Maciean 
complained to the PCC that two small diary items published two 
years before had not placed the matter into the public domain 
sufficiently to justify publication of the story.

Sounding a warning to both editors and potential complainants, 
the Commission said that, even though the diary items were small, 
the information was undeniably in the public domain rii/fr.' b-i- / 
'F-.;' o; Zu'r''!-/ , 0̂ '-1: “It is important for editors to be
aware that the Code applies as much to mat îal contained in diary 
pieces as to the rest of a newspaper," said the Commission.

“it is also important for people who are the subject of such pieces 
to realise that not to complain about them may limit their ability to 
complain about future articles which repeat the same thing.”

The PCC accepts that people such as show business celebrities or 
sports stars may need to CTeate a professional image C3f themselves 
in the media. This does not undermine their right as individuals to 
privacy or mean the press could justify publishing articles on any 
subject about them. Their “private and family life, home, health and 
correspondence' all fall within the Code, unless there is a public 
interest in publication.

Address code: Publishing details about a celebrity’s home without 
consent, for example, couid constitute a breach, especially because 
of security problems and the threat from stalkers. The key test in 
such cases is not whether the precise location has been disclosed, 
but whether the information published would be sufficient to enable 
people to find the whereabouts of the home,

A complaint from singer Ms Dynamite was upheld after a local 
paper revealed that she had moved into a property near her mother,

picturing the home and naming the street. (Ms Dynamite v isHngtori 
Gazette: Report 63, 2003)

But the PCC judges each case individually, according to the threat 
posed- So when the author J. K. Rowling, who guards her privacy 
closely, complained about disclosure of details of her homes in 
London and Scotland, she had mixed success.

The PCC upheld her complaint that a Daily Mirror article, picturing 
the London house and naming the road in which it was located was 
sufficient to identify it. However, details the paper had given of two 
of the author’s Scottish properties were not judged intrusive. In one, 
her Edinburgh house was pictured, but only the name of the suburb 
was given, in the other, an aerial photograph of Ms Rowiing’s country 
home, its name and the county — Perthshire — in which if was 
located were not regarded as a giveaway that might attract unwanted 
visitors. (Rowling v Daily Mirror: Report 72, 2005).

In 2008, Ms Rowling complained that three more newspaper 
stories had identified her country home by saying it was close to a 
farm she had bought, running more pictures and naming a nearby 
town. But the PCC ruled that the information given was not 
sufficiently different to that already in the public domain, especially 
on the internet — Including a listing in Wikipedia — to contravene 
the Code, Significantly, the articles did not give the precise 
whereabouts of the house, or name the road, nor where the property 
was in relation to the nearby town, and the photographs showing the 
surrounding countryside did not pinpoim ihe location. / , ‘ e
l/bi'i-. Scoius.'r, Eonlor  ̂c. i ' ~ r-i ̂  _ r,
7?.2oOb:i. ,

The Code’s protection for people genuinely at risk from stalkers or 
obsessive fans does not automatically carry over to non-celebritles. 
Ms Helen Edmonds, former wife of Noel Edmonds, complained that 
a Sunday paper story headlined A Far Cry From Crinkley Bottom 
identified the location of her new home, making her and her children 
vulnerable to criminals. But the PCC ruled that the piece did not 
contain information — such as security arrangements or the times

when the house would be unoccupied — that would expose her 
home to greater risk than for other similar properties. (Edn'iQnde 
The Mail on Sunday: Report 72, 2005).

Pregnant pause: As vwth homes, so with health. There are limits on 
what can be said about celebrities, even though they are constantly 
in the public eye. Pregnancy, even for non-public figures, can rarely 
be kept secret for long, but the PCC has ruled that early speculation 
on whether someone is expecting a baby can be intrusive.

The actress Joanna Riding complained that a diary item disclosed 
that she had withdrawn from a theatre role because she was 
expecting a baby — before she had even told her family. She 
subsequently suffered a miscarriage.

In a landmark adjudication protecting all mothers-to-be, whether 
public figures or not, the PCC said that revealing the pregnancy at 
such an early stage was a serious intrusion (Riding v T 
f , ' And. setting out guidelines for the

future, the Commission njied:
» The press should not reveal news of an individual's pregnancy 

without consent before rhe 12~week scan unless the information 
is known to such an extent that it would be perverse not to refer
to it.

* This is because of the nsk of complications or miscarriages, and 
because it should be down to the mother to share the news with 
her family and friends at an early stage.
The PCC has made clear that it will not accept attempts by 

journalists to get around its guidelines by running speculative stories. 
II upheld a complaint against a national tabloid which, having 
received firm information that the singer Charlotte Church was not 
more than 12 weeks pregnant, published a piece headlined Baby 
Rumours For Sober Church. The Commission said that trying to 
circumvent privacy provisions by presenting the story as speculation 
was against the spirit of the Code. I'Cnuich z 'Dif. 3un Report
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Private health details of public figures, or their families, are 
generally protected under the Code unless there Is some public 
interest in revealing them — such as when they might significantly 
affect the performance of a senior politician. But when a Sunday 
newspaper revealed specific health details of Government ft/linister 
David Miliband's wife, m a story discussing their adoption of a child, 
the PCC judged it to be highly intrusive. Such details should not have 
been published, it said, without explicit consent or some convincing 
public interest reason, it was a senous breach of the Code ’> .  -

Famous or infamous? The rules that protect the famous from 
unjustified intrusions into privacy reply equally to the infamous. Even 
notorious cnmtnais do not automatically forfeit their rights under the 
Code. The judgment, as ever, is whether publication would be in the 
public interest.

So when Peter Coonan — formerly Peter Sutcliffe, the Yorkshire 
Ripper — complained about publication of a private telephone 
conversation secretly taped from Broadmoor Special Hospital, where 
he was a patient, the PCC had to judge whether his rights had been 
breached.

The Commission decided that, as a result of Coonan’s crimes, 
his criminal career, medical condition and the circumstances of his 
treatment and detention were properly matters for public scrutiny 
and discussion. And, although the conversation — run by the News 
of the World as the Ripper Tapes — referred to his mentai state, 
medical condition and treatment, the information was not particularly 
revealing, much of it was already in the public domain and it was not 
sufficiently private to be protected under the Code. The PCC 
rejected both the privacy complaint and another that the taping of 
the conversation had breached the Code’s provisions on the use of 
clandestine listening devices. (Coonan News of the Worid: Repoii 
74, 2007).

Public servants, including politicians, are also entitled to privacy— 
although they are inevitably subject to extra scrutiny in the public 
interest. The PCC upheld a complaint about the story of a wife who 
left her husband fora relationship with a policewoman. The fact that 
the WPc was a public servant was not sufficient grounds for 
intrusion.' u''c  ̂ -t- • .'f,

Royal Family: There is a delicate balancing ad between the 
fulfilment of the Royal Family’s public role and their pnvate lives. But 
while they are not entitled to any special provision, they are entitled 
to the protedion of the Code. The PCC issued a .. -. ' ■ - on
the Royal Princes, particularly protecting them from unnecessary 
intrusion dunng their time at school. Piduies of Prince William hiking 
and crossing a nver during a gap-year visit to Chile were held to 
breach both privacy and harassment rules.

The PCC condemned publication and the 'persistent pursuit’ 
involved. ‘’The ability of all young people to go about their lives 
without physical intimidation IS hugely important.’' t / ' i r/- j

The Prince William pidures, in the PCC’s view, clearly breached the 
rule that photographs should not be taken virithout consent in a 
private place where the individual has a reasonable expectation of 
privacy. Mid-river in a South American wilderness was an example 
of just such a private place, in fad, the elements that contribute to 
a reasonable expectation of privacy have been delineated in a series 
of Commission rulings. Before publication, editors must decide: 

Was the person photographed out of the public view — not visible 
or identifiable with the naked eye to someone in a public place? 
Was he or she engaged in a private activity at the time?
If the answer to either question is Yes, there are serious risks 

that the pictures could breach the Code.

WWW. e d! lorsco deo r g. y M

In response to a complaint from Sir Paul McCartney, the PCC 
decided that Notre Dame cathedra!, although a great public 
monument thronged with tourists, was also a private place for a 
person at prayer. It deprecated the publication of pidures in Hello! 
magazine showing Sir Paul praying inside the cathedral soon after 
his wife’s death. While not privately owned, the cathedral was clearly 
a place where a person would have a reasonable expectation of 
privacy ' - ' " -  ̂ r

Holiday pictures: When supermodel Elle Macpherson was taking 
her family on holiday, she chose a private villa on the private island 
of Mustique, which has no public beaches, and therefore provided a 
reasonable expedation of privacy for her children. So when a 
celebrity magazine published shots of the family relaxing, her 
complaint to the PCC was upheld ”
2W7J.

However, the PCC decided that, in the middle of summer, a 
publicly accessible Majorcan beach overlooked by holiday 
apartments was not a place where newsreader Anna Ford and her 
partner might reasonably expect privacy as they relaxed in their 
swimwear It also said publication of the pidures did not show 
disrespect for her private life. The adjudication was challenged on 
judiciai review, but upheld by the Divisional Court e , >
C=! , '/><' 'f-.OcZ i'!r. }r c' 7

A crowded beach is one thing, a quiet tearoom in Dorking, 
another A diner complained that a picture of him tucking into a 
butterscotch tart was taken without consent and used in a 
newspaper. The PCC said customers should reasonably exped to sit 
inside a quiet cafe without having to worry about surreptitious 
photographs being taken and published m newspapers 'Cwibr-̂ L'e 

Aof-o'̂ '.er ‘■'epu’fr
Similarly, bank cashier Mark Kisby did not exped his photograph 

to appear, without consent, in a men’s magazine simply because he 
was snapped while serving a 'lottery lout’ millionaire who was

making a large withdrawal. So. when it did, Mr Kisby complained that 
it was an intrusion on his privacy that could have led to security 
problems for him and his family.

The magazine argued that the cashier was the public face of the 
bank and could not exped his identity to be concealed. However, the 
PCC ruled that publishing a photograph of a person, without 
consent, at his workplace was in this instance a clear breach of the 
Code. (Kisby v Loaded: Report 7.3, 20G6).

Public or private space? While the interiors of publicly accessible 
buildings such as cathedrals, cafes, banks or offices can constitute 
a private place within the Code, the exterior of a person’s own home 
may not always do so.

Mrs Gail Sheridan, the high-profile wife of a prominent Scottish 
politician, objected to a tabloid newspaper’s photograph, taken with 
a long lens, of her in her back garden. She claimed she had a 
reasonable expectetion of privacy The newspaper disagreed. It said 
Mrs Sheridan was a public figure, standing on her driveway, visible 
from the street — even without a long lens camera — and was not 
engaged in any private adivity. other than holding her keys.

The PCC. in an adjudication puliing together many of the factors 
upon which such issues hinge, said that had Mrs Sheridan been 
hidden from view m an enclosed bad< garden, she might have been 
protected. But here she was clearly visible from the street and 
engaged in an innocuous activity.

The fact that the photograph was taken with a long lens was 
immaterial: what was important was not the means by which the 
pidure was taken but that she was identifiable to ordinary passers- 
by The complaint was not upheld ■ ' G r , / ’'-ztnzr LjO' > ejon 
75. 20071
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No judgment is more difficult than when weighing the privacy of the 
individual against freedom of expression and intrusion in the wider 
public interest r' cp mi, ".l Ivni'c inu The two principal 
issues in making such a judgment are:
® Is publication of the private information genuinely in the public 

interest? And —
« Is the degree of intrusion proportionate to the public interest 

served?
Sometimes editors surmount the first hurdle, only to fall at the 

second.
There were no such problems in identifying the public interest 

when the then Tory MP Rupert Allason’s afloir witi a married woman 
was splashed in a newspaper. He complained that it was his private 
business. But the PCC ruled that as his election literature had led 
constituents to believe he was a family man — an impression that 
had not been corrected—publication was justified,

The Commission also found a public interest in the Evening 
Standard naming a council vwarker who had warned a friend that a 
care-worker was a paedophile — but had done notiing to alert the 
widerpublic r -mi'M

And a convicted drug smuggler’s complaint about a newspaper 
which published interior pictures of her home was rejected because 
It was m the public interest to show how she had spent the proceeds 
of crime , i - ' <  ̂ <

Attending police raids: By contrast, a newspaper came unstuck 
when it joined a police drugs raid on iocal homes, it posted a video 
clip of one raid, where a small amount of cannabis was found, on its 
website and used still pictures in the paper, headlined Drugs And 
Cash Seized In Raid. But the homeowner denied any knowledge of 
the drugs and had not been charged with an offence.

The PCC agreed that identifying her house and showing the 
interiors in such circumstances without consent involved a degree 
of intrusion way out of proportion to any public interest serted by 
highlighting the police raid or exposing a specific criminal offence. 
(Popple V Scamorough Evening News: Report 77, 2.008}.

The warning about the dangers of relying on police invitations to 
join such exercises was strongly reinforced when another weekly 
newspaper accompanied a raid on a house suspected of having 
stolen satellite navigation systems. No stolen goods were found, nor 
charges brought, but the newspaper published interior shots of the 
house including a teenager handcuffed in his bedroom.

Although the boy’s face had been pixellated and no extenor 
pictures of the house were used, the Commission ruled Oiat this was 
a serious intrusion. It made clear that, as no stolen goods had been 
found, there was no public interest in publishing the pictures. (A

The PCC also reminded editors that under both the Code and 
current guidance from the Association of Chief RDlice Officers, it is 
the media’s responsibility when attending such raids to obtain 
permission from the owner to enter the property before doing so. 
ACPO Guidance says: “Consent should be in a form which is 
capable of proof, i.e. in writing, filmed or taped verbal comment.”

Undercover, over the top; The Commission took a similar line about 
a snatched photograph of Chnstopher Bourne, dubbed by a regional 
Sunday paper “the greediest man in Britain". He had bought 30 Xbox 
games consoles so that he could exploit a pre-Chnstmas shortage 
and auction them at a profit on eBay. After refusing to be pictured 
himself, Mr Bourne was secretly photographed when he let his son 
pose with the consoles. The picture was published with the headline 
Dad Cashes In On Xbox Misery.

The PCC said that, while the paper was entitled to its strong 
views, there was no evidence of crime or impropriety by Mr Bourne. 
The intrusion into his privacy by photographing him surreptitiously

www.e-dftDrscodB.org.uk

in his own home was out of proportion to any conceivable public 
interest in publishing his picture. The complaint was upheld. (Bourne 
■■ '-.ihcr.- . .irv: Renort 72., 2006').

The PCC has revised its advice, first issued in 1995, on the reporting of
winners of the National Lottery. The G.-ii-.-r covers four main areas:

Winners who opt for anonymity: Editors should generally respect a . 
winner’s wish for no publicity, unless there is a public interest in publication. 
The sheer scale of ftje win is not, itself, a justification- Publications should 
beware of seeking information about such winners by any means which 
might breach the Code — such as harassment.

# Winners who opt for publicity are still protected by the Code. They are 
entitled to expect journalists to take care not to publish inaccurate material 
about them, or harass them. Their privacy is protected by Clause 3 — 
although the PCC would take into account whether similar material had 
been put into the public domain with the winner’s consent.

» Vulnerable winners: The very young, or old, or the sick or recently 
bereai^d may make particularly good copy, but they are still entitled to 
strong protection under the Code — regardless of the sums involved.

■ Rewards and inducements: Offering rewards to people to identify 
anonymous lottery winners is banned, unless it is in the public interest. The 
PCG also bars journaiists from seeking information from Camelot staff 
which would breach the duty of confidence to the winners under the lottery 
organisers’ licence. . . ,

Gratuitous humiiiatlon: Proportionality was the key to compliance 
when two newspapers reported on an affair between an aristocrat’s 
wife — who it iater emerged suffered from menta! illness — and a 
former prisoner. One story breached the Code, the other did not.

The Dally Mail account — headlined The Aristocrat's Wife, The 
Jobless Jailbird And The ‘Lady Chatteriey’ Affair That Put Her 
Marriage Under Threat — was based on information from the 
girlfriend of the man involved. It spoke of text messages and 
revealed where sexual encounters had taken place. But the 
newspaper deliberately omitted more intimate details about the 
relationship. A second story was published in the News of the 
World, based on the confessions of the adulterous boyfriend himself, 
under the headline Lady Mucky Wanted Me Rough And Ready. It 
included intimate details of sexual activity.

In each case, the PCC said the key issue was the balance of one 
person’s freedom of expression versus another person’s right to 
privacy, in the Mail, the girlfriend's nght to give her side of the story 
had been maintained, without including “humiliating and gratuitously 
intrusive detail” about the wife. The complaint of an intrusion into 
privacy was therefore not upheld, ia ■ Lm -e/-.''- ^
2007).

However the News of the World story tailed the PCC 
proportionality test. The Commission ruled that the public interest 
involved in exposing adultery by someone who had married into an 
aristocratic family was insufficient to justify the level of intimate detail 
that had been given. wen,an v .N it.n 'Apnd Rspon 7̂
2007).

A similar test of gratuitous humiliation was applied when two 
newspapers published images that had led to the suspension of a 
woman teacher at a military coilege.The explicit photographs had
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Was consent given fror pubtioation — fcrmsiiy or by implicsvion?
Uss me entirlerttenl to privacy been eompr'DmEsedV For ejcan-pie. Dy the 
subjeci courting publicity or selling it on their own terms?
Is the individuai a pablic figure, or rc/te mocsei — snd does the rnatensi 
reveal conrJud: refleciing on their public or professionai status or image? 
Wss the irtiormstlGn already in the pubtic dornaln — vi,'ou!d :t be 
reasonable tor it to be retrieved and made private?
Did Individuals photographed without CGtiseni have a rsfesoiiable 
expectation of privacy? Were ihey out oi public view and engaged in 
private activity?
Was pubficstiorv in the public, interest?
Was the breach proportionaie to the public Imerest served? .

. f y'j‘- 

> - , '■ 77 .7

Church V The Sun (Report 75, 2007).

been sent between the teacher and her partner, but were discovered 
by her employers. The Daily Mirror published one picture of the 
teacher as a headshotonly. and the l47or̂ sop Guardian published a 
topless picture, but duly censored to preserve her modesty.

The PCC cleared both newspapers, it said while the publication 
of the story was legitimate, this was not sufficient to deprive the 
teacher of all rights to privacy. The pictures themselves were intimate 
and taken in the context of a relationship. By cropping the picture, the 
M/rrar had avoided gratuitously humiliating the teacher ' - , /

Simiiarly. for the Worksop Guardian to have published its picture 
in full would ha\re caused unnecessary embarrassment Censoring 
It showed some respect for the woman’s privacy, ensuring no breach 
of the Code. C'- 'or-'

The Commission has also issued guidance : ■ ? i‘ u:  ̂
that those National Lottery winners who request anonymity should 
not be identified. The sheer scale of the sum invo!>red could not 
justify publication in the public interest.

www.editorscode.org.yk

T his Clause, formulated following the death of Diana Princess of 
Wales, IS one of the toughest and most explicit in the Code, yet 

relatively few cases go to adjudication. This is largely down to the 
success of informal guidance.

Complaints, when they come — often via the PCC’s 24-hour 
Helpline for the public (Zf ? Sonu u l"•Jr.lUP r-:) — are usually from 
people who want the physical removal of journalists, perbaps from 
their doorstep. The Commission staff will either advise complainants 
what they should say to journalists who they believe are harassing

1} Journ&tists must not enij&ge Ir, knlmidziicn, harâ smectt or
...u- . ' nyy--u',. ;/n ' ■. ■ 7 \  ' vd-'- '

photographing individuals once asked to desist; nor remain on their 
property when asked fo leave ana must not foiicw theta, if requested, 
they must iclenuty thernseives and whom they represent 

esi) Bdftoes must ensure these principles are observed by those working

sources.
* M public inierest exemption may ba ŝ 'aiiabls • ■

them, or alert editors directly to the fact that a complaint has been 
received.

As Clause 4 requires journalists — which under the Code covers 
all editorial staff, including contributors — not to persist in 
questioning, telephoning, pursuing or photographing individuals once 
asked to desist nor remain on their property when asked to leave, 
they usually comply. In most cases, the matter is resolved and no 
complaint follows.

Since October 2009, the Code has required that journalists in 
such situations should -  if requested - identify foemselves and those 
they represent. In reality, this underwrites standard practice, it would 
be unusual for journalists not to identify themselves to the person 
they wanted to interview or photograph, unless there was a 
legitimate public interest reason for not doing so.

Media scrums: The PCC has been particularly effective in dealing 
with media scrums, which are often the most high profile instances 
of persistent pursuit, caused by particularly intense cross-media 
interest in a major story

The PCC and the Editors’ Code Committee ha\« taken the lead 
in trying to co-ordinate efforts to avoid this form of collective 
harassment. The PCC agreed to act as a clearing house for 'desist’ 
requests by passing them on not only to print media, but to 
broadcasting organisations not covered by the Code. PCC acivice to 
journalists to pull out of areas affected by tragedy — such as

'.ft', e f 0 c f's. C'O a e, O're, u K 18
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Dunblane, Omagh and the Paddington rail disaster — is usually 
heeded by press and broadcasters alike.

Often, the PCC will, proactively, offer its services to those 
suddenly caught in the media spotlight, It did so, for example, in the 
Soham murder inquiry, when the killing of hwo schoolgirls shocked 
the nation; and again In the case of the Ipswich murders, where a 
serial killer preyed on prostitutes, it routinely assists families of 
military personnel killed or wounded on active service, or captured.

Royal siege: Most notably, the Commission Intervened when Kate 
Middleton, girlfriend of Prince William, found herself under virtual 
siege by press and TV cameras when rumours were rife of an 
imminent royal engagement. PCC officials were in touch with Ms 
Middleton’s lawyers from the outset, offering to assist as soon as 
requested.

That situation was defused without need fer a formal complaint. 
But just months later a photograph of Ms Middleton in the Daily 
Mirror led to a complaint that it had been taken in circumstances that 
amounted to harassment. The PCC launched a formal investigâ on 
and the newspaper issued a public expression of regret for the error 
on the same day. -'■o'?

While formal complaints are therefore rare, adjudications are even 
less common. And they are often difficult as there tends to be wide 
discrepancy between the accounts of complainants and journalists 
of the contact between them.

Desist means stop: However, if it is demonstrable that the journalist 
persisted, having been asked to desist, then the Commission will 
usually find a breach of the Code, unless there is a public interest 
involved. A BBC radio weather girl complained of harassment over 
a story that she was involved i n a ‘D-l-Y pregnancy’ with her female 
partner.

The reporter admitted making three approaches to the 
complainant, but denied being asked on the first approach to desist.

On the second approach, via the BBC. the reporter was assured by 
an official — acting on the woman’s instructions —that the presenter 
did not wish to speak.

The newspaper admitted making a direct approach to the 
complainant herself the next d^. The PCC, in this case, accepted 
the BBC’s representation as a request to desist, which made the 
third approach a breach. The complaint was upheld / /  'i.'-.'?-. .

The PCC also found against a Sunday newspaper, which — after 
twice being told a young woman did not w/ant to be contacted — then 
approached her with an offer to write a column, and followed up with 
another visit from a reporter and photographer While the newspaper 
may not have been acting in bad faith, it was in breach.' j..,>

Even without a request to desist, repeated unwelcome 
approaches could be against the spirit of the Code and amount to 
harassment. A couple whose daughter, aged 16, committed suicide 
declined a weekly newspaper’s offer to publish a tribute, saying they 
would be in touch if they changed their minds.

But the reporter, with deadline pressing, called four times in a few 
days. The PCC said commonsense should have dictated that 
repeated calls in a short time to recently-bereaved parents were 
inappropriate. The complaint was u p h e l d . ‘lj:r ■

Time limit: A desist request does not last forever. The passage of 
time may lessen the risk of harassment. Circumstances can alter, 
sometimes rapidly, and a fresh approach may then be legitimate. 
There can be no set formula for deciding this. These are difficult 
judgment calls for journalists and the Commission assesses each 
case on merit. But it would normally require editors to show 
reasonable grounds, such as a material change in circumstances, for 
a renewed approach.

Kimberly Fortier (Quinn) complained that a picture taken of her

www.edftorscode.crg.,uk

on the conventions surrounding the circumstances where judges 
can make comments to the press has been issued by the PCC.

It warns that;
« Judges cannot comment outside a courtroom on any case over which they 

are presiding, or have presided, or discuss any decision they have made, or 
any sentence they have imposed.

* They are equally prohibited from commenting on or discussing other 
judges’ decisions.

The PCC advises that as there are no circumstances in which judges can 
speak to the press about such matters, there is a risk that approaches to 
them, or their family, by reporters could breach Clause 4 (Harassment) of the 
Code.

The PCC suggests editors should make sure that their staff — and any 
freelance contributors — are aware of the issues this sort of approach to 
judges could raise under the Code.

in August 2004 walking with her son in Los Angeles and published 
in the Sunday Mirror breached a ‘desist’ request issued by her 
lawyers ten days before, when the story broke of her affair with the 
then Home Secretary, David Blunkett.

The complaint was rejected. The PCC said it was artificial not to 
recognise that situations change. There had been major 
developments in the story, since the desist request had been made, 
including the revelation that Ms Fortier had contacted Mr Biunkett to 
end the relationship. The picture was taken in a public place, without 
physical intimidation and — while Ms Fortier denied being a public 
figure — her relationship with a senior politician had been put into the 
public domain, without c o m p l a i n t . ^ la.Jz. i

Similar issues arose when Greater Manchester Police complained 
that the Daily Telegraph had breached a request not to approach 
either the family of ten-year-old Jordon Lyons, who drowned in a 
pond, or two Police Community Support Officers who had arrived at 
the scene soon after, but did not enter the water to rescue him.

The PCC accepted that following the police ‘desist’ request, the 
story had moved on as it had been highlighted by Opposition leader 
David Cameron in a speech to his party’s annual conference. It said 
the newspaper’s approach had been proportionate to that 
development and the complaint was rejected . h - r 

j Cysii'/Tc.-le'i'Zbpr. 7' . Cr

Approaching judges: The PCC has highlighted the problems of 
approaching members of the judiciary for comment on cases. In a 
Guidance Note, the Commission warns that because judges are not 
allowed to speak about cases outside court, approaches to them or 
their families could lead to complaints of harassment. (See Briefing 
panel: Jadidaiy end I'taress.rteni}
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Was Lhftkts a nsQuesl to d&sisiv Subsequent pursuit., etc. would need to be 
justified in the public interest or by changed circumsiences.
Was a request for [dersttflcailori oompHeci wllh'r li not. Vi/as there s 
public interest reason for not doing so?
DfS nori-stafi oontrlbutcrs comply?
Was there a pubitv Irtierest?

- p.ijife / jV)
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also by their contributors, such as agencies. That responsibility is 
underlined here. Pictures and stories from freelance contributors 
obtained by harassment would not compiy with the Code.

If a complaint arose, the PCC would expect an editor to show how 
reasonable care had been taken to ensure that such material 
complied with the Code. Extra checks might be advisable, for 
example, when taking potentially sensitive material from previously 
untried sources, such as ‘citizen journalists’.

The public interest: it would be possible to claim that a degree of 
harassment — such as persistent questioning and pursuit — is 
necessary in the public interest, in such cases, the Commission 
would normally expect that the harassment was not disproportionate 
to the public interest inwlved.

A magazine that published pictures of Prince William on an 
adventure break in South America claimed they were in the public 
interest as they showed him being groomed for kingship. The PCC 
rejected any notion that the public interest was served.

WWW, edltorscocle.org. ok

J ournalism is an occupation conducted on the front line of life and.
too often, of death. But while tragedy and suffering may go with 

the Journalistic territory, insensitivity for its victims should not. The 
Code’s strictures on intrusion into grief or shock are designed to 
protect those victims at their most vulnerable moments.

Newspapers have a job to do at such times and most do it well, 
It is a myth that approaches by the press are inherently intrusive. 
Reporters making inquiries sensitively are often welcomed by the 
bereaved, who see an obituary or story as a final public memorial, 
and they would prefer the facts to be given first-hand.

Also, as deaths are a matter of public record, the information is 
in the public domain and newspapers have a right to publish. Again,

,' I), lo..cases- '
must 68 made yi-ith zymfjsthy and discmticiti and p-ubiicstton hsndied 
SBnsitiveiy, This should not restrict the righi to report legal proceedings, 
such as inquests.
i!) When reporting suicide, cars should be tairen to avoid ê rcessive 
diiiail about the me&'iod used.

A uubiic ipieresl exemption may be available.

a balance has to be struck. The key. as expressed by the Code, lies 
in making inquiries with sympathy and discretion and in publishing 
sensitively.

That does not mean newspapers should not publish sensitive 
materiai; it means that they should not do so insensitively. Nor does 
it amount to a ban on covering tragic stories unless al! parties 
consent, as the PCC made clear in an adjudication in 2005 when it 
gave examples of some of the elements likely to constitute a lack of 
sensitivity in publication. They were:
* The use of gratuitously gory information in pictures or stories at

8 time of grief;
 ̂ Unnecessarily ridiculing the manner of death;

6 Publishing a picture showing the subject engaged in obviously
private, or embarrassing, activity.
The Commission was adjudicating in a case where a picture of a 

woman missing in the 2004 tsunami appeared in a national tabloid 
against her family’s wishes. The father’s request that no photograph 
of his daughter be used was not passed on. due to a 
miscommunication, and an image from a website was published.

While regretting the lapse in communications, the PCC ruled that 
publication of an innocuous image — obtained from a public 
resource such as the internet — of someone caught up in such a 
shocking event was not insensitive, fr/'t rem/y f̂ îice ■
Daily hi-O'' >̂c-pur 7D2CCDj
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In a similar case, a widow complained about an evening 
newspaper’s coverage after her husband \was killed In a boat 
disaster One story, headlined Shattered Lives And Lost Dreams, 
projected the feelings of her two-year-old son. Another — using 
information and a picture of mother and son supplied by the 
grandparente—revealed against her expressed wshes that she had 
since given birth to a daughter. The PCC, while sympathising wtb the 
widow’s distress, felt the newspaper’s attempts to illustrate the 
human consequences of tragedy were not inherently insensitive. 
Although the widow had not wanted publicity for the birth of her baby 
there were competing nghts of others to speak to the media, and for 
the public to receive information

Breaking the news: The Commission has upheld a newspaper’s 
right to publish a story as soon as the death is confirmed, but not 
before. The PCC sees it as no part of the pumaiist’s role to inform 
dose relatives or friends of the death.

A complaint tram a mother who read about her daughter’s death 
— ahead of positive identification — in a story headlined Body-in~ 
Bath Probe was upheld. The mother had stil! been hoping it was not 
her daughter. The Commission said the newspaper should have 
checked that the family knew before publishing .' r

The PCC upheld a similar complaint from parents whose first 
intimation that their missing son was dead came from a reporter.

But, while expressing sympathy, the Commission rejected a 
com plaint from a widow whose husband’s tragic death was reported 
the same day. before his parents knew or the facts were established. 
The PCC said the story, which presented some details of the incident 
as conjecture, was otherwise a ŝ aight-forward report of the death 
of a leading iocal figure . i -
2001).

it also ruled that a newspaper that broke the news to neighbours 
of the death of a toddler through meningitis did not breach the Code.
It was an important matter of public health and legitimate for a paper 
to seek comment from local people who were not relatives of the 
child lit . E e. ‘<‘' 0  " ' 4/'

Insensitive or unnecessary detail
hetnw): A magazine that staged a mock-up of a murder scene and 
published the picture — with a headshot of the victim — on the 
anniversary of the death trampled through both the ’sensitivity’ and 
accuracy rules. It was not made clear that the picture of a female 
body wrapped in bin liners, which caused much distress, was 
acfoally a reoinstruction. based on the court reports of the murder. 
The PGG condemned the magazine’s “cavalier approach”, 
aggravated by the timing of publication, which had shown a total 
disregaitJ for the victim’s family  ̂ ' e. F''ir,n

A woman claimed a iocal newspaper’s story about her brother’s 
death following a collapse at home — headlined Starving Pet Starts 
To Devour Pensioner — was distressing and sensationalist. The 
PCC agreed, rejecting the editor’s claim that the story was handled 
sympathetically '■? o • i' I t  
ruled that the story was not sufficiently sensitive, bearing in mind 
that it was published immediately after the death and neitoer the 
funeral nor the inquest had taken place. The complaint was upheld 
— as was a similar c^se in which parents complained about ‘cruel’ 
references to their son’s “guts hanging out" in a report on his death. 
The editor regretted the excessive detail. ; ./y -

The Commission ruled that it was not necessary to identify a 
father who twice in two years lost a newborn baby at the same 
maternity unit. The man. who had also lost his previous partner in the 
earlier tragedy, agreed there was a public interest in apparent 
problems at the hospital, but believed the second baby death was a

www-edilQrscode.ofg.uk

personal matter and it was insensitive to name him or the dead child. 
The PCC agreed that the public interest would have been served 
just as well without naming the family and upheld the complaint.
(A couple V' Esher News: Report 61 2002). (See also Section Six, 
Public Interest]

Photography at funerals without consent usually involves a 
balance of sensitivity versus publication in the public interest. But a 
Sunday paper’s picture of a boy of 14 at the funeral of his father, an 
asylum seeker who killed himself in a detention centre, raised wider 
issues. The story, headlined The Ultimate Sacrifice, included a 
CCTV image of the father at the detention centre wth a sheet tied 
around his neck, and an extract from a suidde note — addressed to. 
and featuring, the son. The CCTV pictures had been shown at the 
inquest, but the boy had been unaware of them.

His solicitors claimed this was unnecessarily intrusive and 
amounted to ‘excessive detail’ of the suicide method under Clause 
5, Also, the funeral picture was taken without proper consent when 
the boy had a reasonable expectation of pnvacy {c.u. . r-" , affected 
his welfare as a child; and was published only because of his 
association with his father (Clause fc).

The lawyers said the boy should expect a suicide note addressed 
to him to be private; any public interest in the story could have been 
served by omitting his name and the pictures.

The complaint was rejected on ail counts. The PCC said the 
sensitivity rule did not provide automatic anonymity for those 
affected by trogedy. especially where they were central to it. The 
story had legitimate public interest and the CCTV pictures were 
relevant because of the inquest and raised no issues under the 
’excessive detail’ rules. While the funeral picture was taken without 
formal consent, the Commission accepted that that newspaper had 
not known this and relied on the fact that it had been published 
elsewhere. An offer to delete it from the file was a proportionate 
response. fA bcp v Ttr- Sonosy Tirnes. '4̂  2GC?y

By conk-ast, the funeral of TV personality Carol Smillie's mother 
was not a public event and a Sunday newspaper’s prominent 
coverage of it was an intrusion, the Commission ruled. The paper’s 
photographers had been asked to leave the funeral, but ran a three- 
page story using a freelance’s pictures taken with a long lens at the 
crematorium. The PCC said the newspaper knew it was a time of 
grief and that photographers were unvirelcome. The prominence 
given to the article added to its insensitivity and the result was a 
breach of the Code. (SmilHe y Sunday Mail: Repori. 50, 2000).

Humorous or insensitive reports: Although the Code does not 
cover the privacy of the dead, a critical obitoary in the British Medical 
Journal, describing a doctor as “the greatest snake-oil salesman of 
his age", brought a complaint from the man’s family The PCC said 
it was not unacceptable to publish criticisms of the dead — but that 
the sensitivity of the family had to be taken into account. No 
adjudication was necessary as the editor offered to publish an 
apology for the distress caused ' -

A magazine which ran a jokey student guide to suicide fell foul of 
the Code when It referred flippantly to two unconnected student 
deaths, one of which happened only months earlier. The PCC ruled 
that for the two tragedies to be treated with gratuitous humour was 
a serious breach of the Code ''R-uji anjEc..cr, / nrpot,

Timing: While timing can add to the insensitivity, each case is 
decided on the circumstances. The PCC has upheld a claim of 
insensitive publication more than a year after the death.

The rule introduced in 2006 (See BriefmQ, requiring care to be taken 
to avoid ‘excessive detail’ of suicide methods followed a powerful 
submission by the Samaritans to the Code Committee highlighting
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the risk of imitative acts. In fact, it codified a practice already followed 
by many editors.

It meant, for example, that while it might be perfectly proper to 
report that death was caused by an overdose of Paracetamol, It 
would probably be excessive to state the number of tablets used. 
Exceptions could be made If editors could demonstrate that 
publication was in the public interest.

As the aim is to avoid copycat acts, the rule would — under the 
spirit of the Code — apply to reporting attempted suicide and to any 
article appearing to glamorise suicide. The PCC has indicated It will 
accept complaints from third parties, as well as from close families 
or friends.

Tougher than the law: The Commission used its first adjudication 
under the new sub-clause to make clear that, while newspapers 
were entitled to report on proceedings such as inquests, the Code's 
requirements were over and above those allowed by the law. it ruled 
that newspaper reports of an inquest into the death of a teacher 
who had electrocuted himself contained too much detail about the 
method.

“Inquests are held in public and newspapers are free to report 
their proceedings," said the PCC, “but to abide by the terms of the 
Code — which sets out standards over and above the legal 
framework — the papers should on this occasion have been less 
specific about the method used " - , . -p , .

In that case, the complainant was the dead man's widow. But 
consent from a relative would not necessarily absolve editors from 
responsibility under the 'excessive detail' rule. The PCC accepted a 
third party complaint that a magazine article contained too much 
detail, even though it was written by the sister of a man who had 
taken his own life. The case was resolved without going to 
adjudication .

Graphic imafles: Photographs depicting the act of suicide would 
not contravene the rules requiring sensitivity in publication, if they 
involved only subjective matters of taste, which are outside the Code. 
But risks of a breach could arise if the pictures broke the news of the 
death to the families; or contained excessive detail of the method 
used; or could be taken to glamorise suicide.

In 2006, before the introduction of the 'excessive detail’ clause, 
three newspapers published pictures of a woman who threw herself 
from the fourth floor of a London hotel in front of a crowd gathered 
below The PCC ruled that the simple fact of publishing pictures of 
what was a public incident did not, in itself, constitute a failure to be 
sensitive.

That did not mean the press was free to publish the pictures in an 
insensitive manner — for example, by making light of the incident, 
publishing unnecessarily explicit details, or presenting the images in 
a gratuitously graphic way. The newspapers had not done that, and 
the complaints were not upheld ‘

The PCC accepted complaints from the Scottish NHS that 
graphic images of a girl involved in a suicide attempt in Germany, 
published by two UK tabloids, would have encouraged copycat acts.
The complaints were resolved wiihouigoing to adjudication '■ •

Graphic imagery of another kind was the subject of a complaint 
by Mrs Madeleine Moon MR representing relatives of young people 
who hanged themselves in a spafe of suicides in and around her 
constituency in Bridgend, South Wales i  ■ She
claimed a Sunday paper's presentation in May 2008 of an otherwise 
balanced and well-researched piece was insensitive and could have 
encouraged copycat cases in that it showed photographs of those 
who had died juxtaposed with a large picture of a noose under the 
headline Death Valleys. The newspaper, while accepting that

www.edltGrscsde.org.uk

Did journalists break the news of the death to close relatives?
Were insetrsitive and unnecessary details published about the death? 
Were photographs taken at a private funeral without consent?
Were humorous or insensitive obituaries or reports of death published? 
Were the details of the method used to commit suicide excessive?
Was the coverage likely .to glaoiorise suicide?

balanced and based on Information already in the public domain. 
But the PCC said that, while articles investigating the pattern of 
suicides are usually acceptable, this “entirely gratuitous” guide stated 
explicitly a number of options about how and where to attempt 
suicide. It was clearly excessive in the context.

Also, the light-hearted presentation of the piece could have 
glamorised suicide for some people, thus further breaching the 
Code, which Is designed to minimise the risk of imitative acts.

relatives might have been upset, said the whole point of the 
presentation was to highlight the apparent happiness of the young 
people with the harsh reality of what they had done, and had 
dramatically portrayed that without glamorising suicide.

The PCC ruled that, given the massive national and international 
coverage Identifying hanging as a common feature of the deaths, 
the use of the noose picture to depict a serious and sensitive article 
was not excessive detail, and was not Insensitive within the Code, 
The complaint was not upheld.

However, the Commission acknowledged that the pictures would 
“be an upsetting and stark reminder to the families about how their 
relatives had died", and regretted the distress caused. The PCC also 
drew attention to a private advisory note It had issued alerting editors 
to a request from some of the families that photographs of their 
relatives should not be used in future stories about Bridgend, j.kroon

Glamorising suicide; The PCC takes a dim view of reports that 
trivlallse tragedy and has made dear that they can breach the rules 
requiring sensitive publication. However, when the Daily Sport 
published a list to Britain's most popular suicide 'hotspots', headlined 
The Top Yourself 10. the Commission ruled that it had breached the 
rules on excessive detail. A Scottish NHS official complained that 
vulnerable people might be encouraged to visit the places shown 
and take their own lives. The newspaper claimed the article was fair,
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Suicide lias  always town coyersd Code’s m lss on intrusion Inft) gi|ef.

siresslng t r e  need fo r syiTtpathy and diswesipn atrd sensi(yi% in 

Blit there is a  dimatision tofopcrting suicide: W at safe it ap af t l iT O  d f c r  

:tragediBs;:theJhherentdsIcof=‘socialcoritegfon\ :C i„: ’ /

Research has demonstrated tha t m edia portrayals o f Suicide— as in nems 
reports o r W o n a l  t v  or Aims— can  influehc® suicidal Ifohayiour arid lead to 

multiple im i|a ti«  a !* /p artic u la rly  am orig the youngrtnsiahces o f self- 

i P0lspB ing iriersasedby17% in ihew eekafcr.jt^»esfeaW iB d:ina:TV :d iO Ta.

In 2006; feeed with real evidence feat o v e r-^ llG S  tepoffing efould ieadto  

copycat oases, the  Efode GtrflrnlBeeinlrcfouced/a hew  sub-eiause: » |)e h  

repo ffir^sucK fo  pam shpu ld fe te fo avoW gsfce^ ive tfe fe i/o ffee /TW fepd  

used: § 0  editors foce a  tsyin test: hofe; pubiish with sensitivity and

'awidê ssiwdetail.rSgePBSjsjSK t' /  ' ' : f  ̂ \

A  series o f m ore than 2 0  suicides o f yoiing people in and O Tund Bridgend In 

South W ales thrust all this Into fee  spotlight Som e poiitioians, police and  

parents blamed m edia speculation about possible links between the deaths 

for possibly triggering la te n c ie s .

A  P C C  survey revealed a  complex w eb of public anxieties in Bridgend feat 

often went far tseyond the scope of press self-regulation, embracing cpneems 

about broadcasters and foreign m edia, and sometimes involving wider sodetai 

issues, These apart, the picture that em erged was less a  ra s e  of repeated 

individual breaches o f fee Code, than a  cumulative jigsaw effect o f collective 

m edia aoivify  which becam e a  problem only w hen fee  individual pieces were 

puttogether

W hile the Code covered many public concerns, it vws clear feat others 

might be more appropriately— and effesSively —  addressed not by over

prescriptive rules but by editors modltying their activities wluntarlly.

:lfe )jp rte n ta fo a s j!» f:p u b ifc :o s rii» ro w h e» iI» ,C o d e a lre a d ya ij[i)ies 4n cJ u fc  

• i  IQ raph tefraag  w 1 ilustefing:suiddemBthdds ytete often upsetfingfo reiaSyes 

itid fr ie tid s , y r td e rfe a (a 3de,:SHBn7m a ^ s w o u W to

»: The:cHirtuIa|ivO e ^ c t  0!  repeated mediaJriqulhes tptafriily rnMnbers also 

caused unintended distoss. Were,: too, fee PS0 can halp by passing on 
'desisf messages via M̂magBmBnts f̂ banpHng media scrums.

•  G lorifflcattertfof teuicider SJorieS’presented ir i'a '*® y  likelylorom antioisa’  ̂

SBiddecou(dha»easBriOMs:influenra,6spedaliyOh»ulneteb!6 y w o

But, wittiin fee spirit of ’ihePade, most eove/age of fe/s sort would again risk 
breaching0e‘expessn«(Mail'rule: r /  ^

' Ptsssible a re a s  w ie r e a d i t t is  m ig h t vofuntartly m itigate th e  e ffe c ts -o f, , 

fealB m ate 'PB blic i% ;i«ic iude:, , \  ■ '

•  He lp line  num bera: W hen reportirjg the Bridgenddesfes, m anynewspapers  

voluntarily published canfact details of charities feat work with people wife 

: suicidal feeiings. This w »  widely weloorned as direrfeog those most a t risk—

especially viilnefable yDung peoplB— into fee arnis o f those who could offer 

them m ost help. :

•  Republteation  o f  photographs: Each neW death often prompfed reprinting 

of images of others who had taken their own life, adding to families’ distress. 

Som etim es it might be nec0 ss®y, others not.

' # Fu b llea S o R ^  o f ’ p h o & g m p h s 'w lh o u t fa m ily  eonseht: .Using pictures 

supplied by friends or from social networking sites, without the d ose  family’s 

consent, can cause unintentional distress., ,

T he Code goes to exceptional lengths to safeguard children by 

raising the thresholds on disclosure and defining tightly the  

circum stances in w hich press coverage would be legitimate.

For the  m ost part, this app lies  up to the  a g e  of 16  —  but the  

requirem ent that they should be free from unnecessary intrusion at 

school provides a  m easure o f protection into the sixth-form.

i) icuTiQ pGvOp/f' sttCLiir: b& free Ic comp'je'fe r/ief; in.-ie si sctfOOl v-ithoji 
''ijBpQC0$s8tyiMrusMî - :■

;i7von//ng their av/n or another ahiirj’? we/fere unless s capJ-odisl parent or 
:' .smilsrly:fepponsiblB:atiiJtt:c0.n̂  ̂ ■ ' ■
Hi} Puf:Ms irtusf not be epproechec or photographed si school •mi.hout , , 

perniissian of the school authorities.

parents ar gusrdiaris for rstateriai about their ahiidren or wards, unless fi. 
is cleaiiy in the aniid’s interest

goardian ss sole Justificstion for publishing details oi s chifc’s privsie nfe.

'■ .A public interest exem ption m ay be svsiiabie

In the majority of cases, children under 16 cannot be approached at 

school, or photographed or in te fv le ^ ^  about their own or anotti®’ child’s 

welfare, or offered paym ent unless consent is forthcoming from the 

suitable f^ ponsib le  authority, be it the parent, gu^dian, school, or other 

fBsponsible adult.

The  w elfare of the child includes the effect publication might have. 

A  com plaint from an asylum seeker who had been given two homes 

to  accom m odate  his 15 children w as upheld a lte r a  new spaper 

interviewed and identified som e o f them.

Th e  P C C  said the  article w as likely to provoke a  strong reaction 

in readers, which m ight affect the children’s w elfare.

Q u e s tio n s  o f  c o n s e n t: Th e  press has to establish w hich is the  

com petent authority to grant consent in each  case. A  photograph  

taken o f a  boy on school property broke the rules even though his 

m other had approved it. Th e  school authorities had not been asked.

'tr'sCO! Zcnzoi r br'rrcr -.--(J Fepor'
2G€2).

Similarly, a  new spaper’s “in form af approaches to pupils on their 

w ay  to a  school w h ere  there had been suicide attem pts w ere ruled 

as a  breach. 'Biscr y Bcydforoshire on Sjndsy: Fenuri 45, I'-ilFi) 
W hen a  Scottish w eek ly  new spaper published a schoolgirl's  

m obile phone video o f unruly class-mates, the  school complained 

tha t no consent had been  sought. Th e  new spaper claim ed it w as in

sWsvw fecitos&CQC&,org.uk 23
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it m ay be a  cardinal ru ie  tha tjus tice  should be seen  to  be done, but the P C C  

receives com plaints about cow* . Th e  m ost a>m m on relate to: ■

P rivacy : Com plainants —  often defendants —  argue that the report of a  

cas e  in w hich they w ere involved intruded on their privacy. T h e  P C C  

upholds the  right to publish fair, accurate and contem poraneous reports of 

proceedings and would act only if com plainants could dem onstrate a 

breach o f this principle.

In ac c u rac y : If any significant inaccuracy is dem onsirated in a  com pleted  

or current case, the P C C  raises the  com plaint with the  editor with the  

request that it be resdxad  by a printed correction. Such com plaints a re  

usually resolved or disproved.

L a c k  o f  ba la n c e: Com plainants suggest reports highlight the  prosecution 

case, with inadequate space given to e ither the  defence case  or an 

acquitta! verdict. No com plaint has been o f sufficient gravity to w arrant a

'PCC investigation,  ̂  ̂ '

the  public interest to dem onstrate poor supervision o f the pupils, all 

o f whom  w ere  over 16.

T h e  P C C  agreed  it w as legitim ate to use the  video m ateria! to 

spotlight classroom  conditions —  but It w as not necessary to identify 

the  pupils. It upheld the com plaint against the w eekly newspaper, 

but rejected com plaints against two national tabloids that had used 

the  m ateria! w ithout identifying the students. < t'C-. n

; I''7 . I ’-•‘cr’- ' ' ' / ' i o
T h e re  w as no question o f parental consent w hen a  topless  

photograph o f a  14-year-o ld  girl appeared  in a  lad ’s m agazine ’s 

gallery o f m obile phone shots sent in by readers,. The  m agazine ’s 

defence that the  girl looked older and that they believed her to be 

living with the  person w ho submitted the  picture, did not impress the 

P C C . It said the m agazine  had not taken adequate care to establish 

the provenance of the photograph or whether it w as appropriate to 

publish i t , '..,...1: : !-i’r '

A  local new spaper fell into a  sim ilar trap w hen it publicised s  

charity event w hile relying solely on information itom  the fundraiser. 

It pictured a 16-year-old boy and a girl of 14, saying they w ere both 

seriously i!! and that the girl suffered from a  m uscle-wasting disease.

But the girl’s  m other said the  paper had ignored her request to 

contact her prior to publication. In fact, her daughter w as not 

seriously ill and w as only giving moral support to the boy. w ho w as  

her cousin. Th e  PG C  upheld her complaints of intrusion into a child's 

privacy and inaccuracy /  - z- - k ' '  t -  . " , ■ ‘

Im p lie d  c o n s e n t: A  fa ther com plained when Zoo m agazine  

published, without consent, a  photograph of him and his 1 0 -year- 

old daughter m aking offensive gestures on the  terraces  o f Old  

Trafford following C heisea ’s defeat to Liverpool in the FA Cup, The  

fa th er said the  picture ridiculed his daughter and should have been 

pixiliated.

Th e  P C C  decided that w hile  the father had not actively consented  

to the picture, he and his daughter w ere making anti-social gestures  

a t a  m ajor sporting event in front of the  m ass m edia. It w as not 

unreasonable to assum e he w as unconcerned about publication. 

Consent w as therefore implied. Th e  complaint w^s rejected. (Quigley

P a y m e n t t© c h ild re n : E \^ n  w here  consent is forthcom ing, there  

could be pitfalls —  especially if m oney is Involved. Th e  Code puts an  

obligation on the press not to m ake paym ents to minors —  or their 
parents —  unless it is c learly  in the  child’s  interest.

Technically, this could m ean that a  paym ent to an unscrupulous or 

greedy parent, if it w ere  dem onstrably not in the child’s interest, 

would be a  breach.

A  story revealing that Euan Blair had applied for a  place a t Oxford 

University w as also ruled to be an unnecessary intrusion, with no 

exceptional public interest - - ' ,

2002 J.
But a  national tabloid’s story about form er Education Secretary  

Ruth Kelly sending one of her children to a  private school for pupils 

with learning difficulties did pass the PCC 's public interest test.

In an attem pt to concentrate on the legitimate public debate about 

a  M inister removing her child from the state education system , the  

new spaper had nam ed Ms Kelly but not revealed the nam e, sex or 

age o f the child, nor identified his new school. The  story w as about 

the  parents —  one o f w hom  had been responsible fo r national 

education policy —  and not the child. The  complaint w as rejected.

C h ild re n  o f  th e  fa m o u s : T h e  rules apply equally  to children of 

parents from all walks o f life. Th e  rule that m ade it a  breach for a 

15-year-o!d Accrington boy to be approached by a  reporter a t school 

(Livesey v Accrington Observer and Times: R eport 30. 1995 —  see  

note in margin) w as used  to protect Princes W illiam  and H arry  at 

Eton.

W hile  the  Princes a re  public figures in their own right —  and  

therefore m ust expect appropriate  publicity —  the sam e is not true  

o f the  children o f m ost o ther public figures, who are entitled to 

norma! levels of pnvacy.

Th e  Code therefore stipulates that the  celebrity or notoriety of the  

parent cannot be a  sole justification for publishing details of the 
private lives of children.

Tony and C herie  B la ir com plained about a  story containing  

allegations that th e ir daughter Kathryn w as receiving special 

treatm ent by obtaining a  p lace in a n  elite school. Th e  P C C  said there  

w as no public interest in m aking  Kathryn th e  centre o f the  story. 

particularly as no m isdem eanour had been proved. (BIct j i/>zu w.

Sheltered lives: The extent to which parents keep children out of 

the limelight should also be taken into account. Th e  P C C  has said it 

IS difficult to protect any individual once they begin to acquire a  public 

profile in their own right.

Th e  author J. K, Rowiing had gone to great lengths to protect the 

pnvacy o f her eight-year-old daughter, who w as nonetheless pictured 

in a  m agazine  while on a  private beach on holiday. The complaint 

w as  upheld because the unsolicited publicity would affect the child’s 

w elfare and the picture w as published only because of the fam e of 

herm olher. t/f- q  ̂ 2 '' -e: OC'Q

Pictures which do not need consent: However, not all pictures of 

children need consent —  only those that involve the welfare of the 
child, or which are taken in a private place. T h e  P C C  has ruled that 

m ere publication of a  child’s im age cannot breach the C ode  w hen It 

is taken In a  puciic p lace and is unaccom panied by a n y  private  

details or m aterial that m ight em barrass or inconvenience the child, 

w hich IS particularly unlikely in the case  of babies or very young 

children.

* V-- c t e  c: 9
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A m agazine  picture o f a  toddler In a  pushchair m a public street 

w as  accep tab le  as  it w as  an innocuous im age, devoid of personal 

details other than a forenam e Uc'f'. n t

C o u rt re p o rts : Th e  P C C  has ruled that the privacy of children is an 

a re a  w here  the  C o d e ’s constraints may be tighter than those 
imposed by law. it upheld a  com plaint from a w om an w hose  

evidence in open court m entioning the m ental health problems of 

her schoolboy son w ere  reported in the local newspaper a  '

However, the Com m ission did not believe any such constraints  

w ere appropriate w hen  dealing with a  Scottish tabloid’s story o f a 

te e n ag e r convicted of taking his fa ther’s powerful ca r w ithout 

permission and driving it the wrong w ay down a  one-w ay street in a 

residential area. U nder Scottish law, even though the offence was 

com m itted w hen he  w as  15. the  press w as free to nam e th e  boy 

once he w as 16.
His father, a  prom inen t businessm an, com plained tha t this 

breached C lause 6  —  w hich includes protection for children of the

Is  th e  c h ild  u n d e r 16  o r  s till a t  s c h o o l?  if so, C :  applies  

C o u ld  th e  in te rv ie w  o r  p h o to g ra p h  invo lve  o r  a ffe c t s  c h ild ’s  w e lfa re ?  

If so, consent will be needed., : .

H a s  c o n s e n t b een  g ive n  b y  th e  a p p ro p r ia te  re sp o n s ib le  a d u lt o r  

s c h o o l?

Is  a  p a y m e n t to  e ith e r  a  c h ild  o r  p a re n ts /g u a rd ia n  in  th e  ch ild 's  

In te res t?

Is  th e re  a  ju s tific a tio n  fo r  p u b lic a tio n  o th e r  th a n  th e  fa m e  e tc  o f  

p a ren ts  o r  g u a rd ian s ?

Is  th e m  a n  e xc ep tio n a l p u b lic  In te re s t In  p u b lic a tio n ?  N o  such defence  

has yet succeeded.

fam ous —  and C lause 9, which covers innocent relatives. But the 

P C C  said the Code should not shield young people from publicity 

a bout their criminal or anti-social behaviour. It also ruled that the 

fa ther w as central to the story as  it w as his car that w as used. So 

there w as no breach o f C lause 9  ' - .rV  f /  , ' ,w ;

Livesey v  Accrington Observer and Times (Ffeport 30, 1995  - 

see note in margin).

@ Cases 
adjudicated 
before 1996 
are available 
in hard-copy 
format from 
the PCC on 
application to 
Toma Milton. 
Information 
and Events 
Manager, on

www'.edslorsGDde, Drg.uk

A ll children in sex  c ases , including defendants, a re  protected  

from identification under the  Code. An essential e lem ent is its 

insistence on a com m on form ula  to end ’jigsaw  identification’ —  

w hich can occur if m edia  organisations observe in different ways  

the  !aw intended to protect the  anonym ity of incest victims.

Although the law  prohibits identification of any alleged victim of 

a sex offence, it leaves  the  m ethod unspecified. In incest cases, 

the  m edia  is faced  w ith  a  choice. It can describe the o ffence  as

■1,. pmss must not, evm I f  tp do so, identify: '^Mmn' ' , ,.
' andpF:1̂ wiio\'am VicMins &r wltnessê  inoas^ inyPl¥mg-̂ x-} ■

oftences.
1 . " • .. ■ -r

ii) The adtiii may be identified.
Ui) The word “incest’̂ mast not be used where s child victim might be 
identified.
hr} Care must be taken that, nothing in (he report empties the 
relationship between the accused end the child.

■ A puQMC interest exemption may be avsiiabie '-.u - ■

incest, but not nam e the defendant, or nam e the defendant —  but 

om it the exact nature of the  offence.

Until the  form ula w as harm onised under the C ode  —  and 

adopted by broadcast m edia organisations —  there was a risk that 

both approaches w ere  used , equally  validly, with the  result that 

w h en  tw o accounts w ere  read  together the victim couid be 

identified.

T h e  C o d e  e ffectively  rem oved the  choice by opting for the  

approach  largely  taken by the  regional press, w hich m e an t the 

d e fe n d an t w as n am ed  —  and. if guilty, sham ed —  but al! 

references to incest w ere  om itted, which m eant victims w ere  not

identified.

it is vital to the w orking o f the arrangem ent tha t nothing is said 

in th e  re p o rt w hich m ight im ply the  fam ily  re lationship betw een  

the  d e fendan t and the  child victim.

W hile  this clause is used  principally to protect victims, it applies  

equally  to young de fendan ts. In  199 6 , the Com m ission w arned  

th a t reports  in a  nu m b e r o f new spapers about a  15-year-o id  boy  

a ccused  o f sexual ass au lt had , w ithout nam ing him . given 

suffic ient details  to identify him in breach o f the Code.

Exceptional public Interest; A s a lw ays in c as es  affecting  

children, the  public interest would need to be exceptional to justify 

identification. However, there  a re  instances w here  the nam es of 

children w h o  have b een  involved in sex cases, or a re  technicai

y^ww.6 (i.tCiri;c.Gdb c rg .u k
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victims under the law, are put into the public domain lawfully and 
the public interest justification is included in the Code to cover 
these.

If, for example, a court ordered that the legal ban on naming a 
child defendant convicted of a sex offence could — because of 
the extreme seriousness of the offence — be lifted, then it would 
be legitimately in the public domain and there would be a public 
interest in publication.

Also, there have been occasions where technical victims of a 
sexual offence, such as under-age mothers in a consensual 
relationship, have put themselves Into the public domain, to 
discuss their problems with the approval of their parents or 
guardians- This has happened in stories concerning teenage 
pregnancies, abortions and parenthood where examples of cases 
can assist in developing public policy.

Legitimate identification: in one Northern town identified as 
having Europe’s highest incidence of under-age mothers, several 
girls told their stories to national newspapers — some m return for 
payment — with parental consent. No complaints were received 
by the PCC.

If the identification in these circumstances met with the Code’s 
other restrictions — such as being approved by parents and, if 
payment was involved, being clearly m the child’s interest — then 
it would be legitimate.

@ Cases 
adjudicated 
before 1996 
are available 
in hard-copy 
formatfrom 
the PCC on 
application to 
Toma Milton, 
Information 
and Events 
Manager, on

A man v News of the World (Report 34. 1996 — see note in 
margin).

C o u ld  th e  fe p o r t  lea d  to  th e  id en tifica tio n  o f  a  c h ild  in  

th e  cas e , In c lu d in g  a  d e fe n d an t?

WWW, e d i t o rs c 0 d e, o r §, y Ic

THE CODE SAYS.
Ci#SEe€igl:it — A ,  ̂ '
I) Joumalistf miiatideMfy'. themael¥eŝ  and̂ obtam psrusfesipB  fe n ?  a  

, ws^nsible embueve bofbm mtefmfnpn-pubtte areas of bospUals 
orslmilwhotitvOomi4[pbrOm'Ongumes., ^

ii) Ths[ mstfieOms on fntmdfng Inte'prJyscyaw.^srlfcBlsrlyrefaraBf te ̂ 
;: maomesabam:mmvmaals m mspma0rMimilari^^

T he Code is at its strictest when protecting vulnerable groups, 
and nevermore so than when dealing with patients in hospital 

or similar institutions. The clause on hospitals is rigorously enforced 
and the PCC has warned that it will take a harsh view of any 
unnecessary intrusion into the privacy of those who are ill. This 
tough line has resulted in very few breaches.

The requirement on journalists to identily themselves and obtain 
permission from a responsible executive to enter non-public areas 
applies to all ediiorial staff, including photographers. Both the 
identificâ on and the permission need to be clearly established.

A journalist, who attended a London hospital after the Canary 
Wharf terrorist bomb attack, photographed an injured victim in the 
company of relatives who he thought had obtained permission from

hospital staff. The PCC ruled that white he acted in good faith and 
that coverage of a terror incident included victims, the patient’s well
being was paramount. If was not enough for the journalist to assume 
his identity was known or to rely on the comment of an individual 
who was clearly not a responsible executive. The complaint was 
upheld, {tiutchinson v News of the ‘World: Report 37, 1997}.

As this clause covers the news-gathering process, a breach can 
occur even if nothing is published as a result.

in 2002, a reporter who vyent to the hospital bedside of the victim 
of a car accident, without identifying himself to the relevant 
authorities, was quickly sacked by his newspaper, which recognised 
that the Code had been breached. Although the editor apologised to 
the complainant and no story \was published, the newspaper was 
rebuked for a senous breach of the Code, j- v hlsRLo .>■ ‘c

Non-public areas: In most cases, what constitutes a non-public 
area would be clear and \would certainly include areas where 
patients vtrere receiving treatment. But what if the hospital itself is 
not open to the public?

A private hospital, which the singer Pete Doherty had been 
ordered by a court to attend, complained that a reporter broke the 
rules by going into the grounds and reporting to the reception desk, 
which was a non-public area.

But the PCC ruled that as the security gate was unmanned, and

editcrscaoe sfo.uk 26
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Ths PCC has warnod fhat ierms used to descnisB patiertte detained under 
Mental Health Act oi 1983 are frequenliy wrong and could fateacfiihe Cd̂  
rules on accuracy {' ) or discrirninaiion (CfetiS®'€)-'\ln;a'GulciBnG'e'' , ■

- the Commission issued ciarificslions to be borne in mind by editoia 
when running stones about people detained under the Act:

' •• •. !- -• !. *. MS. The terms “jail”, "ce!!” or
'cage” would be inaccurate, said the PCC., . ,
Most have not appeared before the courts: Eight out of ten such 
patients are detained because mental health professionals decided they 
needed hospital care.
Those who am detained following conviction have also been found to 
be in need of treatment and have the same rights under the Patients’ 
Charter as other HHS usersv
High Security establishments such as Hampton and Broadmoor provide 
care and treatment. Nurses, not prison officers, staff them.
The Commission also raised concerns about terms such as “nutlet and 
“basicet case” to describe people who are mentally il! — whether detained 
or not. This could create a climate of fear or rejection, and cause distress 
to patiente and their families, by interfering with their care and treatment.

the reporter had not attempted to speak to anyone other than the 
receptionist, and had not concealed her identity, visiting the reception 
area was not a breach of the Code.

However, it noted with approval that the hospital had amended its 
security procedures — and that the newspaper had accepted that 
the preferred approach would have been by telephone. (Croft y Daf-!y 
Mmh Report 74. 20061

Similar institutions: The PCC has held that, in the spirit of the 
Code, the vulnerability of the patient or individual should be taken 
into account when deciding what constitutes a similar Instltution. 
When Countess Spencer was photographed at a clinic, where she 
was receiving treatment for health problems, it was seen as a clear 
breach (Spencer v News of the World: Report 29,1995 — see note 
in margin).

But the Commission has ruled that a residential home for the 
elderly could also be a similar institution, if a number of residents 
needed medical supervision. It urged journalists to think hard before 
approaching people in such establishments, especially if their state 
of health made them vulnerable, c- D&/'/ '-v?

The public interest: While newspapers should always proceed with 
caution, there are cases where otherwise proscribed action can be 
justified in the public interest. In 2001 the parents of a comatose 
woman brain-damaged by domestic violence desperately wanted 
publicity to expose what they saw as the inadequate sentence on 
the attacker. They invited a cameraman to accompany them on a 
hospital visit to photograph the pitiful plight of the victim.

The NHS Trust complained that the photographer had not sought 
permission from a responsible executive. However the PCC ruled 
that it was in the public interest that the parents should be able to 
demonstrate their disgust at the leniency of the sentence — and that 
readers might not have been able to appreciate the gravity of the

•  Cases 
adjudicated 
before 1996 
are available 
in bard-copy 
format from 
the PCC on 
application to 
Toma Milton, 
information 
and Events 
Manager, onc - ■ 'I. .-f.:

situation had the picture not been pubi

T h e re  is  a strong obligation on editors under th e  Code to co-operate 
s w ift ly  with the P C C  in trying to resolve complaints.

I t  is one of th e  Commission's targets to reach  rulings in 35 days, and 
currently — with th e  c o -o p e ra tio n  of editors — it averages 3 4  days.

in p ra c tic e , this means replying to th e  PGC’s initial request for a  

response to the complaint within seven days and th e n  reacting promptly 
to any new PCC questions or s u g g e s tio n s  of a remedy to the dispute.

Failure to act promptly can aggravate the problem. One newspaper, 
which repeatedly failed to reply to a reader who complained that a ta b le  

in a report on currency values was flawed, s im ila r ly  lo s t letters from the 
PCC.

In view of th e  pattern of lapses, the case went to adjudication, where 
the PCC found the paper to be in breach of its obligation to co-operate 
swiftly with the resolution of compiaints.

In other cases, newspapers and magazines — while denying a 
complaint — have simply failed to p ro v id e  any evidence to support their 
case. The PCC has th e n  upheld the complaint b y  default — usually 
taking the opportunity to  remind to all editors of their responsibilities 
under th e  Code.

The clause also requires that In making inquiries from hospitals 
and similar Institutions editors need to be mindful of the general 
restrictions on privacy, which include specific reference to health 
matters.

Jennings v tastbourne uszetis iKeport se/bu, JulKj. 
Spencer v News of the World (Report 29,1995 — see note In 
margin).

C ' '' n' £ (', ' g- Li ' f
1 a.nd Som erset N r The Mirror (ne-Dori

Were editorial staff in  a  non-public area?
Did they Identify themselves to a re s p o n s ib le  

e xe cu tive ?  The term executive was introduced to ensure 
appropriate seniority.
Was there a public interest In p u b lica tio n ?

€ Cases 
adjudicated 
before 1996 
are available 
m hard-copy 
format from 
the PCC on 
application to 
Toma Milton, 
information 
and Events
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T his clause is designed to protect the mnocent from being caught 
unnecessarily in the publicity spotlight focused on the guilty. 

Relatives or friends should not normally be named unless they are 
genuinely relevant to the story — or there is reason to publish in the 
public interest. Child witnesses or victims of crime need special 
consideration.

Complaints usually hinge on genuine relevance to the story or 
whether there is a public interest m them being mentioned or Aether 
identification is gratuitous.

The PCC has taten a commonsense line. If a relationship were 
well known and established in the public domain, then it would be 
perverse to expect editors to omit reference to it.

Similarly if a parent, for example, publicly accompanied the

Did relatives or friends eonsent to Identification? Consent might be 
implied by being publicly involved or pictured with the defendant.
Am they genuinely iele\^nt to the stoiy? Do they ha\  ̂a role, either in the 
case. Of through a close inwivement with the defendant? Gould they be 
personally or professionally affected by the case or its outcome?
Is fnentlon In the public Interest? is the relationship in the public domain, 
could the c^se affect the public life of the reiafiw or friend? ,
Is the focus proportionate to the Involvement of relative or friend? ■
Has solficieni care been taken to protect vulnerable children?

public interest had been served by the story being focused so
predominantly on her.

Protecting children's welfare: The special protection given to 
children in sub-dause Oil is a continuation of the spirit of the Clause 
6 provisions and amounts to a duty of care aimed at prex̂ nting them 
from becoming further damaged, or their welfare affected, by their 
innocent involvement as witnesses or victims of crime.

A local newspaper, which named a 12-year-old witness lo an 
attempted kidnap, breached the Code — even though it believed the 
girl's mother had authorised the disclosure. The mother said she had 
not realised that the reporter's telephone (̂ li was an interview or 
what would be published. The PCC ruled that the newspaper had 
not paid sufficient regard to the girl's vulnerability. 'Hsu ,■

€9/̂ /-

Legal freedom: The Code is clear (Sii) that this alone should not 
affect the right to report legal proceedings. However, in cases 
involving the identification of children or victims of sex CTimes, the 
Code’s requirements may be stiffer than those in law. (See Clause 
6 Chftarer, and Clauce: IE /(Uln-.r Se..uaiABiaaii;

accused per ĵn to cx>urt or made public statements on the case, that 
would add genuine relevance.

Tone and proportion: However the Commission would also take 
account of the tone of the article — how much the story focused on 
the relationship and whether that was relevant or in the public 
interest,

A complaint from a councillor, named in a report when his son was 
arrested for bootlegging, was rejected. The PCC decided the simple 
factual identification of an important community figure did not breach 
theCode. f,!l 'J- E a - ' / “ ■'

Lil̂ wise, Mrs Ann Gloag, widely known as the owner of a 
Scottish castle, objected when she was named in stories reporting 
her son-in-iaw’s arrest for allegedly assaulting her daughter. But the 
daughter lived at the castle — and the accused husband had been 
banned from it as part of the bail conditions.

The PCC said Mrs Gloag's relevance to the story had been 
established by her ownership of the castle named in the court 
papers. Being related to the accused did not give her rights to 
anonymity that would otherwise not exist, j
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But another case, where a front-page report named and pictured 
a councillor whose son was accused of a serious drink-driving 
offence, was upheld. While the PCC accepted there was a public 
interest in naming the councilior, because of her local prominence 
and the fact that she had attended court with her son, it ruled that no

www.edilorscode.org.ul?
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C onsideration of the public interest, a core theme through much 
of the Code, is seldom more important than here. There is often 

a fine line to be drawn at the point where genuine investigative 
journalism ceases and intrusive reporting begins. The public interest 
IS crucial m judging whetherthe ends justi  ̂the means and deciding 
whether undercover was merely underhand.

The speed of technological innovation puts this area constantly 
into the public spotlight, with concerns over the misuse of private 
data and the use of i nquiry agents or others to circumvent the Code 
— and the law.

The Code Committee has been quick to react, with the 
introduction of new measures to prevent abuse. They include wide 
ranging curbs on intrusive activity unless H can be demonstrated to 
be in the wider public interest. They co\̂ r:
# Hacking into digitally-heid private information;
 ̂ The use of hidden cameras;

® interception of mobile phones, text messages and emails;
® Bugging or electronic eavesdropping;
« The use of agents or intermediaries to obtain matehal intended 

for publication.
Additionally, the PCC and the newspaper and magazine indusfry 

ha\^ launched their own initiatives to ensure that both the Code and 
the law — such as the Data Protection Act and the Regulation of 
Investigatory Powers Act — are properly observed

t  * ti«ay u c  e v c t i ia o i« .

Seeking or finding? The Code’s rules apply to pre-publication news 
gathering as much as to publication itself. It would be a breach 
simply to seek material that was against the Code, or to engage in 
misrepresentation or subterfuge — even if nothing was published 
as a result — unless there was a reasonable expectation that some 
legitimate public interest would be served.

However, there is a distinction to be made between information 
which a newspaper or magazine has sought or obtained itself, or 
has commissioned, and that which comes unsolicited — via a leak 
or from a whistleblower, perhaps. The newspaper might not know

ww'w.editofscode.org.iik

the provenance of documents obtained in this way but could still be 
justified in publishing.

Public interest or fishing expedition? The PCC has consistently 
ruled that journalistic fishing expeditions — where, for example, 
hidden cameras or clandestine listening devices are used simply on 
the off-chance of discovering some wrong-doing — are not sufficient 
justification. There should be reasonable grounds for the inquiry.

The PCC censured a newspaper which put a vwiter into a London 
primary school fora week, posing as a would-be teacher and ran the 
story of his experiences, including the shortcomings of the 
educational system. The newspaper's claim of a public interest 
justification failed because the school had been chosen at random. 
The exercise was condemned as a fishing expedition. (Mu.nrc v 
Evening Standard: Repc-ri 54, 2001).

In the same way. a complaint that a Sunday newspaper’s 
undercover reporters filmed guests at a private party for people 
working on the TV soap Emmerdale was upheld after the PCC 
roundly rejected the newspaper’s explanation that the journalists 
might have discovered people behaving in a way which would have 
Justified publication in the public Interest. That would have given 
newspapers carte blanche to intrude on any private gathering of 
high profile figures, said the Commission, n:-/,- / R Atna

But the same newspaper did not make the same mistake when it 
investigated controversial lifestyle advisor Carole Caplin. This time 
It was acting on information that she was using her lelationship with 
Tony and Cherie Biair to promote her business. Ite reporters, posing 
as clients, recorded Ms Caplin speaking about the Blairs’ private life, 
thus justifying the subterfuge.

Both the story and a picture taken secretly to authenticate it 
focused on Ms Caplin’s professional, rather than personal, life and 
opinions, which the PCC ruled was justified in the public Interest. 
Had the picture involved some gratuitous humiliation or intruded into

her private life, it might have been very different. {Caplin v News of 
ihe World: Repcri 72, 20-55J.

So the existence of a public interest in a story does not 
automatically Justify the indiscriminate use of clandestine methods. 
It has to be appropriate and propor̂ onate to the public interest 
served.

There was obvious public interest in a story that a supermarket 
worker convicted of possessing pornographic images of children 
was making deliveries to a nursery school kitchen. But while a 
photograph of the man at the nursery was legitimate, secretly filmed 
footage of him at the supermarket shown on a tabloid newspaper’s 
website was not

The PCC upheld a complaint by the man’s mother that the 
clandestine filming had breached the Code. The public interest 
element of the story related only to the nursery deliveries. There 
was no dispute that he worked at the supermarket, and the footage 
was not necessary to prove it j ^

Identification: Even if subterfuge is not used, failure to identify 
oneself as a journalist could amount to misrepresentation. A woman 
reporter who visited Gill Faldo’s home while she was out. did not 
reveal herself as a journalist and was let in by a housekeeper who 
spoke freely about Mra Faldo.

The PCC ruled that the reporter had allowed a misleading 
Impression to develop and obtained information from the 
housekeeper as a result. -TheS'jn 7‘eoo--

The use of freelance journalists or agents does not minimise any 
breach. A freelance reporter, approaching a victim of a fraudster 
who duped women with offers of marriage, posed as a true life 
feature writerfor women’s magazines, in fact, he sold the story to a 
Sunday tabloid, which — while accepting it in good faith — became 
responsible for a series of braaches under the Code.

The Commission said thera was no public interest defence for the
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deception and reminded editors that they must take care to ensure 
that contributors’ material has been obtained in compliance with the 
Code \r,'n 20041.

Unauthorised removal: A weekly newspaper reporter used a false 
identity to join a community website and download a picture of a 
poiiceman charged with possessing indecent images of children. 
The policeman complained that this was unauthorised removal of a 
photograph, obtained by subterfuge He also claimed the 
newspaper’s reporting and pubiication of his address had disfressed 
his mother — with whom he lived — thus intruding into shock, in 
breach of fi

However; the PCC decided that downloading a picture that could 
be accessed simply by logging on to a public website did not amount 
to removal, and the relatively minor subterfuge used was justified in 
the public interest.

The Commission sympathised with the mother but said her 
vulnerability did not entitle her son to greater privacy than might be 
expected by others accused of a serious offence '

To Joke Of not to Joke: The Code says misrepresentation and 
subterftjge can generaffy on\y be justified in the public interest, which 
leaves room for exceptions. This is designed to allow tor harmless 
journaiistic spoofe — such as April Fool stories — Intended to amuse 
rather than mislead.

But when a tabloid ran a stunt ’signed confession’ on Page One 
suggesting that Stan Coilymore had admitted lying about being 
attacked by rugby players, the soccer star did not find it funny. While 
the inside page story made clear that he thought he was signing an 
autograph, rather than a confession invented by tiie paper, the front 
page was entirely misleading.

The PCC ruled that employing subterkjge to obtain a material tiiat 
was used in a misleading way could not be in the public interest and

breached the Code  ̂ n hĥ   ̂ ^
Humour misfired again when a journalist rang companies asking 

if any of them would pay a retainer in return for favourable publicity, 
in order to run a light-hearted piece on their responses. The 
subsequent article said that a Railtreck spokesvî man had sounded 
shocked, but agreed to get back to the journalist.

The PCC upheld the complaint — ruling that, while humorous, 
the article might have left the impression that Railtrack had not 
entirely rejected the proposal. The press office had been misled and 
there was no public interest in doing so i r jr ^

Back door, or front: Another test is whether undercover methods 
are actually necessary, or whether the material could be obtained 
via the front door rath®’ than the back. The Code Is dear that 
generally subterfuge or misrepresentation should be used only when 
information in the public interest cannot be obtained byothermeans.

When a Sunday broadsheet ran a story that a Saudi-owned 
company printed the British National Party’s pubiication Voice of 
Freedom, the firm complained that the newspaper’s use of an 
undercover reporter posing as a potential client to confirm the 
information was unnecessary. The firm said that — when later 
approached forrnaiiy — it had openly acknowledged the 
arrangement.

The PCC rejected the complaint. It said the degree of subterfuge 
was minor; the information vvas commercial and not private, and this 
was not a fishing expedition, but following up specific information 
about the company. The potential commercial embarrassment 
involved supported the newspaper's view that the firm would not 
have volunteered the information i- -  ̂ - -

However, anotier Sunday newspaper’s use of subterfuge to get 
a story about a gun expert was rejected because the PCC decided 
that the information could ha\  ̂been obtained by direct means; the

www.editorscodfe.org.uk

complainant had already been interviewed by a journalist on a 
related subject. (A man v Tne ODser\/er Repoil 44, 199S).

, 20G5).

Did the publication seek to obtain or publish the materia!? Genuinely 
unsolicited material may not be affected.
If the publication used undercover methods was there reasori to 
believe it was in the public Interest? Fishing expeditions don’t count. 
Was the clandestine activity lelaled directly to the public interest? 
Could the material have been obtained by other means?
Were agents or intermediaries used to acquire confidential 
information not in the public Interest, without consent? If so il would 
breach both the Code and the law.
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In y ^ tig a fiy e  reporting in th e  public^ î^

tradition o f  British journalism . Howeyer, uncovering information that the ' 

public 6 ught>to know  but others w ish to rem ain seeret Is not easy. It 
som etim es requires th e  use o f techniques that m ight o therw se  be : 

in tru s ive ,'o re v en itie g a l " „ , ; , ; ' .. ■

For th a f reason^ th e  proper use o f  subterfuge and clandestine devices 

has a lw ays been tightly defined by the  Code o f Practice, which stresses  

th e  need  to r an  appropriate public interest exem ption for such acttvities.

increasingly, the law  covers these  a rea s  too, but it does not always  

offer th e  s am e public interest defences for journaijsfe; And. white the  

Code assum es  that csimpliance w ith th e  law  virau]d..norma!!y be required , 

to u p h o id th e h ig h e s ts la n d a rd s o f journaiism , t iS e s s e r it ia H h a t  

journalists working in these  areas  a re  fuiiy aw are  o f both thbir:legal and . 

e th ica lo b iig a tio n s .,

Two entire ly  separate  developm ents underlined th e  dangers. First, the  

information Com m issioner suggested tha t journalists, o r their agente, 

w ere routinely ‘blagging’ private inform ation In breach o f section 5 5  of the  

D ata  Protection A c t Then  a  reporter and an inquiry agent w ere  cPnvipted 

—  under the  Regulation o f Investigatory Pow ers A ct 2 0 0 0  — o f hacking 

into royal telephones.

A s  a  result, the C ode  Com m ittee, the  PG C  and the  press industry 

coliectively acted  to  improve training and tighten procedures In these

T h e ,C o d e  w as am ended to cover, specifically hacking into digllaily-held 

private inform ation, and  th e  use o f agents to obtain private m aferia i by 

subterftjge. It m eans tha t w ithout a  public interest justification, the  use by 

journalists ~  o r their agents o r interm ediaries —  ̂o f hidden cam eras or 

bugging devices; com puter hacking or o f interception of mobile phones,

te k i m essages o r efriailaw ouid a ii risk causing 8  breach o f the  Code.

v
T h e  PCC: inlfoduced com prehensivaguidellnes o n th e u s e o f  sublerkjge  

and newsgathering, th e  Cornmission. in a  suFvey following the  royal 

phone bugging case, found no  inadequacy in the  Code o f Practis:^, but 

m ade  a  seFies o f Tecom m endations o f  good practice. They  inciuded:

® Stfehgtheningcontraetualbbjigations lo fo llo w b o th  the C p d e a n d  D ata  

' :P rote^ion Acb: \  ■ ■

K  Im proving internal training; and

® introducing rigorous audit controls for cash payments, where these 
' ,'Wereunavoidable. , '  '

In d u s try  b o d ie s  produced a  G uidance Note specificaily aim ed a t  raising 

aw areness  am ong Britain’s  journalists o f the  im portance of operating in 

com pliance with'SeCtion: 5 5  of-,the D a ta 'P ro ted ion  Act. (See Bmfing),' — 
This  answ ers the  key q u e k o r is  facing m em bers o f the press: 

s W h a t does'the Act'do?  ̂ ' ' '

® W h a t happens if 1 b reach the Act?

® A re there any Journalistic exem ptions o r defences?

« W h a t s h o u ld ! do if 1 am  unsure  about m y actions?

A t th e  sam e lime, the P C C  — . w hich in 2 0 0 5  produced guieeBnes for . 

jo u rn a lis t on the  D a ta  Protection A c t— stepped up its work on training 

journaiists in th e  use of undercover newsgathering methods.
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The use of personal intormation about people stored on computer or in 

som e m anual flies, is regulated by the Data Protection Act 1998, A s a  

journalist's job can often be about using such Information it is vital that you 

ate  aw are of the problems the DPA presents. Knowing about the Act, and in 
particular section 5 5  o f that Act, which is to have an enhanced public interest 
defence following discussion between m edia representatives and the 

Ministry o f Justice, is important because breaches of it can lead to 

prosecution in the Crown Court, a  criminal record and the imposition of a  

heavy fine. The Q+As in this note are designed to tell you a  little more.
P lease m ake sure you read it.

W h a t d o e s  th e  A c t d o?
It provides legal controls over the oolleotion, use and disolosuns o f personal 
data, mostly held electronirally. It gives rights to an Individual about whom  

information is stored. And it Imposes legal obligations on a  person or 

organisation looking after the d a ta — known in the Act as the 'data  

oontnollei:”
The A d  ptohlbSs the  obtaining o r  disclosure of personal data without the  

consent o f the data controller— a practice often known as “blagging". For 

exam ple, it could be an offence to deceive a n  organisation into providing year 
with personal details about an Individual taken from its computer records —  

such as ex^lirectory phone numbers — that they would not otherwise agree  

to supply, it could also be an offence to ask private invesflgafors to do It for 

you, if you knew  that they w ere going to obtain if by deception or other 

unlawful means:
You could also be breaching other laws, both criminal and civil, as well as  

the Editor's Code upheld by the Press Compiainte Commission.

income tax information from H M R C  have already led to criminal convictions.

i so raettm es n eed  to  g e t such personal inform ation. In th e  A c t a re there  

a n y  e xem ptions o r  d efences fo r journa lis ts  from  th e  oriroinal offences  

o f u n law fu lly  ob ta in in g  and  d isc los ing  infortnatisn?
In particular reference to section S5, the Act recognises the importance of 
journalism and provides som e special exemptions and defences to avoid 

mnviction. But these are very limited. To escape breaching the A cts  unlawful 
obtaining:and disclosing offences you would, for instanc®, have to prove your 

actions w ere In the interests of national security, w ere prevenfing or detecting 

a OTme, or w ere in the public interest in the particular circumstances.
W hen in force, the new  defence will also protect you if you can show that 

you acted for journalistic, literary o r artistic purposes, and in the reasonable 

belief tha t in the particular arcumstanoes your action w as justified as being 

in the public interest.
You would also avoid conviction if you could show that you w ere acting in 

accordance with the law or a court order, or In Bie reasonable belief that the  

date confroller would have consented in the dream stances had he/she 

known, o r w as legally entitled to act as  he/she did.

The Act sounds very w id e  rang ing . What shou ld  I d o  if  I am unsure
a b o r t  m y  ow n 'ao tions?  —  " , ^
The A d  is complicated. If you are in any doubt about w hether something you 

a te  intending to do involving personal data breaches the Art, you must 
consult your in-house lawyers and a  senior editor for advice. Failura to do this 

before you act could put you and your employer at risk of prosecution or 

other legal action: . : . : . .

What happens i f  1 breach th e  A c t?
Th e  Information Commissioner can take  enforcement action, including 

criminal prosecution. Conviction is punishable by a  flne. “Blagging" personal 
information and phone numbers from BT, account details from banks, and

How do I fin d  out more?
You can find out more information from the information Commissioner's 

website Also use t i e  link to the PCC's guicsncs n.cte for
editors on T h e  Data Protection A rt, journalism and the Code',
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evidence. The editor, also deeply embarrassed, apologised swiftly. 
Because of staff holidays, an inexperienced reporter had prepared 
the story and sub-editors had missed the error. But apologies and 
promises to tighten up procedures were not enough. The PCC 
censured the newspaper for a breach so serious that any remedial 
action would have been inadequale. - vr- ‘‘i'r

P reservation of the anonymity of victims of sexual assault is 
regarded as paramount under the Code and this clause is not 

subject to the defence that publication is in the public interest.
There are rases \Nhate a victim may waive his or her anonymity or 

where identification has been permitted by the courts, and the Code 
provides for these. But the PCC has made clear that it is unlikely to 
recognise the legitimacy of any other claims that the identity of a sex 
victim is already in the public domain.

Breaches are uncommon and almost always inadvertent. They fall 
into two main categories:
® Those raused by poor training, carelessness — or both; and 
# Those resulting from the inclusion of some seemingly innocuous 

detail.

Lack of tmining can lead to the most blatant breaches. A vifoman 
victim of an office sex pest was distressed and embarrassed when 
a local newspaper report of the man’s conviction broke all the rules 
and included her name, employment details and sexually explicit

Even when newspapers follow the fundamental rules about not 
naming sex assault victims without consent, risks arise if they are 
identifiable by some detail in the story.

For that leason the PCC has warned of the onerous burden this 
puts on editors and insists on 'scrupulous ransiruction’ of stories about 
sex crimes to ensure strict adherence to the Code.

Beware of the evidence; Assessing likelihood of identification is a 
potential minefield when reporting both the original crime and any 
subsequent trial. Details apparently insignificant to an outsider could 
be revealing to people living in a local community, who might 
otherwise not make the connection.

A report of a rape, which gave details of the victim’s age, her 
health record and specific details of the attack, as well as the town 
where the offence occurred, was ruled by the PCC to have been 
likely to identify her. i '

Adequate justificailoii: As there is no public interest defence, it is

www,editorsGO€l.e,o rg.uk

difficult to establish adequate justification unless a court lifts the 
automatic ban on identification of the victim, in the interests of 
justice, or the victim waives their rights to anonymity.

Even where they do — perhaps to warn others of dangers—that 
cannot necessarily be taken as permitting conIJnuing publicity unless 
the viciJm maintains consent.

In those rare cases where courts permit the naming of sex 
victims, there are usually substantial grounds for doing so and these 
would constitute adequate justification under the Code.

have appeared insignificant, “it was a superfluous but specific detail 
which could have been sufficient to identify her, or confirm the 
suspicions of those who already knew something about the rase.” 
The editor could have taken greater rare by omitting the reference. 
The complaint, and corresponding breaches in Clause 5 (Intrusion 
into Grief or Shock) and Clause 6 (Children), were upheld. lA

Legal fteedom to publish may appear relatively easy to establish, 
but it is not always enough under the Code, which applies in the spint 
as well as the letter.

The PCC upheld a complaint against a newspaper whose report 
of a rape trial referred to evidence of what the viciim was wearing 
at the time of the attack and to her hobby.

The combination of details was sufficient to identify her to local 
residents and — even though the ewdence had been given in open 
court—the PCC held that the Code bound editors to rules over and 
above those stipulated by law and that anonymity should have been 
preserved

in a similar case — involving an assault on an under-age girl — 
a weekly newspaper's court report reference to the vidim's visible 
injury was sufficient to cause a breach, even though no third party 
had actually identified her

The Commission ruled that while the mention of the injury might

Is the malenal publislied likely to contribute to identification? 
Is them adequate justificatton?
is It legal to publish — and is that enough under the Code?

ww‘A,c:d,tcrsc-cd&.oi£ 32
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genuinely relevant to the story.

T he aim of Clause 12 is to protect individuals from 
discriminatory coverage and no public interest defence is 

available. However, the Code does not cover generalised remarks 
about groups or categories of people, which would involve 
subjective Views, often based on political correctness or taste, and 
be difficult to adjudicate upon without infringing the freedom of 
expression of others.

As always, the Code is striking a balance between the rights of 
frie public to freedom of speech and the rights of the individual — in 
this case not to face personal discnminatory abuse. Freedom of 
expression must embrace the right to hold views that others might 
find distasteful and sometimes offensive.

The Code Committee's approach has always been that, in a free

society with a diverse press, subjective issues of taste and decency 
should be a matter for editors’ discretion. And with newspapers and 
magazines constantly answerable in the court of public opinion, 
there is ample evidence that editors exercise that discretion on a 
daily basis.

For example, although British newspapers and magazines were 
free under the Code to publish the controversial Danish cartoons of 
the Prophet Mohammed, none chose to do so, it was the exercise of 
discretionary editorial judgment.

By the same standard, a national newspaper columnist was free 
to suggest, wrily, that piano wire should be strung across country 
lanes to decapitate cyclists. Hts comments caused widespread 
outrage, but did not breach the Code because they were not aimed 
at any named individuals. However, feced with the wrath of hundreds 
of readers, the writer voluntarily apologised for any unintended 
offence caused.

The PCC has always upheld the press’s nght to make robust, 
generalised remarks, when dearly presented as comment, in the 
name of free speech.

However, the same does not apply to pejorative or prejudicial 
attacks directed at named individuals. So when a lad’s mag 
published a sticker poking fun at the disabled son of Katie Price — 
the glamour model Jordan —the PCC received 143 complaints, 
including from Ms Price and her husband. Peter Andre, The issue
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was swiftly resolved when the magazine published an apology online 
and in the magazine and made a donation to charity. (Price and 
Andre v Heat magazine: Repori 76, 200?).

The PCC has issued cautionary Ed.-i.-e to the press stressing the importance 
of not allowing patriotic fervour to get out of hand when covering high profile 
international sporting events.

After widespread criticism of press coverage of the Euro 96 soccer 
tournament — where the England v Germany match had been represented as 
a re-run of World War Two — Lord Wakeham. then PCC chairman, sounded a 
warning ahead of the 1998 Soccer World Cup.

The press had a responsibility not to encourage British sports fans to 
behave in a disorderly manner, he said. This covered not just comment about 
other nations' competitors, but also practical advice about how fans should 
participate in, or seek to attend, events.

It was part of the press’s role to rated robustly and in partisan fashion the 
nation’s support for British sportsmen and women representing their country, 
but they should do nothing to -
 ̂ Incite violence, disorder or other unlawful behaviour, or to -  

# Foster xenophobia that could contribute dirediy to such incitement
Lord Wakeham’s warning has been widely credited with the toning down of 
coverage since then and avoiding repetitions of the sort of jingoistic 
journalism which had been a feature of international events before 1998.

Individuals only: One of the strengths of the Code is the 
protection that it gives specifically to personally affected 
individuals. But inevitably that means that some third party 
complainte cannot succeed. The PCC will not proceed with a third- 
party complaint without the subject’s consent.

Although the Code does not cover complaints about groups of 
people, where the main objection is often against the tenor of 
reporting, the PCC sometimes addresses these wider issues via 
rulings on individual cases and guidance notes.

It has made clear that even if there may be no claim under the 
discrimination clauses, there may be a case under other sections of 
the Code, such as Accuracy — if statements are incorrect or 
comment is passed off as fact.

Its guidance note on asylum seekers, for example. (See Bnermg 
..cns’ Ai/nmi zbhdeis, suggested it was inaccurate to describe 
people as illegal asylum seekers, They could not be illegal unless 
they had been refrised asylum — which, by definition, asylum 
seekers had not. It has suggested some stories risked breaching 
the Code’s privacy rules, and publication m other cases could 
involve a threat to children’s welfare.

The Commission has also warned against the gratuitous use of 
insensitive language — such as referring to mental health patients 
(See Briefing panel. rAern&i neEatt} as basket-cases, nutters or 
psychos — which could be discriminatory or inaccurate.

Prejudicial or pejorative; Not all references to an individual’s race, 
colour, religion, gender, sexual orientation, or to any physical or 
mental illness or disability, need to be avoided under the Code. To 
be in breach of sub-clause 12i, they must not only be prejudicial or 
pejorative — but also in a discriminatory manner.

• /̂fvw.eo'icrsccab.tjrc l'k. 33
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[s th& reterebice to an individual? This would normally mean a named or, 
readily identifiable person.
Is the refareriGe preludlctaf or in £ dis-orimsiriiatory way? Sub-
olause 121.
Is the b'eVererioe gfenufneEy rsievant? Sub-Clause l2ii.

reassignment vrere included in the categories offered protection from 
prejudicial or pejorative references.

The Code Committee decided against a change to the 
accompanying subclause 12ii — which covers publication of 
discriminatory details that aren’t relevant to a story—because trans 
individuals, having suffered from gender dysphoria, would be 
protected under existing rules covering physical illness.

For example, a satirical cartoon depicting Israeli premier Ariel 
Sharon eating a baby—while undeniably pejorative—was cleared 
by the PCC of being racist as it referred to him in his capacity as a 
head of government, rather than as a Jew. -.'.i
‘■0€L‘̂ i <:b-’ L,-

Sharon
U' *■-, I

Genuine relevance: In sub-clause 1211. the resfriction relates only 
to details of race, colour, religion, sexual orientation, or physical or 
mental illness or disability, which are not genuinely relevant to the 
story, it does not cover the individual’s sex, mention of which is not 
itself discnminatory.

The PCC has held that it was relevant to mention, factually and 
non-pejoratively, the sexuality of a pregnant lesbian in the context of 
a story that included comparisons with parenting by other same-sex 
couples. 'f/fC h' "r"- ' ^

It was, however, not relevant to give details of religion in an 
interview with a tie-manufacturer, especially in terms which might 
have appeared pejorative ■  ̂ -r, , ,

Gender recognition: A Code change to cover discriminatory 
reporting of transgender people was introduced in 2005, after the 
passing of the Gender Recognition Act. In Clause 12i the word 
'genderi was substituted for ‘sex’. This meant that individuals 
undergoing — or who had undergone — treatoent for gender

w w w .e d ito rs c o d e ,c rg .u k

Online versions of newspapers and magazines have been 
covered by the Editors’ Code since 1997. But in a r- o:,.- -.'-r

in 2007, covering online content and user-generated 
material, the remit was extended to embrace audio-visual images. 
It means that UK newspaper and magazine websites are subject 
to a form of regulation rarely available in online media 
inlernationaiiy.

The emerging pattern of (x>mp!aints in this rapidly developing 
area has been set out in the PCC’s policy note on ~ ' e

The frend is similar to that of print versions, with many 
complaints relating to issues outside the Code, such as taste and 
decency. These are often resolved by tite websites’ take-down 
procedures.
User-generated content: The rules mate clear that, as with print 
versions, the Code covers only editorial material — i,e. that v îch 
could reasonably be expected to be under the editor's cxsntra). This 
wrauld rrot normally include user-generated material such as chat 
rooms or blogs. PCC policy is that editors are responsible for:

Any material they have taken a decision to publish.
Any user-generated material they have decided to leave 
online, having been made aware of ft, or received a 
complaint.

Audio-vfsuai material often comprises video from non-journaiists 
showing the conduct of identifiable people, without their consent. 
This can raise issues of intrusion into privacy, or grief or shock, or 
a child’s private life, if there is not adequate justification for
publication (Ŝ -e ri.ulk

The public interest test is vital. Editors would need to examine 
the footage in full, taking Into account the manner in which it was

obtained, to ensure it would comply with the Code in its current 
form, or modified to remove inftusive elemente that could not be 
justified in the public interest—e.g. by pixeilating faces — or not at 
all. Examples that failed or .passed the test:

-- Videos of schoolchildren behaving badly — it was 
not necessary to identify tie pupils to demonstrate lax 
school discipline. J..— ■;
. ; Police video materia! on a newspaper vrebsite 

showing a drugs raid on an identified home where no 
charges followed. ' c:'C

- =. „, - A YouTube video uploaded on to a newspaper
website that identified youths firebombing a fi-eight train.

Social networking sites: Materiai from such sites published 
without consent can raise privacy issues. The PGC will take into 
accxjunt a variety of factors under the Code: how private tee 
material is; how it was used,(i.e. in cases involving grief or shock, 
would it be insensitî re?); howacc^slble it was to third parties— 
including vtteeteer tee person concerned had restricted public 
access to the profile: whether the individual knew it was being used; 
and, importantly, whether the subject matter concerned a child.
Online archives: As newspaper archives going back years are 
often freely available online, it is possible to complain about 
matters published outside the PCC’s usual two-month time limit. 
However, the Commission will take into account the length of time 
that has elapsed; the difficulties in reaching findings when 
memories and evidence are no longer fresh; and the reason for 
any long delay in complaining — including whether a complaint 
was possible at the time of original publication.

«vw w ,fedhoryt.7Se c rg .y k
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i) Evein whfira the law dees not prohibit ii, Journŝ ists muni noi use fat
-V ,-',r

' ■'.,' ■̂ #y'-fei0i»'' "hm̂.'-a 'ssighf̂ p̂t̂ 0n§mmt\,.. -

n(}.They fnimtnQt biî /.©tseMî iefthBf,̂ im&0y:0̂  :..'
atienvs, shares orseourkfes about which (hey have wrsiien recent}/ or 
about which they intend to write in the near future.

I t is notable that even tn a world of increasing corporate 
accountability, the Clause 1 3  rules on financial reporting have 

remained unchanged since 1 9 9 1 . They have stood the test of time 
well and been recognised by the Government and European Union 
as an acceptable Code within the field of financial services 
regulation.

They have survived one major test, when the PCC launched its 
own investigation into the “Mirrorgate” scandal, where two business 
journalists had been tipping shares that they had previously bought 
— in clear contravention of the rules.

The journalists concerned were dismissed, as their contracts of 
employment required them to ODmply with the Code. The Editor,

while cleared of personal involvement in the scandal, was found 
guilty of breaching the Code by not enforcing it rigorously and had 
to publish a damning 4.000-word adjudication across pages 6-7 of 
the paper.

The PCC helped produce a ‘‘,'s -'■'rc.'' {- -r on
financial journalism 'Scs f.'Trw'T  ̂ it̂ ’- -r-.'
which enhances the Code’s provisions, and which has been used 
as a basis for in-house regulation. An essentia! element is its 
emphasis on the spirit of the Code as set out in the Preamble, 
which means that it does not rely on narrow definitions, which 
would create instant loopholes.

One commonsense test which underpins the financial 
journalism rules:

Would it survive the Private Eye test? if it would 
damage the integrity of the journalist or his newspaper if 
his or her actions were reported in Private Eye — then 
don’t do it
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.

T he obligation on journalists to protect their confidential 
sources is deeply ingrained in the culture of British 

journaiism. Perhaps for that reason, this clause, one of the 
shortest in the Code, rarely attracts complaints.

The PCC usuaMy considers cases of alleged breach of 
agreements of confidentiality only when another Code issue 
is involved. However, the Commission has issued specific 
guidance concerning confidential sources;
» The clause should not be interpreted as preventing the 

publication of confidential Information.
« Journalists should take special care when dealing with 

members of the public unversed in media matters who may 
not appreciate that at the start of a conversation they 
should make clear that it is non-attributable.

® A journalist who Induces a member of the public to talk off 
the record, and then publishes the remarks on the record 
could be in breach under the Code.

® The obligation of confidence should not be used by

journalists as a shield to defend inaccurate reporting. 
Wherever possible, efforts should be made to obtain 
on-the-record corroboration of a story from unnamed 
sources.

* If a complaint hinged on material from an unnamed source, 
the PCC would expect the newspaper either to produce 
corroborative material to substantiate the allegations — or 
to demonstrate that the complainant had a suitable 
opportunity to comment on them.

* There would be a particular responsibility on editors to give 
a reasonable opportunity of reply to complainants who felt 
they were victim of allegations from an unnamed source.

Blowing cover: On the rare occasions that complaints arise, 
they are unlikely to be deliberate, but due to carelessness or 
inexperience. However, that is no excuse under the Code.

An ex-employee of the Government’s Rural Payments 
Agency complained that an e-mail that she had sent to an 
evening newspaper, criticising her former bosses, was 
forwarded to the RPA for comment. She had asked for 
anonymity, but her details were not deleted.

The paper apologised, explaining that it was a mistake by 
a trainee, who had been disciplined.

The PCC ruled that this was a serious and thoughtless 
error that could not pass without censure. The complaint was

odfe cro..fk 35
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upheld /,"

The cover of another employee was simtiarly blown when a 
newspaper quoted him anonymously in a story about plans to 
close the mortuary where he worked. The paper described 
him as a mortuary worker. Butthe establishment had only two 
employees and the other one was his boss. So he was quickly 
identified, and his comments to the newspaper earned him 
the sacked for gross misconduct.

The editor said it had not realised there were only two 
employees. The PCC ruled that the onus was on the 
newspaper to establish the correct form of words to protect 
the source. ,kr '■f- 'r c/'x; r l ?,

Is  th e  s o u r c e  c o n f id e n t ia l?

C o u ld  a n  u n n a m e d  s o u r c e  b e  id e n t i f ie d ?

www.editDrscode,.org,»jK;

P ayments for information or pictures are normally not affected by 
the Code. They are matters for the editor’s discretion, except 

where they might threaten the integrity of the judicial process — 
which the Code committee recognises as paramount — or where 
they appear to ena>urage or condone aime.

It therefore imposes strict rules on payments to;

® Witnesses in criminal trials (Clause 15) to avoid the risk of their 
evidence becoming, or appearing, tainted in the eyes of a jury 
(civil cases are not affected, even where a jury is involved): and
to -
Criminals or their family or associates fCisuse 16). so that these

people are not effectively giamorising. glorifying or profiting from 
crime.

While payments in either instance are relatively rare, they usually 
occur in controversial or high-profile cases, which means this is an 
area wiiere the PCC has sometimes instituted its own investigations 
without a complaint being received. However, there is widespread 
agreement that there are occasions where such payments are 
necessary in the public interest — as when helping to expose or 
detect oime, for example.

The risks and the need for payment ha\re to be weighed together 
and in Clauses 15 and 16 the Code sets out to balance one with the 
other.
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Contempt of Court Aot fS8f, This peohihifiot, tests until the suspect

. . .  . . ; . . . .  -  , . . ; ................ ....  . , -  ■..,. , •. ; -  ■ -  ■ -- - •  ■■ ■ -■■

announced its verdict.
■; ■ ■■■■■.■ :.■ - .■•;■.= ■. •' ■,■ - ■ .' : ■ '.  ■■■-'■•

editors must not make or offer payment to any person who may 
' .Xr̂ 8Spn00jly&eipx§eiytet$’iP&'e'.P0i)e0a£ia:WUn̂ S%.î 0̂ :̂̂ .̂̂ I ^

information concerned ought demonstrably to be pubiished in the 
public interest and there is an over-riding need ic make c.r promise 
payment for this to be done; and all reasonable steps have been taken to 
ensure no financial dealings influence the evidence those witnesses 
give, tn no circumstances should such payment be conditional on the 
outcome of a trial.

■■.' . ■-. ,. . •■ . t  - ;-. ■- .. •. • . B
. ; .  . , .  . -;■■-■■■ •.■.■.'=■..•:• ■■ ■ ■ - ■ ■ ■
..... ;■.■■. .- ■ ■ -• . '■■ ■'•■ ■ .-. ■•

' A public interest exspnDiion may be svsiisbie '

I n 2002, the Lord Chancellor's department announced a plan to 
Introduce laws covering witness payments in criminal trials that 

would have exposed the media and journalists to the risk of fines 
and imprisonment.

Within months, the Editors' Code Committee persuaded the 
Government that changes to the self-regulatory Code would be more 
effective, and the legislative threat was dropped. The resulting Code 
revisions, introduced in 2003, severely limited the circumstances in 
which payments could be made.

The Code effectively creates two categories of restriction on 
payments or offers to witnesses or potential witnesses — one a 
qualified ban where payments may be defended in the public 
interest, and the other where there should be no payment in any 
circumstance; a total ban. The deciding factor is timing.

The total ban applies once proceedings are deemed active, using 
the threshold of the Contempt Court Act of 1981. Effectively, this is 
when an arrest has been made, or an arrest warrant or summons 
issued, or a person is charged.

It means there can be no payment or offer to anyone who Is, or is 
likely to be called as, a witness. The total prohibition lasts until the 
question of guilt ceases to be a legal issue — such as when the trial 
is over, or the suspect is either freed unconditionally or has entered 
a guilty piea.
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The qualified ban applies where proceedings may not yet be active
— but are likely and foreseeable. Here no payments or offers can be 
made — unless there is a public interest in the information being 
published and an over-riding need to make a payment for this to be 
done.

This begs several questions for editors.

Active proceedings: The first question to resolve is whether 
proceedings are active. If the answer is Yes. then the principal 
remaining issue under Clause 151, when considering making offers 
of payment, is: Could the potential payee reasonablybe expected to 
be called as a witness? if so. payment is prohibited.

In some cases it might be obvious that the prospective payee is 
a likely witness, in othera. less so. In the absence of reliable police 
or other guidance, editors would need to make their own judgment
— usually with legal advice — on what might be considered 
reasonable, before approaches were made.

Proceedings not yet active; If the judgment is that proceedings 
are not active, then there is the possibility of payment in the public 
interest. But the situation is not necessarily clear-cut.

Restrictions apply only if proceedings are likely and foreseeable
— and if the potential payee may be reasonably expected to be a 
witness. It is again a crucial judgment. If the answer to either 
question is No. then restrictions do not apply under the Code.

However, if the answer to both questions is Yes. then a new set 
of conditions kicks in to comply with Clause 15ii:

The public interest: For now the only basis upon which a payment 
or offer may be made is that the information concerned ought 
demonstrably to be published in the public interest and that there is 
an over-riding need to make or promise payment for this to be done.

The editor would need to demonstrate both how the public 
interest would be served and why the necessity for payment was

over-riding, a particularly high threshold under the Code. But the 
responsibility does not end there.

Influencing witnesses: Editors have a duty of care not to allow their 
financial dealings to lead witnesses to change their testimony The 
risks include witnesses withholding information in an attempt to 
preserve exclusivity or for other reasons, or exaggerating evidence 
to talk up the value of their story Editors also need to be alive to the 
danger of journalists — intentionally or not — coaching or 
rehearsing witnesses or introducing to them extraneous information, 
which might later colour their evidence.

Conditional payments: Potentially the most dangerous deal, in 
terms of tainting vwtnesses, is one in which payment is conditional 
on a guilty or not guilty verdict The PCC has made clear that any 
deal linked to the outcome of the trial would be strictly prohibited as 
it might affect the witness’s evidence or aedibility.
Finally, if all other hurdles have been cleared, there is one further 
obligation on editors.

Disclosore: Once an editor is satisfied that the Code's requirements 
can be met. and payment or offer of payment is made, the payee 
should be told that if they are dted to give evidence, the deal must be 
disclosed to the proseojlion and defence. This transparency is a 
deliberate safeguard against miscarriages of justice. It puts extra 
onus on potential witnesses to tell the truth, since they know they 
are likely to be cross^amined on the payment.

The PCC has laid down guidelines for compliance. It advises that; 
® The payee should be informed in writing that, should he or she be 

cited to give evidence, the press is bound under the Code to 
disclose the deal to the relevant authorities.

« The prosecution and defence should be notified pramptiy, wiUi full 
details of a payment or contfact given in writing. The requirement 
to inform both sides may be satisfied, where appropriate, by

WV.-W frCitOiSGcae Qfo
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Afs pr&teediRgE acliyeV Hss ihsre been an arrssi, a v..'Srrani or summons 
issued, or charge? If so, there is s total ban on payments to wririesses or 
polenlisi vritnssses unlii the case is over
tf not active, are prccefedings Ukely attd foreseeable? it not, restrictions 
cion'i apply if they are foreseeable, then —
fjoaid the potetitial payee reasoriably bs eKpected to oe a 'ja-ilness? It
not, no restndions apply If he/shs is a potential witness, then -
is there a clear need to publish informsticri in the public ifiterest? This
would have to be demonstrable in order to proceed.
is there an over-i’i-tting need, for payment? V'fould ;i be possible to obtain
end publish the information in any other way?
Couid the deal influence the evidence the potentisi witnesses give?
Is pavmsnt conditional on the verdict? i his is tolai'y prohibited.
Has the payee been to ld  the deal will be disclosed to the court?

Lessons from the past: Only one complaint had been upheld 
under the previous rules — revised in the wake of the Rosemary 
West trial in 1996 — and that was an inadvertent breach relating to 
the case of Gary Glitter.

An ambiguity in the contract in 1997 between the News of the 
World and a woman who had previously claimed to have been an 
underage partner of the pop singer appeared to suggest the 
payment was conditional on the outcome of the trial. In fact, at the 
time of the contract, the woman was neither a witness nor potential 
witness in the case 'fs.-".; /-'f-.v: ■ ;■ i / j

The PCC launched an investigation into the case of Amy Gehring, 
a former teacher accused of intimate liaisons with pupils in 2002, It 
found that although payments had been made to former pupils, all 
complied with the requirements of the then Code and none was 
conditional on the outcome of the trial i  -r-J'-’- ■ r 'I

notification to the prosecution for onward transmission to the 
defence.
There has been only one adjudication since the new rules were 

Introduced, and it underlined the importance of timing of 
approaches. A prosecution witness in the trial of Kate Knight — who 
was later jailed for 30 years for attempting to murder her husband by 
lacing his food with anti-freeze — told the court that during an 
overnight break in her testimony she had been approached by a 
magazine offering a fee for an interview, once the trial was over. 
Although she had received other requests for an interview this was 
the only one that mentioned a fee.

The PCC launched its own investigation — as it often does with 
‘victimless’ cases — and although there had been no impact on the 
trial, censured the magazine for its premature approach. The 
Commission said it was never acceptable for witnesses to be 
approached with offers of payment while giving evidence, truu

However, the PCC has indicated that a newspaper's payment to 
an informant who was a potential witness in the case of an alleged 
plot to kidnap Victoria Beckham, which had not breached the Code 
in 2002, would probably have been a breach under the new rules.

Under the rules introduced in 2003:

Relevant earlier rulings;

www.editorsciOds.srg.uk

T he Code, from its inception in 1991, has taken a tough line on 
payments to criminais, with a blanket ban on deals unless they 

could be justified in the public interest. While that approach reflected 
public concerns over CTiminals being seen to profit from their actions, 
or glamorising or glorifying crime, the Code has never assumed all 
such payments to be inherently undesirable.

PCC rulings had made dear that a lifetime ban would be unfair on 
reformed criminais or those whose convictions were spent, it was 
also a potential violation of their human rights.

In 2003, the PCC produced guidance on the sort of cases most 
likely to breach the rule on payments to criminals — and those which 
generally would not.

(•/ Payment or offers of payment fot stories, pictures or informaiicr,, 
whrcf, seek to exploit & particufsr crime cr to glorify or glemorise

■■■ . ' c.-
(iij Editors invoning the public inlsrest to Justify paymer.l or offers wowc

r. ' ,, ...■ - I ........ ■ . . :: t.-... '■
interest would be served. If, despite payment, no public inleresi 
emerged, men the material shauia not be published.

L e a s t like ly  o ffen d e rs  inc luded:

Book serialisations, which were anyway in the public domain;
® Cases where no direct payment was made to a criminal or 

associate — i.e. when a paymentwas made to a charity to secure 
the material;

• Payments where publication was in the public interest;
• Articles which made significant new information available to the 

public.

M o s t like ly  o ffen d e rs  Inc luded :

« Articles glorifying crime — no complaint about an article that did 
so had ever been rejected,

• Payment for kiss-and-tell stories about romance or sex.
« Payments for irrelevant gossip, which intrudes on the privacy of 

others.
The Code Committee reflected these realities by introducing in 

June 2004 an additional defence, permitting payment to a criminal 
without the necessity for It to be in the public interest — but only if 
the material published did not seek to exploit a particular crime, or 
glorify or glamorise crime in geneml.

Exploitation and glamorising crime: The burden would be on the
editor to prove that there was genuinely no intentional exploitation of 
a particular crime or of glamorising or glorifying crime generally, and 
demonstrate that it was not reasonable to expect that to be the 
outcome.

ec.ic'sc.eoe c  y.L-k
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Was a criminal or associate paid? Friends, neighbours and fetnily 
members fall within this group. A picture of a criminal bought from 
her boyfriend has been held to breach the Code.

To justify payment, the publication would need to be able to satisfy 
the PCC on each of these counts. If it felt confident of doing so it 
could proceed, even if no public interest justification existed.

in 2006, a magazine article headlined Why i Slept With My Own 
Son was the first to fall both these tests, A mother convicted of 
unlawful sex with her teenage son had described the offence in the 
article and said the only thing she regretted was being caught. That 
was evidence of exploiting a particular crime and justifying it.

She and her son were paid by an agency, which was paid by the 
magazine. The PCC ruled that while the mother had a right to 
express her view, there was no conceivable public interest in her 
being paid '’jrhiit ‘/F j '..toê rs '̂s:-or 3

But when a Sunday newspaper paid £460 to a petty cnminal who 
claimed—falsely — to have served community service at the same 
time as the then Lord Chief Justice conducted undercover research 
into non-custodial sentences. It was cleared of a breach.

The Commission ruled that, while some people might object to

In clause 161: :
•  D o e s  th is  In fo rm a tio n  s e e k  to  e x p lo it a  p a rtic u la r  c rim e ?

•  D o e s  it  s e e k  to  g la m o ris e  o r  g lo r ify  c r im e  in  g e n e r a l? ..

In Clause 16ii, the test ahead of a payment or offer:
•  Is  th e re  g o o d  re as o n  to  be lie ve  -paym ent w ill e lic it  m a teria l w h ich  

ought to be published .in the public in te res t?

C o u ld  it h a ve  b een  o b ta in e d  in  a n y  o th e r w ay ?

Th e  test a fter paym ent o r o ffer and ah ea d  o f publication:

• Is the material which has emerged genuinely in the public interest? If 
not, publication should be cancelled — even if payment has been made.

payment to someone with a criminal record, he was not exploiting a 
particular crime, nor did he glorify crime in general. Expressing 
honest views about experiences on a community service scheme 
was not sufficient to engage the terms of the Code. Had it done so, 
it would be unduly restrictive of stones about prison life from the 
perspective of a criminai. Fr-.n-ta: F; abatici Fan

The public interest defence remains in Clause 16ii for relevant 
cases — and can be used with Clause 16i or alone — but has been 
revised to cover both the act of payment to criminals and the 
subsequent publication.

This means a newspaper which pays a criminal, in the genuine 
and reasonable belief that it would be the only way to eiicit 
information of public interest, is covered. However if, once the deal 
is done, no such material of public interest emerges, nothing should 
be published as a result.

The rule was tightened in June 2004 after a Scottish paper 
L- , 3^'. -'61.:'^ 3̂ 33:. 3 paid a convicted criminal

for an interview, expecting him to reveal vital, and undisclosed, 
details of the crime. But he did not — and the paper published the 
interview, regardless. It was not a breach then. It would be now. It is 
a further safeguard against fishing expeditions, which are not 
allowed under the Code and which now — if fruitless — could also 
prove expensive.

/ iQ ' f fs t  m P  V Chst f n s g s z i n f i  [ K 6 p o n  ? <3.

'35: '-/ct'.c ' 'r-"'"! ’ns. -' ■' o'" S.

wwW: edjtorscode.Qrg.uk

I f the Code of Practice lies at the heart of self-regulation of the 
'  press, then serving the public interest lies at the heart of the Code, 
and of the very best of journalism, synthesising its democratic roie

Tfiere.mayie. expepMpBS-td tt6:cladses marked * urfiere they cao.fce ' - 
tfeinonsfrafed to ft®fn.fte,publicirtferesf.- ' ' ' -
f. The. public interest indudes, but is not confined to;

/; Cfeiactfnc or exposing c-ime or serious impropriety.
:.-|fPfpfecSn0;Po6lf##wi&;aHrfsafe .. '3

. i0jkr̂ mSn§Me'̂ pmMidfram;iMiBgmisled'bfmMeSpm:-pr.'state0enii 
of an individual or organisation, 

i. There is a pubiic interest in fre e d o m  o f  s x p re s s /c n  itself.

the public interest.
4. The PCC mil consider the extent to which matsriai is already in the 

public domain, or will become so.
5. In cases involving children under 16, editors must demonsttste an 

exceptional public interest to ovet-rlde the normally parsmourd 
interest of the child.

and providing its moral base. Yet the public interest is impossible to 
define. So the Code does not attempt to do so. Instead, It provides 
a flavour of what it regards as the public interest —- a non-exhaustive 
list that attempts to reflect the values of the society the British press 
serves:
• Detection or exposure of crime or serious impropriety;

Protection of public health and safety;
;; Prevention of the pubiic from being misled,
• Upholding freedom of expression.

The Code also makes clear that it the information Is already available 
in the public domain — or likely to be so — that too is a factor.

The list could go on, but it deliberately does not. The spirit of the 
Code, set out in the Preamble, requires that these areas should not 
be interpreted too widely; the Code does not work, for example, on 
the basis that the public interest is essentially whatever the public is 
interested in. But nor should the list be interpreted too narrowly, so 
as to discourage or prevent investigative journalism or exposure of 
serious wrongdoing, for instance. That would itself be against the 
public interest.

it was to protect such investigative journalism that the Code’s test 
tor Invoking the public interest was changed in October 2009. 
Previously, editors were required to demonstrate fully how the public 
interest was served. But this did not specifically allow for publication 
or investigative activity that genuinely appeared to be in the public 
interest, even where none actually emerged.

So the Code committee Introduced the test that editors would

wwli eCitoiscode.org.uk
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need to demonstrate fully that they reasonably believed that 
publication, or journalistic activity undertaken with a view to 
publication, would be in the public interest

Under the spirit of the Code, the PCC would always have been 
likely to take Into considetBtion whether such activity or publication 
would have seemed reasonable. Now that has been codified. It 
means editors must convince the PCC that their belief that their 
action was in the public interest, was genuine and based on 
reasonable grounds. It is a stiff test. Fishing eKpeditions, or pretexts 
for them, won't do.

The Public Interest defence is available for all or part of nine of 
the 16 clauses and is marked by an asterisk.

Accuracy anti opportunity to reply — it would not be in the public 
interest to fail to take care to avoid inaccuracy, or to deny a 
reasonable request to put something right,

Intrusion Into grief or shock and victims of sexual assault — it 
could not be in the public interest not to show due sensitivity at such 
times;
Discrimination against individuals — which the Code assumes 
could not be in the public interest;

Financial journalism, confidential sources — which are clauses, 
by their nature, designed to uphold the public interest.

Payments to witnesses once proceedings are active — when
any possible risk to the judicial process would be potentially at Its 
most potent.

In judging publications’ claims that otherwise prohibited information 
or methods were Justifiable in the public interest, both the Code and

the PCC set high thresholds. The burden is on the editor to 
demonstrate fullyhow the public interest was served.

Protecting children: That burden is particularly onerous in cases 
involving children under 16, where the Code insists that it would take 
an exceptional public interest to over-ride the normally paramount 
interests of the child.

It is a very tough test. A newspaper which identified schoolboys 
expelled for fighting and racial abuse'! r i. '

-J: and another which named a schoolgirl
whosemothercommitledsuicide-ti'in-' 'O- ~
Afi im9 '/ were each found to be in breach. So far, the Commission 
has accepted no such claim of exceptional jusWicakon.

To succeed, any justification of the public interest must be clearly 
primary and not just an excuse to try to sneak a story in under the 
Code radar The PCC will usually require evidence that any 
supporting pictures and personal details were necessary elements 
to the mam thrust of the story.

Exposing crime; Use of a private photograph was thus accepted as 
an essential part of a Sunday newspaper's exposure of a plot where 
an individual offered an undercover reporter money to kill his 
mistress A complaint of intrusion was rejected ■ — '

The father of a 15-year-old boy who had posted on YouTube 
images of himself and other teenagers firebombing a freight tram, 
complained when the video was uploaded onto a local newspaper 
website. He said the interests of the youths outweighed any public 
interest in showing their faces.

The PCC disagreed. It ruled that material showing anti-social or 
criminal acts committed in a public place by individuals over the age 
of criminai responsibility could not be considered private. The Code 
should not shield the perpetrators from public scrutiny. Also, the 
complainant's son had put the material into the public domain

www.feditorscode.org.uM

voluntarily. I he complaint was rejected. (/
Guardian: Report 75. 2007).

Protecting public health anti safety: A reporter used subterfuge 
to see CCTtf pictures which substantiated claims that a dying man 
had been badly treated by a hospital. That was ruled by the PCC
to be in the public interest, (hlortrmck Park Hospital v Eusning 
SismJsra: Report 57, 2002)

So too was the naming, without consent, of a teacher at the 
centre of a school tuberculosis scare. Her complaint against an 
evening newspaper was rejected because she was widely known 
to parents and pupils as the source of the TB outbreak and as such 
some otherwise private matters would become a necessary part 
of the public debate >- - >-i' ' ' i , ,
66, 2004).

However, it was not appropriate for a local newspaper to identify 
a boy admitted to hospital suffering from meningitis. The legitimate 
public interest in alerting the local community to the case could 
have been met without disclosing the name — especially as he was 
a child — said the Commission. (King v Reading Evening Past

Freventing the public from being misieti: The PCC has held that 
it IS fair to expose hypocrisy in public life by contrasting private 
behaviour and public pronouncements and responsibility. A Sunday 
newspaper's use of subterfuge to obtain photographs of a Nazi 
shrine at the home of a policewoman married to a member of the 
British National Party, was supported by the PCC. (Ca»ie/,s v i ha 
lur.da/ Te-agragr. Pppon C5 2'jC<-

It was justifiable to put into the public domain the question of 
whether the wife's specific police role as an investigator of racially- 
motivated crimes was compatible with living in a home containing 
Nazi memorabilia, said the Commission.

But any intrusion needs to be In reasonable proportion to the

exposure. The PCC regards bugging private telephone 
cxmversations and publishing transcripts as one of the most serious 
forms of physical intrusion into privacy — and therefore sets a 
particularly stiff public interest test to justify it.

A national daily investigating the Cheriegate Affair — where the 
Prime Minister's wife used Peter Foster as a go-between to buy 
property in Bristol — failed that test. It published transcripts of 
intercepted calls between Foster and his mother, claiming they 
darified events surrounding Cheriegate.

The PCC said no significant new information had been provided 
and upheld Mr Foster’s complaint. Not to have done so would have 
exposed anyone involved In high profile stories to unjustified 
physical intrusion. (Foster v The Sun: Repot: 52, 2060).

The public's right to information: The twin rights of freedom of 
speech and the public's right to know are enshrined in both the 
Preamble to the Code and the Public Interest defences.

The Commission, in a landmark decision, ruled that a 
serialisation of Gitta Sereny's book about child-killer Mary 8eli was 
not a breach of the Code’s rules on payments to criminals and their 
associates because it had ensured that important information was 
made widely available. If no payment had been made, the wider 
public would have been deprived of information that was in the 
public interest 1 “ ' " s-ua ~ u ' '

The same was not true, however; tor an article by Victoria Aitken 
about her father's crimes. The PCC said the piece added nothing 
in the public Interest, but merely glorified Jonathan Aitken — in a 
manner that breached the Code, ;Bar-,_,y • tjar,. ttieg-a.t-: 
Repop m ĉog

The public's right to information is vital in covering major events 
such as terrorist attacks or natural disasters — and may sometimes 
justify publication of graphic images of the victims without osnsent. 
But the same is not usually true of a routine car accident and
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Was it masonabfe to believe that pubflcstion or |ournslistic activity 
would have served the public interestf The PCC wouid require s lul! 
expisnstion showing ihat the grounds were genuine and sound in ihe 
circumstances.
If clandestine methods, subteii'ucie, harscsment or payments tc 
GEim'mals or witnesses are Involved, could the informatiori have been 
obtained by other means?
fs the information in the puciic domain, or [ikeiy to become so'f 
!i chiidrefE are involved, is ihe pubnc IrEteresi in publication 
exceptional?

interfered with the shopkeeper’s ability to conduct his arguments 
freely in public — and could have been incompatible with his rights 
to free expression. / ' or/vv,?/; ■ ',f's
hanvyji!’ hi'-prsi?̂  '/'ui/j

Could the information have been obtained by other means? A 
key test of the validity of the public interest defence is whether the 
information could have been obtained without intrusion or other 
breach. This applies particularly in cases involving clandestine 
listening devices, subterfuge, harassment, or payments to witnesses 
or criminals.

caution is needed when publishing images of people receiving 
medical treatment, even in public places.

So when a local newspaper website uploaded pictures of an 
elderly CTash victim being treated at the scene, before her condition 
was known, or her family told, the PCC ruled that there was 
insufficient public interest to overnde her privacy.

However, the newspaper’s speedy action in taking down the 
material and apologising, was a proportionate remedy .-.f;

Upholding freedom of expression: Council officers using a 15- 
year-old boy in an undercover ‘sting’ operation to curb alcohol sales 
to underage customers complained when an angry shopkeeper’s 
CCTV image of him appeared in a local paper. They claimed this 
infringed his privacy and rights as a child under the Code. But the 
shopkeeper, whose staff sold the boy alcohol, wanted to 
demonstrate publicly that he looked at least 18.

The PCC rejected the complaint. It said that the boy's welfare 
wasn’t involved and the story of possible entrapment rested entirely 
on his physical appearance.

To have found that the picture breached the Code would have

A man v Northwich

vening News \
'fc/

e Sun (Report 52. 2000;

www.ee itorscode-org.uk

in  f u l l

Newspaper and Magazine Publishing in the UK

Editors’ Code of Practice 2007

The Press Compiamts Commission is charged with enforcing the following Code of Practice which was framed 
by the newspaper and periodical industry and was ratified by the PCC on13 June 2007 to include changes which

took effect from 1 August 2007.

A ll  m e m b e r s  o f  th e  p r e s s  h a v e  a d u ty  t o  m a in ta in  th e  

highest professional standards. T h e  Code, which
in c lu d e s  th is  ! .u - :  1 t i -  a n d  th e  p u b l ic  in te r e s t  

e x c e p t io n s  b e lo w , s e ts  th e  b e n c h m a r k  f o r  th o s e  e th ic a l  

s ta n d a r d s , p r o te c t in g  b o th  th e  r ig h ts  o f  th e  in d iv id u a l  

a n d  th e  p u b l ic 's  r ig h t  to  k n o w . I t  Is  th e  c o r n e r s to n e  o f  

th e  s y s te m  o f  s e l f - r e g u la t io n  to  w h ic h  th e  in d u s t r y  h a s  

m a d e  a  b in d in g  c o m m itm e n t .

I t  is essential that an a g r e e d  code be h o n o u r e d  not only 
to the letter but in  the full s p ir i t .  It should not be 
in te r p r e te d  so narrowly a s  to compromise i ts  

c o m m itm e n t  to respect the rights of the individual, nor 
so broadly that It constitutes an unnecessary

in te r fe r e n c e  w ith  f r e e d o m  o f  e x p re s s io n  o r  p r e v e n ts  

p u b l ic a t io n  in  th e  p u b lic  in te re s t .

I t  is  th e  r e s p o n s ib i li t y  o f  e d ito r s  a n d  p u b l is h e r s  to  a p p ly  

th e  C o d e  to  e d ito r ia l  m a te r ia l  in  b o th  p r in te d  a n d  o n lin e  

v e r s io n s  o f  p u b lic a t io n s . T h e y  s h o u ld  ta k e  c a r e  to  

e n s u r e  i t  is  o b s e r v e d  r ig o r o u s ly  b y  a l! e d ito r ia l  s t a f f  

a n d  e x te r n a l  c o n tr ib u to r s ,  in c lu d in g  n o n - jo u rn a lis ts ,  in  

printed and online versions of publications.

Editors should c o -o p e r a te  s w ift ly  w ith  th e  P C C  in  th e  

resolution of complaints. A n y  publication judged to 
h a v e  b r e e c h e d  th e  C o d e  m u s t  p r in t  th e  a d ju d ic a t io n  in 

full and with due prominence, including headline 
reference to the PCC.
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1
i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or 

distorted information, including pictures.
ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion once 

recognised must be corrected, promptly and with due prominence, 
and ̂— where appropriate ̂— an apology published.

iii) The Press, whilst free to be partisan, must distinguish clearly 
between comment, conjecture and fact.

iv) A publication must report fairiy and accurately the outcome of an 
action for defamation to which it has been a party, unless an agreed 
settlement states othenMse, or an agreed stetement is published.

A fair opportunity for reply to inaccuracies must be given when reasonably 
tailed for.

ii) They must not persist in questioning, telephoning, pursuing or 
photographing Individuals once asked to desist; nor remain on tielr 
propa'ty v^en asted to leave and must not follow them. If requested, 
they must identic themselves and whom they represent.

iii) Editors must ensure these principles are observed by those working 
for yiem and take care not to use non-compliant material from other 
sources.

t ift' 'Ct-J '-'r
i) in cases inwiving persona! grief or shock, enquines and approaches 

must be made with sympathy and disaetion and publication handled 
sensitively. This should not restrict the right to report legal 
proceedings, such as Inquests.

*ii) When reporting suicide, r r̂e should be taken to avoid excessive 
detail about the method used.

i) Everyone is entitled to respect for his or her private and family life, 
home, health and correspondence, mduding digital communications.

ii) Editors will be expected to justify infrusions into any individual’s 
private life wthout consent. Account will be taken of the 
complainant’s own public disclosures of information,

iii) It Is unacceptable to photograph individuals in private places wrilhout 
frieir consent.

Note — Private places are public or private property where there is a 
reasonable expectetion of privacy.

it) Journalists must not engage in intimidatton. harassment or persistent 
puisult.

Hi)

iv)

Young people should be free to complete their time at school without 
unnecessary intrusion.
A child under 16 must not be interviewed or photographed on issues 
involving their own or another child's welfare unless a custodial 
parent or similarly responsible adult consents.
Pupils must not be approached or photographed at school without 
the permission of the school authorities.
Minors must not be paid for material inwlving children's welfare, nor 
parents or guardians for materia! about their children or wards, unless 
It is clearly in frie child's Interest.
Editore must not use the fame, notoriety or position of a parent or 
guardian as sole justification for publishing details of a child’s private 
life.

There may be exceptions to the clauses marked ” where they can be demonstrated to be in the public interest

■ ■■■ ■■■ ■ ■ :■■■■■ . : www.edilorscoce.org.uk

7 ’"Children Irr s m  cases
1. The press must not. even if legally free to do so, identify children 

under 16 who are victims or witnesses in cases involving sex 
offences.

2. In any press report of a case involving a sexual offence against a 
child -

i) The child must not be identified.
ti) The adult may be identified.
iii) The word “incest" must not be used where a child victim might be 

identified.
iv) Care must be taken that nothing in the report implies the relationship 

between the accused and the child.

intercepting private or mobile telephone calls, messages or emails; or 
by the unauthorised removal of documents or photographs; or by 
accessing digitally-held private information without consent.
Engaging in misrepresentation or subterfuge, including by agente or 
intermediaries, can generally be justified only in the public interest 
and then only when the material cannot be obtained by other means.

The press must not identify victims of sexual assault or publish material 
likely to contribute to such idenWication unless there is adequate 
justification and they are legally free to do so.

*Bospltals
Journalists must identify themselves and obtain permission from a 
responsible executive before entering non-public areas of hospitals 
or similar institutions to pursue enquiries.
The restrictions on intruding into privacy are particularly relevant to 
enquiries about Individuals in hospitals or similar institutions.

The press must avoid prejudicial or pejorative reference to an 
Indtviduars race, colour, religion, gender, sexual orientation or to any 
physical or mental illness or disability.
Details of an individual's race, colour, religion, sexual orientation, 
physical or mental illness or disability must be avoided unless 
genuinely relevant to the story.

9 “i” r-po-'unc L; 'C.-
I) Relatives or friends of persons convicted or accused of crime should

not generally be identified without their consent, unless they are 
genuinely relevant to Ifre story.

ii) Particular regard should be paid to Vne potentially vulnerable position 
of children who witness, or are victims of, crime. This should not 
restrict the right to report iegai proceedings.

' , 0  '■ C l a r i O P 'E t l l ' . k  C f c V lC & £  S . n d  £ a b V € ^ r tU C iC "

i) The press must not seek to obtain or publish material acquired by 
using hidden cameras or clandestine listening devices; or by

iii)

Even where the law does not prohibit it. journaiists must not use for 
their own profit financial information they receive in advance of its 
general publication, norshould they pass such information to others.
They must not wite about shares or securities in whose performance 
they know that they or their close families have a significant financial 
interest without disclosing the interest to the editor or financial editor.
They must not buy or sell, either directly or through nominees or 
agents, shares or securities about which they have written recently or 
about which they intend to write in the near future.

There may be exceptions to the clauses marked * where they can be demonstrated to be in the public interest
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Journalists have a moral obligation to protect confidential sources of 
information.

'll' n'- CiVAn'Vci Uifc-ft;'
i) No payment or offer of payment to a witness — or any person who 

may reasonably be expected to be called as a witness — should be 
made in any case once proceedings are active as defined by the 
Contempt of Court Act 1981. This prohibition lasts until the suspect 
has been freed unconditionally by police without charge or bail or the 
proceedings as'e otherwise discontinued; or has entered a guilty plea 
to the court; or, in the event of a not guilty plea, the court has 
announced its verdict.

”ii) Where proceedings are not yet active but are likely and foreseeable, 
editors must not make or offer payment to any person who may 
reasonably be expected to be called as a witness, unless the 
information concerned ought demonstrably to be published in the 
public interest and there is an over-riding need to mate or promise

payment for this to be done; and all reasonable steps have been 
taken to ensure no financial dealings influence Hie evidence those 
witnesses give. In no circumstances should such payment be 
conditional on the outcome of a trial.

*iii) Any payment or offer of payment made to a pereon later cited to give 
evidence in proceedings must be disdosed to the prosecution and 
defence. The witness must be advised of this requirement.

'fC "rc-YW'hV'A 1C
i) Payment or offers of payment for stories, pictures or information, 

which seek to exploit a parflcular crime or to glorify or glamorise crime 
in general, must not be made directly or via agents to convicted or 
confessed criminals or to their associates — who may include family, 
friends and colleagues.

ii) Editors inwking the public interest to Justify payment or offers would 
need to demonstrate that there was good reason to believe the public 
interest would be served, if, despite payment, no public interest 
emerged, then the material should not be published.

There rnsy be exceptions to the cieoses fnsrkeci * v/here they csn be dsmonstrsteo ic be in ite& p-ublic inferest
1. The public interest includeŝ  but is not confsnec' to:

i) Detecting or exposing crime or serious impropriety.
ii) Proiecilng public health and safety.
Hi) Preventing the public from being misled by an action or statement of an individual or orgardsstion.

2. There is a public interest in freedcm of expression Useif.
3. Whenever the public interest is invoked, the ROC mil require editors to demonstrate fully that they reasonably 

ibaf publication, or jcMmalistic activity undertaken with s view to publication, would be in the public interest
4. The PCC win consider the extent to v/hich material is already in the public domain, or wU! bevome so.
5. in oases involving children under 16, editors must demonstrate an exceptional p ubiic interest to over-ride the r
. psrarnourd interest of the Qhiid. , . . , , .

believed

-lormBliy

www.edlicrscocie..efg.yk

The "C r, contains every adjucjicalion
published since 1996. These can be 
searched by newspaper, clause of the Code, 
dale or keyword.

The site also contains summaries of 
resolutions, which make clear the issues 
raised in — and the action required to 
conclude — each resolved complaint.

However; each case is judged on its merits 
and the circumstances in one may not always 
be a suitable precedent for another.

Cases adjudicated before 1996 are 
available in hard-copy formal from the PCC 
on application to Tonia fylilton, information 
and Events Manager, on

Other useful features of the site include: 
e Advice to potential complainants

Details of the FCC’s 24-hour Advice and 
Helplines
A brief history of how the Code and the 
PCC has evolved
Annua! reports on the PCC’s work 

- Membership of the Press Complaints 
Commission
Membership of the Editors' Code of
Practice Committee
News updates from the PCC
Links to press codes from other countries

The home page is af-.ww.pcc.org.vk

Press Complaints Commission

Halton House,
20/23 Holborn,
London EC1N 2JD

Helpline: 0845 600 2757
{Local rate call charge throughout the UK)

Switchboard: 020 7831 0022

Facsimile: 020 7831 0025

Textphone: 020 7831 0123
{For deaf or hard of hearing people)

E-mail: cc ■; îr >

Website: v  --c

Scottish Helpline: 0131 220 6652

Welsh Helpline: 029 2039 5570

24-hour Press Office line: 07559 158536

24-hour sdvice line: 07659 152656
{Leave a message and you will be phoned 
back)
NB; This is for use in emergencies only

The Press Standards 
Board of Finance Ltd

21 L a n sd o w n e  C rescen t,

Edinburgh EH12 5EH

Telephone: 0131 535 1064 

Facsimile; 0131 535 1063 

E-mail: '-T/ ./j

Editors’ Code of Practice 
Committee

PO Box 235.
Stonehouse,
OL10 3UF

E-mail; => vcy 

Website: .-v- c:,"
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This PDF version of file Editors’ 
Codebook allows you to quickly 
navigate to the section you need. 
Simply dick on the subject Ih&t 
interests you in the contents list on 
the left to jump to the reiptfa<rt page. 
The bottom right corner of each 
page contains links to return to this 
page or go to the index.

Colour codes are used to highlight 
different areas of extra information:

- What the Code says

Key questions editors need to 
ask themselves when Code 
••■•■ues arise

1 -.efings on specific areas 
where the Code applies

_ " to other pages of the 
Codebook are in mauve type.

' to ether 
websites are In blue type.

code.srg.yk

by P a u l Dacre
Chairman, Editors’ Code of Practice Committee and Editor, the Daily Mail

I n the era of 24-hour rolling news, it is not just the press that does 
not sleep. Our critics too have wakeful nights dreaming up new and 

more ingenious ways to constrain the media. As a result, the Open 
Society Is constantly under threat.

We can count among the principal offenders; an authoritarian 
Government with an increasing desire for secrecy: Judges with an 
incomprehension of and an animus against the popular press 
creating a back-door privacy law under the guise of Human Rights 
legislation; no-win. no-fee lawyers charging monstrous fees that 
make it almost impossible for many newspapers to defend actions; 
Parliamentary Select committees with their seemingly ceaseless 
inquiries; and axe-grinding politicians and a supporting army of 
quangocrats and often self-appointed “protectors" of society. 
Individually, any of these can be contained. Together — especially in 
a period when much of the press is fighting for its commerclai life — 
they demand greater vigilance than ever.

This leaves the media challenged on two fronts. First, to combat 
those who threaten the vitally important role the media plays in a 
healthy democracy and. with It. the public’s right to know. Second, we 
must ensure that our own defences are sound, that the press's 
house is in order and that, in judging the competing freedoms of the 
right to know and the right to privacy, we ha\  ̂the balance right.

The roles of the Editors' Code of Practice Committee, which sets 
out the rules for achieving that balance, and the Press Complaints

Commission—which ensures the rules are observed and that there 
are adequate remedies for breaches — are key to this.

As Code Committee Chairman, as a former Commissioner on the 
PCC and. of course, as an editor, I know how difficult it is to achie\re 
that balance. We in the media all walk that tightrope every day. 
Sometimes we get it wrong — and here in The Editors' Codebook 
are cases that will make ail good editors and journaiists wince. They
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remind us that there is never room for compiacency. We must learn 
by our mistakes. Where there are legitimate public concerns, we 
must respond to them. Indeed, getting that balance right is a 
constant theme that runs through the Codebook and demonstrates 
how we have listened to and responded to criticism.

On the protection of personal data, for example, the Code 
Committee has confronted the Information Commissioner’s 
concerns about wholesale breaches of the law — and. indeed, of 
the existing Code. We have strengthened the rules to explicitly ban 
hacking into digitally-held private information unless there is a 
demonstrable public interest. We have also expressly barred the use 
of agents or intermediaries, such as private detectives, to circumvent 
the rules.

At the same time, the PCC has issued comprehensive guidelines 
and conducted seminars on investigati\̂  journalism. The industry 
too has produced its own guidance on Data Protection compliance 
and is conducting a survey of the measures — such as contractual 
obligations on staff and tighter auditing processes — introduced in
house by publishers to combat abuse. To underline the message, 
the Codebook has drawn ail these actions together in its own Briefing 
note.

This has been a considerable commitment by all concerned and 
it is now imperative that the industry, if it is to safeguard itself from 
tighter legal penalties, continues to demonstrate its dedication to 
compliance with both Vie law and the Code.

The reporting of suicide was another area that provoked some 
criticism, especially following the series of deaths of young people 
in South Wales. By any standards, this was a tragedy of national 
importance and media coverage reflected that. But though it was a 
legitimate subject' to address, issues of insensitivity arose. We have 
addressed those here in the Codebook, with important new guidance 
that highlights press activities that can cause unintentional distress

and shows how editors can avoid this not just by following the Code 
but by discretionary measures, too.

Harassment is an issue that can also get the media a bad press 
(though we should never forget there are double standards at work 
here and that some celebrities who complain of the media’s attention 
actually seek it to promote themselves). The media scrum that 
closed in on Prince William’s girlfriend Kate Widdleton when there 
was speculation on an impending engagement was a subject for 
concern Although that was resolved very quickly, the Code 
Committee investigated to see If it indicated a deeper problem.

We concluded that the Code's rules on harassment—among the 
strictest in Western Europe — were working well. This is where 
people who do not wish to be pursued alert the PCC, which passes 
on the request to editors.

As 1 have sfressed, this Codebook shows that there is no cause 
for compiacency on the part of the newspaper but, equally it has 
important lessons for our detractors. First, it shows that we are in 
the business of learning — why else would a constantly revised 
Codebook exist? SeoDnd, it demonstrates that the self-regulatory 
system is genuinely responsive to public concerns. And third, i hope 
it kills the myth that the balance that we attempt to strike is a shabby 
compromise between individual rights and a self-serving media 
waving the flag of press freedom.

Indeed, the words press freectom appear nowhere m the Editors’ 
Code of Practice. What is mentioned Is freedom of expression and 
the public’s right to know, neither of which is the exclusive preserve 
of the press. Certainly the balance between that public right to know, 
on the one hand, and the rights of the individual on the other, lead 
to genuine tensions, but they are Inherent in any truly free system,

A democracy as a whole, not just the media, has to get the 
balance right. Go too farm either direction and it is members of the 
public — collectively or singly — who suffer And constantly at risk is 
the Open Society itself.

www.etiitorscode.org.uk

T he Press Complaints Commission came into force in January 
1991 as the UK’s new system of press self-regulation, it was a 

cultural step-change; it would be founded on conciliation, offer more 
streamlined investigations and swifter redress than the Press 
Council, which it replaced.

its centrepiece, and the document that gave it a unique authority 
within the newspaper and magazine industry, was Britain’s first 
universally accepted Code of Practice for the press — written by the 
editors themselves.

For the first time, the Code would define the rules, spell out the 
obligations of the press, and show the public what they were entitled 
to expect, it set out to balance the rights of the individual and the 
public’s right to know. It was non-legaiistic in tone or approach and 
required editors to comply in spirit as well as to the letter

The simple aim then, as now, was to offer a speedy, effecti\re 
system for providing remedies to individuals wiOi grievances against 
the press, by working to a set of rules which the editors had 
themselves created, and could not contest,

The Code covers 16 causes of complaint — including accuracy 
and privacy, protection of vulnerable groups, financial reporting and 
the use of clandestine devices, itdoes not cover taste and decency, 
which is regarded as too subjective and could be an interference 
with freedom of expression.

publishers, who co-ordinate and fund the newspaper and magazine 
industry’s actions on seif-regulation. Pressbof comprises 
representatives of the Newspaper Publishers Association, The 
Nev(/spaper Society, the Periodical Publishers Association. The 
Scottish Daily Newspaper Society and the Scottish Newspaper 
Publishers Association.
The Press Complaints Commission, the independent adjudicating 
body; ten senior figures from outside the industry, including the 
chairman, and seven editors. The Commission’s rote is to oversee 
the system and adjudicate on complaints.
The PCC secretariat, which operates the system, processes 
<x3mptaints and acte as a conciliator wherever possible to find remedies 
for grievances which are acceptable to complainant and editor alike.
The Editors’ Code of Practice Committee, comprises 13 editors 
from national and regional newspapers and magazines, representing 
all parts of the UK. Their job is to write, review and revise the Code 
to ensure it remains relevant and responsive to changing 
circumstances, it ensures flexibility: changes that would take many 
months or years to introduce in a legalistic or statutory system can 
be agreed and implemented within weeks.

There are four main pillars of the seif-regulatory regime;
The Press Standards Board of Finance, representing the

The PCC prides itself on providing a service which is fast, free and fair. 
It has a target of resolving complaints within 35 days, with no charge 
to the complainant.

Complaints should usually relate to articles published within the

fc C !i& tR C .‘ G Q 6 - ,C ''g  U K
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The C o d e  does n o t replace the la w  or diminish legal responsibility.
Always ask: Is it legal?
T h e  P u b lic  interest defences do not apply to the whole of the C ode . 

Appropriate clauses are marked by an asterisk.
The PCC judges each case on its merits — so th e  circumstances in one 
case may not always be an appropriate precedent in another.
Past adjudications are archived at the PCC website w w w  p c c .c rg  uK 

T h e  PCC is always w illin g  to g iv e  advice on the Code.
It Is usually the e d ito r ’s  responsibility to demonstrate compliance with 
the Code, rather than tor the complainant to prove a breach.
The Code applies to all editorial staff, including photographers, and to  

contributed editorial material, such a s  agency copy, citizen journalists
—  an d  read e rs ’ letters.

. Failure to co-operate with a  PCC in ve s tig a tio n  can Its e lf be a breach.
The Code should be honoured In the spirit as well as the letter.
T h is  C o d e b o o k  is for guidance only — it does not expand on the Code 
and Is not binding on th e  PCC. .

previous two months —  although that is extended in special 

drcum slances.
If the P C C  regards the complaint as raising a possible issue under 

th e  Code, the  editor will be  approached and given seven days to 

form ulate an initial response. T h e  P C C  will then try to see  if there is 

a basis for conciliation, acting as a  go-betw een to find a suitable

rem edy iSee tiriemg).
If conciliation falls, or Is Inappropriate, or if the  case  involves a

m ajor policy issue, the  Com m ission will publish an adjudication. 

W hen  a com plaint is upheld, then the new spaper or m agazine must 
publish th e  adverse adjudication.

This is on e  of the m ain sanctions. Th e re  are  no fines  or 

com pensation, since these would inevitably involve lawyers, m aking  

the  system  legalistic, slow and expensive —  and less accessib le to 

ordinary people seeking swift redress.

Adverse adjudications a re  effective. Editors dislike having to 

publish them . It m eans  their m istakes a re  exposed to  the ir own 

readers, and often to criticism and ridicule in the columns o f their 

com m ercial rivals, which is doubly dam aging.

In cases of very serious breaches of the Code, the P C C  can draw  

the  adjudication to the  attention o f the publisher, which could lead to 

a  further public rebuke. Also, as adherence to the Code of Practice 

is written into many journalists' contracts o f em ploym ent, breaches  

can —  and do —  result in dismissal, although this is a m atte r for 

individual publishers.

W h ile  th e  Code has had legal recognition —  under the Hum an  

Rights and  D ata  Protection Acts, for exam ple —  it does not attem pt 

to duplicate the law. The Code and  the law  are  distinct. Com pliance  

with one will not guarantee com pliance with the other.

Journalists must rem em ber that they remain, as ever, subject to the 

sam e legal constraints as every other citizen —  such as the laws of 

defam ation, contempt, trespass, harassment and a  hundred others. 

Th e  C ode will often require more of journalists than that dem anded by 

law, but it will never require less.

Th e  P C C  system  o f resolving com plaints Is based on  

Gonciliafion. There  a re  m any w ays of breaking the deadlock  

betw een com plainant and  editor, w ithout going to  adjudication, 

although that is a lw ays a  final option. This list is not exhaustive —  

resolutions might involve a  com bination o f different remedies.

C la rif ic a tio n . A  clariflcatlon m ight be appropriate w here  

som ething has been  om itted from  the original article  or If it Is 

am biguous or arguably misleading. It stops short of an 

adm ission by the editor that th e  article w as w rong.

•  C o rre c t io n s  a n d  a p o lo g ie s . Straightforward factual errors  

are usually dea lt w ith m ost c leanly and simply by the  

publication o f a  correction. In the  case o f serious errors, this 

might include an apology. The Code states that an apology  

should be published w here  appropriate.

#> L e t te r fo r  p u b lic a tio n . An editor's o ffe rto  publish a  ,

com plainant's letter can be appropriate w hen: the  com plainant 

has an alternative point of v iew  but no substantive factual 

objections to th e  piece; w here there  a re  a  num ber o f m inor 

inaccuracies; w h ere  th e  new spaper has an anonym ous and  

reliable source but no other oorroboiative m aterial; or w here  a  

com plainant m ight for reasons o f privacy w ish to m ake  

anonym ous objections to a  piece,

- Follow-up a rtic le . An editor might o ffer to publish an interview  

with, o r artiole by, a  com plainant, if there  are  sufficient points 

to  be m ade  in response to a  previous story.

' Tagging newspaper records. This is an increasingly popular 

w ay  o f resolving com plaints and is offered in conjunction with 

the  above rem edies  o r on its own. Th e  publication's electronic

database and cuttings library is tagged with the com plalnanfs  

objection to ensure the  m istake is not repeated.

T a k in g  d ow n  o n lin e  m a teria l. M any com plaints about 

m ateria l on new spaper or m agazine websites are  resolved by 

the  editor removing it on receiving a  complaint. This applies  

especially to user-generated m aterial that has not been edited.

P riva te  le tte r o f  apo lo g y. Further publidty Is often not an  

attractive option for a  complainant, particularly in privacy cases  

or intrusion into grief. A  private apology, often drafted with the 

help o f a  oompiainte officer; and perhaps tagged to ttie file as  

outlined above, is sometimes a  m ore suitable remedy.

P riva te  utidertakirig . Similarly, undertakings by the editor about 

the  future conduct o f the newspaper and its staff might also give 

a  complainant som e peace of mind. Complaints have been  

resolved on this basis.

jSliiMM
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T he Preamble is the key to understanding the Editors Code of 
Practice- It is the part of the Code which defines the rest. It sets 

out not only the balance of nghts and responsibilities of editors and 
publishers in a free press regime, but also the underpinning 
philosophy of self-regulation and the spin! of the Code — the glue 
that holds if together

AH of f/?e prys.-? hav̂: £ duty io iuainisin Uig highssi profasshml ,
Gtandords. Ths Code, which fViduo'es this pirssrnbfe srsd ths public InxerBSt ^
Bicoefjtio!is bahw. asis the henchmsi'k for those ethica! standards, protacmg bo&t . 
the rights of tne hdividus! and the public's right to knav/. it is the cornersrons of . , 
the sysiem of salf-regulstion to which the indusUy has made a bindinq

h is essentia! tluv. an agreed code he hcnoursd not only ic the hirer but in the Ml 
spirh. It should not bo inrerpreted so nsirowiy sz io comprosnise irs oommitmsnt 
10 rgspso-i' the rights ai the indMduai, nor sc broBdiy that itconstHuies on 
unnecessaiy interference wiih ireedom of expression or prewsms puhlrcation ir 
the public interest
a Is the responsihifhy of editors and publishers io sppiy the Code to eo'hona! , 
matfifiai in both printed and online versions of publhsticns. They .should take care 
to ensure it is observed rigorously by all aditoriaf staff and exiernai coiitribinors, 
inciuding non-journalists.
Editors should co-operate sv/iftiy with tne POO in iue resoluUon of complaints.
Any publicaiion judged to have breached the Code must print the adjudicBtiofi in 
suli and vAth due prom/nencs. including headlhe reference io the PCG

The spirit of the Code, the voluntary will and commitment to 
making the system work not just to the letter, is an essential element 
and one rarely available to any statutory or legalistic system.

It is only by invoking that spirit of flexibility that the balance — 
protecting both the righte of the individual and the public s right to 
know — upon which the success of a self-regulatory system relies, 
can be struck.

Although the Code does not try to set Olympian ethics likely to be 
more honoured in the breach, it is committed to the highest 
standards and sees these guidelines as the sorting point.

The spirit of the Code is embodied in the editors’ commitment to 
honour it neither too narrowly nor too broadly — and not just to the 
letter. This is a clear message to the industry, the PCC and to the 
public that this is an even-handed, practical Code based on solid 
principles rather than abstruse definitions buried in the fine print. It 
should not be abused either by editors trying to tiptoe around the 
rules, or by complainante playing the system to the detriment of the 
public’s right to know.

The commitment to freedom of expression and publication in the 
public interest is at the core of the philosophy. Taken with the 
previous commitment, and the Public Interest defences /S&e Ŝ ĉuon 
Six}, it demonstrates the balance to be struck:
« No compromises on the rights of the individual, but —
& No unnecessary interference either with freedom of expression

or with publication in the public Interest 
Both sides need to be weighed when taking a decision to publish 
and when adjudicating on complaints.
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Universal compliance: The Preamble places on publishers 
and editors the ultimate duty of care to ensure that the rules 
are implemented. It also ends uncertainty over who is covered 
by the Code by abolishing outdated distinctions between 
journalists and photographers, or other suppliers or providers 
of editorial services.

In the context of the Code, the rules for journalists apply to 
all editorial staff, external contributors or suppliers of 
editorial material.

For example, in cases covering clandestine devices and 
subterfuge, this would normally include information supplied 
by intermediaries or agents.

Online pybllcations: Editorial material in online versions of 
newspapers and magazines is covered specifically. The rules 
apply to online versions of the newspapers and magazines 
— as opposed to freestanding online publications — and. as 
with the print versions, embrace editorial material only

Increasingly, newspapers’ and magazines’ online content 
is very different from that in the print versions, including, for 
example, user-generated blogs and chatrooms, and audio 
visual material, some of which would not normally be subject 
to editorial control.

Therefore, m 2007, the Press Standards Board of Finance 
issued a -rr' .;-c: - extending the remit to cover audio 
visual editorial material and the Preamble was amended to 
reflect that. 'See n/sc. do.Tifj/simi aboui w&rjCfL?sj

Editorial material was defined as that for which the editor 
was responsible and could reasonably have been expected 
to apply the terms of the Code.

User-generated content such as biogs and chatrooms 
continues to be excluded, as does audio visual materiai that 
had been produced to conform to the standards of another 
regulator — such as iive or syndicated TV or radio

programmes. This reflects the traditional approach applied to 
print versions, where for example. Letters to the Editor are 
covered by the Code, but advertising and marketing material 
is not.

Co-operation with the PCC is the first test of the spirit of 
the Code in action. The voluntary system cannot work without 
universal compliance by the industry, and swift co-operation 
is the surest example of compliance.

Once the PCC is involved in a case, there is renewed 
pressure for a speedy resolution. First, the Code requires of 
editors swift co-operation with the PCC in trying to resolve 
the dispute. Second, the PCC’s target is io resolve cases 
within 35 days.

Failure of publications to co-operate swiftly is. as the 
Preamble makes clear, itself a breach of the Code, which 
may result in censure. This happened when a Sunday paper, 
while standing by its story about a pop festival organiser who 
complained of inaccuracies, simply failed to produce any 
evidence.

The PCC upheld the complaint by default, reminding 
editors that it was their Code, and self-regulation could work 
only by the voluntary participation of the industry .....
' L‘.' ! 'A 0 ' '~'kL S' ’ i j 2 y..‘. I

If failing to act swiftiy is one form of non-co-operation, 
acting precipitately can be another, especially once the PCC 
is involved.

When an author complained that his book about the death 
of Pope John Paul I had been misrepresented in a Sunday 
magazine section in 2005, the PCC tried to negotiate a 
mutually acceptable correction. But the magazine jumped the 
gun. publishing its own correction — despite being asked by 
the PCC not to do so — and without due prominence.

The wording of the correction itself would have been
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adequate, but the PCC felt the magazine's unilateral action 
ran counter to the spirit of the Code. “Publishing a correction 
which has not been agreed with the compiamant. despite a 
request from the Commission not to do so, was neither within 
the spirit of the system of self-regulation nor within the letter 
of the Code of Practice,“ said the Commission in an 
adjudication censuring the editor ' ,\~l' /  ̂ r !,
K4sgazme: Report 71, 20Q&).

So while bad practice is rare, when it occurs the PCC 
always takes a grave view, in 2007, it censured the Sunday 
Ma//for failing to hold to an undertaking given in 2003 to keep 
on file a complainant’s denial of allegations it had made 
against him.

The paper had repeated the claims without recording the 
denials. The PCC regarded this as a serious matter and 
upheld a complaint that the report was misleading under 
Clause 1. i-ri-'r

When, a few months later, the same paper unilaterally 
changed the wording of an agreed letter resolving a 
complaint, it earned another stern rebuke. While the revised 
wording was still a proportionate response, the PCC warned 
that the paper’s approach was highly unusual, disappointing 
— and should not be repeated ',"c' e r. .n- ,

the obligation of due prominence is properly met. It has made 
clear it will tolerate nothing less t'Ro Rĉuc i?p

So an editor is free to decide the prominence, but the PCC 
is also free to decide that it was not sufficient — and that 
could lead to a further breach of the Code. For this reason 
newspapers often consult the PCC In advance for advice on 
prominence.

As with the placing of corrections ‘-tor - due
prominence does not mean equal prominence. A breach of 
the Code in the front page lead does not necessarily mean 
the adjudication should be on Page One — although it might 
be. It depends on what would be appropriate, according to the 
gravity of the case.

For example, the PCC ruled that an Evening Standard lead 
story suggesting that climate change activists were planning 
to cause chaos at Heathrow Airport by placing hoax bomb 
packages and attacking the security fence was based on 
flimsy evidence, misleading and was a serious breach of the 
Code.

The newspaper published the adjudication prominently on 
an early inside page — with a Page One reference to it.

Due prominence: The second test of co-operation is the 
requirement that publications print adverse adjudications 
against them in full and with due prominence. This is the 
PCC's principal sanction against offending newspapers, in 
fact, no editor has ever failed to publish an adverse 
adjudication, even though they have occasionally run to 4,000 
words.

While there is an excellent record of compliance on 
publication of adjudications, the PCC is equally insistent that

Burying adjudications; “Due prominence” implies a 
proportionate response to the original breach. In the spirit of 
the Code, that would not normally mean burying an 
adjudication in an obscure part of the newspaper — unless 
the story in question had first appeared there.

A regional evening newspaper found itself in double trouble 
in 2008 when it ran a critical PCC adjudication about a Page 
8 picture story breaching children’s privacy — on Page 32, 
The editor contended that although the adjudication was 24 
pages later in the paper than the original article, a difference

in daily paginations meant they were each a similar distance 
from the back page.

But this arithmetic did not add up for the PCC, which ruled 
that the paper had failed to give due prominence. The 
Commission ordered that another adjudication, detailing both 
breaches, should be published —prominently- It was duly run 
on Page 14 - ' '

www.editorseode.org.ulc

Headline reference: Since June 2004, there has been an 
additional requirement that there should be a headline 
reference to the PCC. Although there would be no objection 
to spelling out the Press Complaints Commission in full in a 
headline, the strict requirement is only to use the acronym 
PCC. This is intended to provide more visible “branding” for 
adjudications.

Preamble and public interest: Although separate from the 
numbered clauses, both the Preamble and the Public Interest 
exceptions have always been important integral components 
of the Code. The Preamble was amended in 2007 to stress 
this.

•; ’ "■ ?• r.
■' -I '.e. '
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The Code of Practice does not attempt to duplicate the law. 
Journalist are bound by the same legal constraints as every 
other citizen — and, increasingly, by a few extra, media-specific, 
laws.'.too. ' , , , ' .

So editors and journalists are assumed to recognise their 
accountability under both criminal and civil law. The Code 
places an extra burden of responsibility on them, beyond Hie 
requirements of the usual laws of contempt, defamation, 
trespass, discrimination and the rest.

The golden rule, therefore, when applying any of the key 
teste under the Code, is to ask: Is it safe legally? The Code may 
require more than the law, but never less.

Nor does a complaint under the Code inhibit legal redress. 
Complainants do not sign a legal waiver, but merely undertake 
not to pursue legal action concurrently with a PCC investigation. 
In general, complainants rarely take both,the legal and self
regulatory route.

However, while the Code does not replace the law, its 
authority is recognised by the courts in several areas;

Data Protectiom An exemption for some journaiistic. literary 
or artistic work in specific circumstances was included in the 
Data Protection Act 1998. In hearing cases, judges may take 
account of a number of designated codes of practice — 
including the Editors' Code, ' ■ ->- p-
Human Rights: There was a risk as the Human Rights Biii 
was going through Parliament, that it could become a 
backdoor privacy law, accessible only to the rich and famous, 
and undermining the more publicly accessible PGC. The Bill 
was amended to include a clause requiring judges to pay

particular regard to the importence of the ECHR right of 
freedom of exjixession !n proceedings related to journalism, 
literary or artisfic matters, judges were also required to take 
into account any relevant privacy code — which includes the 
Editors' Code, with its emphasis on the importance of 
freedom,ofexpression. . , ,
Financial services: Pians.to include financial journalism . 
within the stringent disclosure rules of the Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000 were dropped after it was agreed they 
would be totally ,impractical to implement. . ,,

Instead, the Code’s provisions on financial journalism 
were supplemented by a PCC. Ceii'. r-c'.f-' which gave
guidance on the type of disclosure required by the Code.
EU Market Abuse Directive: The PGG and the€ditors’ , 
Code are also recognised by the Committee of European 
Securities Regulators, responsible for drawing up the Market 
Abuse Directive. . ,

This avoided the need to change the PCC' Code when the 
directive was implemented in'the UK—although the financial 
journalism best practice note was updated, effective from 
April 2005. ,

I f the Preamble embraces the spirit of the Code, then Clause 1 
goes to the heart of good practice. The Code does not demand 

infallibility; it requires that care should be taken, it is about getting the 
story right in the first place, putting it right if mistakes are made and 
— where appropriate — saying Sorry.

This clause accounts for the majority of complaints to the PCC, 
That will surprise no-one familiar with the pace at which newspapers 
and magazines are produced, but it should not excuse reckless or 
sloppy journalism.

The PCC has reminded editors that accuracy is particularly

important in dealing with emotive topics such as asylum seekers or 
mental health, where there is danger of creating fear and hostility not 
borne out by facte, and where allegations are made, ahead of formal 
proceedings, suggesting an individual has committed — or is 
suspected of — a criminal offence.

The absence of a public interest exception to justify inaccuracy 
increases the burden on editors, {See Section Six, Public mt&rest).

As with all else in the Code, it is a Question of balance. Care must 
be taken to minimise both errors and their impact. Mistakes may be 
Inevitable, but it is important that they are put right swiftly and clearly.

The Code rules on accuracy break down into two mam areas, 
covering pre-publication and post-publication.

, ' The PreeB'-muM '̂ k&. pr. ' ■'
• 1. ;  . ' :

ii) A significant inscoatscy, miBl&ading statement on distorticn once

atsd — where appropniate — sn apoeogy published.
Hi) The Press, wftr/sf free to be partisan, must distinguish ciesrly between

........ ; ■ .... i - ■. • ■
■ ...................•/ . . .

* i. . •« • i .ir . .. v.,: • '
settlement states otherwise, or an agreed statement is published.

The Code is careful not to demand perfect accuracy, which would 
be impossible to achieve. Instead, sub-clause 1 i obliges publications 
to take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted 
material. Including pictures,

That is a simple, practical and deii\arable requirement, applying 
to all they do ahead of publication, if sufficient care were teken, then 
that would be a defence to any subsequent complaint. The teste to 
apply would include such issues as:

® Are there reasonable grounds for believing the piece is accurate? 
® Have proper checks been made?
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® Have likely complainants been given an adequate opportunity to 
respond?

Proving sufficient care; A complaint by the European Commission 
S ' . n w a s  rejected because 

the PCC decided the paper had taken sufficient care to check the 
accuracy of a story suggesting an EC summit was to discuss a £30- 
a-year levy on telephone lines.

First, the story was based on a report on an official EC website 
which gave no indication that it was out of date; second, the paper 
had twice asked the EC press office to comment, but received no 
response; and third, it had made clear this was a proposal for 
consideration which had not been adopted. These checks showed 
that the paper had taken sufficient rare on all points.

The case demonstrates that editors are not always responsible 
for potentially misleading reports. There can be factors over which 
they can have no control, and there can be occasions when the error 
IS caused by confributory negligence on the part of the complainant.

Conversely, a complaint against a Sunday tabloid was upheld 
because the paper failed to put details of an uncorroborated kiss- 
and-tell story to the subject of the piece pnor to publication. The PCC 
ruled >'r / ■'■'•r-T .-ro' I.- that this
amounted to insufficient care to establish the truth.

This requires publications to offer a suitable remedy if the story, 
including pictures, was signlficQntly inaccurate, misleading or 
distorted. The burden of proof, as always in the PCC system, falls on 
the editors. If they wish to claim the story was true, then they will 
need to demonstrate that there were no significant inaccxiracies or 
distortions and that It was not misleading. Even if the story was not 
entirely correct, the newspaper would be exonerated if it could 
demonstrate that it had taken sufficient care to avoid inaccuracy, or 
that it had offered a suitable remedy.

Was it significant? The spirit of the Code protects a substantially 
true story from falling due to a trifling error The PCC's 
commonsense test of significance is simple; How much does it really 
matter? Getting a name wrong could be merely irntating — or wholly 
fundamental- The (context would be crucial. The PCC might need to 
decide if the alleged error taken alone, was of consequence, or even 
if a series of relatively minor errors, taken together, were likely to 
mislead or distort,

in 1998 -/ r L-Z-Lan'o- r, a man who had
written crltlcaiiy about The Guardian, complained that a piece it had 
published in response was littered with inaccuracies, including a 
claim that he had a “shouting, screaming, vein-busting dislike” for 
The Guardian. The PCC decided the newspaper had a nght to 
investigate a critic who had made serious allegations against it. In the 
context of the piece all the points were minor — except for an error 
over VAT repayment. That was significant, but had already been 
corrected by the newspaper The complaint was rejected.

Was it true? if the point is significant, the next test is whether It is 
true The PCC will expect from editors supporting evidence for a 
story, wherever possible, demonstrating that it wasn’t inaccurate, 
misleading or distorted. However, the truth is not always easy to 
establish, especially if a newspaper or magazine is relying for its 
information on a single, confidential source, which it has a duty to 
protect under the Code Sii- ' sut- c.v

The PCC has no powers of sub-poena, or of verifying 
unsupported evidence and in rare cases it has proved impossible to 
decide whether a story was accurate or not. In such situations, the 
Commission will often negotiate on whether it is raasonabie for the 
complainant to be given an opportunity to reply.

In 2002 Cabinet Minister Charles Clarke accused a newspaper 
of inventing a story that he had ‘told fnends’ he regarded the Speaker 
of the House of Commons as a liability ^
Report 58: 2002).

ww¥«.fed itorscode,org.uk

Editors are urged by the PCC to think carefully before embarking on high- 
profile campaigns in which details of convicted sex offenders are published, in 
a '6 • .ce the Commission recommended;
® Consultation; it would be advisable to talk with representatives of the 

probation service and local police befere publication. Both services had 
expressed fears that identifying sex-offenders cxjuid hamper their work and 
endanger public safety.

# Accuracy: Particular care needed to be taken to comply with the Code’s 
rules (Clause 1). given the scale of problems created for innocent people 
that could follow an inaccuracy.

» Corrections; Where there is an acknowledged inaccuracy, it should be 
corrected as soon as possible (Clauses 1 and 2). with an apology if 
necessary.

» Privacy: People convicted of ĉ ime do have protection under Clause 3 — 
although reporting of convictions would not normally breach the Code.
Relatives and friends: They have a right of privacy and should not be 
identified without consent (Clause 9) unless they are relevant to the case or 
there is a public interest in doing so.
Children and victims of sexual assault: Particular care needs to be taken 
to prevent identification of victims in line with the Code rules in Clauses 7 
and 11.

The paper stood by its story — insisting it \was from a confidential 
source — and offered Mr Clarke an opportunity to reply, but baulked 
at publishing his claim that its journalist invented the quotes. The 
PCC (XJuld not break the deadlock.

As it could not establish the facts, it could not oblige the 
newspaper to accept that the quotes were invented. It decided that 
the editor’s offer to publish a letter carrying ail Mr Clarke’s other 
claims was a suitable remedy.

Was sufficient care taken? The problems sometimes encountered 
in establishing the truth tend to make the test of whether sufficient 
care was taken at least as important as the test of accuracy. It is 
often easierto establish. (See pre-publication requirements 8bo</s).

The PCC has ruled that this duty of care places a burden on 
editors to be pro-adive, rather than relying on complainants to prove 
their case. A weekly newspaper’s report that a man been 
accused of assault was accurate, but the paper feiled to report his 
subsequent acquittal, because its court reporter was ill. The editor 
then refused to publish an apology unless the defendant himseif 
produced evidence of his acquittal.

The Commission rejected the notion that the onus of proof was 
entirely on the complainant and criticised the editor for doing nothing 
to try to esfeblish the facte. It said failure to publish the verdict 
created a misleading impression for several months and breached 
the Code. '/Aiucbcm; u j-rtron 5 -oloh lit
2QQ51 '

Was it misleading? Stories that are technically accurate can still be 
misleading or distorted leaving the reader with a false Impression. 
Sometimes the problem Is more because of what they don’t say than 
what they do, and that — whether intentional or not — can breach 
the Code.

A magazine (Brain r Heifoi Fapori 50, 2001, published interior 
pictures of actress Kate Winsiett's new home — but didn’t mention

www.edilcrs-cofte.org.ul!
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that they were taken during the occupation of a former owner, who 
complained. The FCC ruled that the pictures showing the former 
owner’s furniture suggested Ms Winslett had disposed of treasured 
wedding gifts.

The complaint was upheld- A caption making clear that the 
pictures showed the interiors pre-Ms Winstetl might have kept the 
magazine out of trouble. But only if it was made very clear

Hidden escape-clause justifications aren’t acceptable to the FCC
— as a beat newspaper discovered when it ran the story of a police 
raid, in which six refugees were arrested, under a Page One 
headline The Front Line In Folkestone, apparently itiustrated by a 
large picture of officers in not gear.

The fact that the picture showed an entirely separate incident was 
only revealed on an inside page. The PCC upheld the complaint — 
while reminding editors that inaccurate or misleading reporting could 
generate an aftnosphere of fear and hostility not borne out by the 
iadis. fha'-'''in z. ' F: f ' - : ' . ' / n f , ' V I ' ' '
'tsc- trif. "in: ,

Was It distortion? The PCC insists that If a picture is not what it 
seems, or if it has been posed or digitally manipulated, the reader 
should generally be told. An exception might be in publishing spoofs
— such as April Fool stories — where the manipulation is the story 
and will ultimately be revealed. The test would be whether the reader 
had been significantiy misled. Most are not— and they get the joke 
if they are.

However, a picture illustrating a genuine story of local prostitution 
and showing what appeared to be a vice girl on a street corner was 
doubly damned. The newspaper admitted it had been digitally 
created by combining two images — and was posed using a model. 
The PCC ruled that in any case where images were significantly 
a/fered, the caption should say so ' -

Again, the key word is significantly. The PCC does not expect

editors to chronicle each digital enhancement of every picture. The 
image would need to have been distorted enough to have been 
capable of misleading the reader.

The need for speedy and clear corrections is set out in sub-clause 
1ii which requires that a significant inaccuracy, misleading siatement 
or distortion, once recognised must be corrected promptly and with 
due prominence. There is no hard and fast definition in either case. 
Promptness and prominence must be dedded by what is reasonable 
in all the circumstances, particularly subject to any over-riding legal 
considerations.

Promptness: While delays in some cases may be genuinely 
unavoidable, the Commission takes a stern view of unnecessary 
delays in righting undisputed — or incontestable — errors, especially 
where the repercussions can be serious.

A newspaper wrongly reported that an estranged husband was 
involved in a knife-wielding incident with his wife’s new boyfriend. It 
was not her boyfriend — she did not have one — but a neighbour. 
However; due to what the editor described as a “breakdown in 
communications", the paper failed to correct the error for six weeks 
— during which time the husband was found dead.

The PCC ruled  ̂ r-' - <̂-i. r- £/ c '
m 7Qfi2i that the delay, while inadvertent, was not acceptable in 
circumstances where the potential consequences of the mistake 
were serious. It also found that the correction, when eventually 
published, should have included an apology.

Due prominence: As with the publication of adverse PCC 
adjudications ‘ ■ , the Commission will talre into account
ail the ciroimstances to decide whether the prominence gi\̂ n to a 
correction, clarification, or apology amounts to an adequate remedy.

After a number of breaches of the Code, the PCC issued ■> '<? aimed at 
ending confusion over the terminology used to describe asylum seekers and 
refugees.
■ The Commission expressed concern that misunderstandings could lead to 
inaccurate, misleading or distorted reporting, in breach of the Code's 
accurecy rules ' ■ and might also generate a fear and hostility that
was not borne out by the facts.

Although the Code’s Discrimination rules .- '. — relating to
pejoretive, prejudicial or Irrelevant references — apply only to Individuals, the 
wider question of whether a description is accurate, misleading or distorted 
applies equally to groups. This means a term such as “illegal asylum seeker” 
would be a breach, since it is inaccurate.

The guidance suggested:
« An asylum seeker Is a person currently seeking refugee status or 

humanitarian protection.
* A refugee is someone who has fled their country in fear of their life — and 

may have been granted asylum under the 1951 Refugee Convention, or 
who otherwise qualifies for humanitarian protection, discretionary leave or 
has been granted exceptional ieave to remain in the UK.

c An illegal immlgmnt would describe a person who had been refused such 
status, and had failed to respond to a removal notice to quit Britain.

The PCC has also held that stories which generated fear and hostility not 
borne out by the facts might in certain circumstances affect the welfare of
children, in breach of ‘Vic ?

It has always taken the view that due prominence does not mean 
equal prominence: an error in a Page One lead would not 
automatically require a Page One lead correction. However, the PCC 
would expect that the positioning of apologies or corrections should 
generally reflect the seriousness of the error — and that would 
include front page apologies where appropriate.

When the Evening Standard ran a Page One story incorrectly 
stating that Prince Philip had prostate cancer, the newspaper quickly 
acknowledged the error and within 36 hours the PCC negotiated a

This included a Page One reference to a Page 5 item apologising 
unreservedly to the Prince and his family for making the distressing 
allegation and breaching his privacy. It was a classic example of a 
prompt, prominent and proportionate apology working rapidly to 
minimise the damage of a bad error. However, when apologies are 
not treated in such a way it can seriously compound the problem 
and aggravate the damage done.

The Mayor of Totnes cxsmplained that a Daily Express story 
claiming that she had personally ordered the scrapping of civic 
prayers to avoid offending other faiths, was not true. The council as 
a whole had agreed the move and it was not in deference to other 
faiths.

The Express agreed to apologise but. although the original story 
had appeared on Page 5, the apoiogy was relegated to Page 33. 
The PCC censured the newspaper for “an unfortunate example of 
bad practice” especially as the complainant had to vî it four months
for it. /'o 2 0 j?j

Apologies: In fact, the Code makes a distinction between 
corrections — which usually need to be published promptly and 
prominently — and apologies, where the same is not always true.

First, the wording of apologies often needs to be agreed with the 
comptainant, especially if there are legal implications — as in 
defamation cases, for example — which may cause unavoidable
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delay, affecting promptness. Secondly, a public apology, which could 
highlight the error and cause renewed embarrassment, may be the 
last thing a complainant wante.

Editors regularly find that complainants regard a personal letter, or 
phone call, as more suitable. An apologetic note ttom a genuinely 
regretful editor, accompanied by a bouquet of flowers, is by no 
means uncommon. It is an example of the spirit of the Code in 
action.

Yet sometimes such gestures are neither appropriate nor enough 
and the demand for a published apology becomes an issue. Each 
case is judged on its merits, but one factor when deciding if an 
apology is appropriate, might be whether the story had caused 
significant hurt or embarrassment.

A newspaper whose headline Blair All Spin And No Delivery — 
Field, attributed to Frank Field MP words about the Prime Minister he 
had not used, offered the opportunî  to reply in a letter, but refused 
to run an apology. The PCC upheld the complaint, ruling that, as the 
error had been recognised at an eariy stage, an apology would have 
been appropriate ‘

The Code upholds in sub-clause 1 iii the Press’s right to be partisan, 
but insiste on a clear distinction between comment, conjecture and 
fact The nval claims of freedom of expression and freedom from 
prejudice can find a battleground here, especially when distinctions 
become blurred in personal opinion columns.

The PCC holds the ring by defending the freedom to comment — 
but only as long as columnists do not try to argue a false factual 
basis for their views. It has partiojlarly used this to decide cases 
involving complaints from minority groups about being portrayed 
inaccurately. The tests include;
® Is the disputed material demonstrably factual? If not —
® Does the presentation make clear that it is comment or 

conjecture?

In 1997. a tabloid columnist stated as fact that gay men had an 
average life expectancy of 43 and were 17 times more likely to be 
paedophiles than straight men. During the PCC inquiry, the 
newspaper accepted the statistics had been challenged and that, 
although “broadly accurate”, the columnist’s interpretations should 
not be taken as absolute.

In a key ruling, the Commission concluded that such claims 
should not then have been presented as fact, and upheld the 
complaint. /- j v Zj'! ''’-L'-.r' -r ,

importance of presentation: In new« reporte, too, there is a danger 
of passing off allegations, however strong, as fact. Presentation of 
the story can be crucial if by tone, display or other means it misleads 
the reader into interpreting as fact that which is conjecture or 
comment, or a mixture of both.

Soon after the death of Father John Tolkien — son of JRR Tolkien 
— a Sunday paper published a former altar boy’s claims that the 
priest was a paedophile, who had abused hundreds of children. The 
Tolkien family, in a series of complaints under fi\̂  clauses of the 
Code, said they had been given no chance to comment on these 
allegations, which were presented explicitly as feet.

The editor’s suggestion that publication was justified by freedom 
of expression and a du^ to expose crime \a®s rejected by the PCC. 
which ruled that while the ne\«spaper may have strongly believed 
the priest to be a paedophile, he had not been convicted of. or 
charged with, any offence.

The presentaton of the story should have made absolutely clear 
that these were allegations. By publishing such extremely serious 
claims without sufficient qualification, the newspaper had breached 
Clause 1 of the Code i. r-< t C/

The issue of presentation was doubly crucial when Sinn Fein 
leader Martin McGuinness complained to the PCC after a Sunday 
newspaper splashed with the headline McGuinness Was A Brit Spy.

www.ed t̂ofscode.org.yk

Without any legal powers to investigate the suggestion — by a 
named former British agent — that Mr McGuinness had co-operated 
with Mi6, the Commission was in no position to dedde on ite veracity.

In fact, it did not need to. For the issue was not whether the 
allegation was ttue. but whether the newspaper had ciearly 
separated fact from comment. The PCC decided it had. as the main 
headline had been accompanied by another saying. Spook's Sho(̂  
Claims.

Mr McGuinness said the other headline appeared to be separate 
in another box. but the PCC ruled (McGuinness v Sunday World: 
Report 74, 2006) that readers would have understood that the 
suggestion that he was a spy was not stated as fact, but as a claim 
from an intelligence source. The complaint of inaccuracy was 
therefore rejected.

Alternative view; The importance of presentation was stressed 
again in a case brought by Rina and Michelangelo Attard, the 
parents of conjoined twins, who had sold pictures and information to 
the media, (/■•tzerc: v Minor Feoon nt /OCR/

The article was based on an interview with Mr and Mrs Hubble, 
who had become friends of the Attards. When the couples fell out, 
the Hubbies sold their story to the Sunday Mirror, giving their view 
of events.

But the PCC ruled that because the interview was presented as 
just one side of a complicated story, leaving readers in no doubt 
there would have been another point of view, it was valid. There was 
no breach of the Code.

Crime reporting and court stories, where accurate accounts 
would normally be covered by legal privilege, hold hidden dangers 
for newspapers when they get it wrong and confuse comment or 
conjecture with fact. As always, misleading headlines can be a 
particular problem.

The alleged rape of a 14-year-old blade girl by 19 men in an .^ian

shop was reported on the front page of a weekly newspaper under 
the headline Gang Of 19 Rape Teen. Aithough headlines and 
reports on inside pages had used the words “alleged gang rape” and 
“alleged attack", the word “alleged” was used only once in the short 
Page One story.

The PCC ruled that this was insuffident to enable readers to 
realise that the story was about allegations and the inside coverage 
did not mitigate that, it therefore breached the Code by failing to 
distinguish comment, conjecture and fact. nwn v The Voice:

Unproven evidence: Similar problems can arise in court reporting 
of statements that are not proven facts. A plea of mitigation for an 
offence, untested and unproven, is not necessarily a fact, but an 
allegation. And that must be made clear — as the editor of a local 
newspaper found when he ran a story headlined Man Attacked 
Girlfriend’s Lesbian Lover.

The defendant admitted in court attacking a woman, but said he 
was upset because he had discovered she was having an affair with 
his girlfriend. His victim complained to the PCC that the newspaper 
stated as fact in its headline and the intro to its story that the two 
women had been lovers, rather than making clear that this was an 
allegation made in mitigation, in fact, both vwomen later said the 
claims were unfounded. However, the editor said he had accurately 
reported what was said in court and would not publish a letter of 
denial from the complainant because it could expose his newspaper 
to the risk of defamation proceedings.

The PCC said while the editor was not responsible for the 
accuracy of what was said m court, there was an important principle 
under the Code of how proceedings were reported. Readers would 
have been misled into believing that the court claim was an 
established fact The Commission criticised the editor for not trying 
to find an amicable resolution and upheld the complaint. (Manmoua 
, d Wigh Cruu, P-ess RepoH “5. 2007}
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Publications are required by the Code in sub-clause iiv to report 
fairly and accurately the outcome of a case for defamation to which 
they had been party — unless an agreed settlement states 
otherwise, or an agreed statement is published.

This is intended to ensure that newspapers set the record straight 
in their own pages, it co\rars only the outcome of the case and puts 
no onus on editors to run ongoing reports of the action — although 
they may choose to do so.

A case where a man who successfully sued The Guardian went 
on to complain that the paper had not run balanced reports of the 
tnal .'",■7,":;,'..'"' / 1 6" was rejected
by the PCC. The Code refers only to the outcome of the case.

Agreed statements: The provision for cases where the settlement 
of the defamation action dearly states that there is no requirement 
to publish the outcome, or where an agreed statement is published, 
was added in June 2004 to protect publications which reached such 
an agreement from being guilty of a technical breach.

That happened in 1999, when a magazine did not report the

Was the alleged error significant? Trivial errors are not covered.
Was the story inaccurate, misleading or distorted? A technically 
accurate story could still be misleading. Has a picture been manipulated? 
Was sufficient cam talsen to establish accuracy ahead of publication? 
Were proper checks made? Was the complainant offered a chance to 
comment? , . , .

■ Did the story confuse comment or conjecjture and fact? Presentation 
IS important.
Was a suitable remedy offered?
Was the outcome of a defamation case reported?

outcome of a case, believing in good faith that the settiement did not 
require a report of the outcome. In its adjudication V's f w
S /̂ ru-r,̂  ./ T/.  ̂' jp' >'6rr-n the PCC accepted that
the Code should not be used to give litigants in resolved cases 
further redress.

Significantly, the Commission did not censure the magazine, but 
urged editors and lawyers to make clear in settlements that reporting 
of the outcome was not an issue.

The clear lesson for both sides is that agreed legal settlements of 
defamation actions should include the timing and manner of any 
publication of the outcome and those arrangements should be 
enforced as pari of that settlement. It should not be a matter for the 
PCC to referee after the event.

/ Me# OP Sunday, (Report 53..
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A feif opportunity for reply le inaccumctes must be given when 
masBoablysaUeet for,

A s the Opportunity to Reply is to inaccuracies, it would be difficuit 
to breach Clause 2 without first contravening the rules laid down 

for correcting significant errors In Clause 1. Complaints therefore are 
rarely, if ever, considered under Clause 2 alone. But the clause is 
important because it sets out the precise obligation on editors. They 
must give a fair opportunity to reply... when reasonably called for 

It means that where It Is reasonable — as in cases of significant 
inaccuracy where little or no redress has been offered — an 
opportunity to reply may offer a remedy beyond a simple correction.

Circumstances and timing ran themselves add significance to an 
error and therefore add urgency to the need for an opportunity to 
reply.

A front page splash in a London newspaper headed Terror And 
Hatred For Sale Just Yards From Baker Street would be a strong 
story in the public interest at any time, but when published only 
weeks after the July 2005 London bombings both its relevance and 
the need to be accurate were heightened.

The story highlighting the sale of allegedly extremist literature in 
Islamic outlets was accompanied by a picture and contact details of

the Dar Al-Taqwa bookshop, as an example of the sort of premises 
selling titles that advocated terrorism. But the shop did not sell any 
of the books or DVDs featured in the article. It did sell a pamphlet 
that was quoted, but this did not corroborate the allegations of 
Incitement to terror or hatred.

The newspaper offered to publish an abridged letter from the 
shop's managing director, with an editorial footnote apologising for 
any misunderstanding. But the bookshop—which had sought police 
protection, following abuse and threats to its staff — said this was 
not enough.

The PCC agreed. It said the misleading allegations could have 
had extremely serious consequences in the climate of anxiety 
following the London bombings and the remedies offered were 
inadequate. The complaint of inaccuracy and failing to offer a fair 
opportunity to reply were both upheld ' l, F . n • r
'.urctF- ri6,vj- ■; ktx.

However, it would not normally be reasonable to call for an 
opportunity to reply if one has already been offered, especially if 
accepted, A complaint from Esther Rantzen against a Sunday 
newspaper failed because the editor — although disputing the 
inaccuracies — had already published prominently a letter 
addressing her main points. The PCC decided this was enough. 
: Fa-itz6<-' he i u‘vj£_. "efecrupri FeLVi'-f 'S!-?,

The opportunity to reply has occasionally been aiticised as failing 
short of an absolute right of reply. However in the context of a 
regulatory system built on conciliation, any term dealing in absolute

C'C un 5 6
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Aileggttbnstbatnamedmdwduais have -HOT of—-a
crime can raise imporlant issues under the Code. This applies particuiarly to 
allegations from third parties or police sources, or at the time of an arrest

the PCG reminds editors that, because allegations may 
prove unfeunded'.There is f^rfi^tarheed'fclafe^careio.seetret the''Code:ts not . 

■ bfeachedr fey areas "■ ' \
#' AGSu.'mcy: It is. important to distlnguish-factfem £»njefer8'|CteMse'i,i. in, ■
, somefesasJtis'dpcblttosuNtahfiatealieaafensimm  ̂ ^

' ' pufaiicaBoh.pffee'all̂ atioris. if tfye;.̂ u!d''l3e ihPe pu&icfnpr^; Editors 
" might 'need fe consider puijiicatlon without identifying the accused as a way of 
. complyinQ'.iiMtr the Code. ■ ■ ■ ' .

if a complaint is made about accuracy, editors should investigate the story 
— and. if necessary put right any wrong impression — swiftly to avoid the error 
being reproduced elsewhere and gaining oedibility;

! PrivK̂ y and harassment: The fact tiat someone has been acojsed of aime 
should not be used to justify intrusions, unless relevant or in the public interest 

.'3ir ‘ - Editors are reminded that telephoning, questioning, pursuing or 
photographing individuals once astod to desist wouid breach the harassment 
rules unless In the pubticinterest, , .

® Sex esses: Editors are advised to take care that publication of details about 
the accused cannot lead, to identification of the alleged victims :̂;!3use / and 
r;î s4s» 11's. If it is iikeiy to do so, editors should report such allegations without 
naming the accused until a charge is brought

# f nrioeenl relaSves: Under the Code, innocent relatives or friends should not 
be identified without consent, unless relevant to the story—for ej^mpie, when 
the relationship is already in the public domain — or it is in the public interest to
dosor.iitaiise.S'i ■

rights on either side — whether they be reasonable or otherwise — 
could be counter-productive and raise false expectations. The Code 
definition relies on what is reasonable in the circumstances, which is 
decided by the PCC.

Bvemr
Sundai

and&fd (Report 
agraph (Report

Was there e significant insocuracyl 
Was an adequate remedy offered?

P rivacy is always a hot issue. Complaints about intrusion account 
for a quarter of the PCC’s cases, and cover the whole spectrum 

of national and regional newspapers and magazines in almost equal 
proportion.

This reflects the genuine and widespread conflict over where 
iegitimate public exposure ends and public prurience begins. When 
dealing with public figures, there can be a further dimension: how 
much is this prurience encouraged by celebrities themselves? There 
is no definitive answer to these questions, it is a matter of balance 
and judgment aixording to all the circumstances. The Code attempts 
to embrace that and manage the conflicts in Clause 3, by two means. 

First, in setting out the zones of pnvacy, it echoes the language of

i) Everyone is: entrii&d to respect for his or her private snef fsmUy i:fe, 

is)
private life without consent Acoourst will be taken of the 
oompiainsnts own pubtic disclosures of infonnatfe-ru

\\ s . •••C'C*. * ■ V' r • “
their consent

Note — Private places are public or private property where there is 8 
reasonable expectation of privacy.

A puDlic interesi exemption may oe svsiiable .t . • . .

the Human Rights Act — the entitlement to respect for private and 
fe/n//y //fe, home, health and correspondence. In June 2004, the Code 
added to this digital communications, thus underlining Clause 10’s 
strictures on the use of bugging devices.

Second, the Code’s ban on intrusive photography makes clear 
that consent would be needed to take pictures of individuals on 
public or private property where there is a reasonable expectation of 
privacy.

This attempts to protect individuals by introducing a test of what 
was reasonable, with each case judged on its merits — the final 
arbiter of which vsrauld be the PCC with its lay majority. As this clause 
offers the possibility of a public interest defence, that too is often 
factored into the equation.

The wide discretion the clause gives to the PCC makes its 
decisions vital in influencing editorial judgments and setting public 
expectations of the press. Among the guiding principfes It considers 
in reaching those decisions:

® Privacy is not an absolute right — it can be compromised by 
conduct or consent. For example, when considering complaints 
of alleged intrusions, the PCC has traditionally had regard for any 
relevant previous disclosures by the complainant. Since October 
2009. that has been codified in Clause 3ii, which states; “Account 
will be taken of the complainant's own public disclosures of 
information.’'

® Privacy is  not a commodity which can be sold on one person's

w * * ,6 d itc r'sc o d e  o rg  u r
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terms — the Code is not designed to protect commercla! deals,
• Privacy does not mean invisibility — pictures taken in 

genuinely public places and information already in the public 
domain can be legitimate,

® Privacy may be against the public interest — such as when 
used to keep secret conduct that might reflect on a public figure 
or rote model. The PCC has ruled in several cases where people 
have effectively invaded their own privacy by setting their story, or 
talking publicly about private matters — or not complaining when 
someone else does.
The Commission’s view is that those people should expect 

consequential media comment, but that it should be proportionate.

The parente of a sole surviving conjoined twin sold picture rights to 
the story, but complained that it was intrusive and damaging to the 
child’s welfare when another paper published unauthorised 
photographs of the baby. The Commission disagreed. First, a 
photograph of the infant's face did not concern her welfare, and, 
second, the parents had put the material into the public domain. 
Privacy, said the PCC. was “not a commodity which can be sold on 
one person's terms" / :.-r-ro . .,b‘

The principle here is that people must, in part at least, have due 
regard for protecting their own privacy. Under the Code, information 
cannot be private if it is already genuinely in the public domain, and 
people cannot complain if they themselves have put it there.

Similarly, their scope for complaint is also limited if they have 
failed to complain about a previous allegation to pre\^nt repetition.

Nailing rumours: In 2002, Mr David Maclean MR the Conservative 
Chief Whip, did not challenge a Sunday newspaper’s diary items 
suggesting he had had an affair with a senior civil servant in the 
1990s. But when in 2004, Mr Maclean had occasion to warn fellow

Tory Boris Johnson on the danger of lying about an alleged affair 
with Petronella Wyatt, the same newspaper ran a bigger story 
headed Top Tory Who Quizzed Boris Over Petsy Af̂ ir Cheated On 
His Own Wife With Chief Of Staff To Duncan Smith. Mr Maclean 
complained to the PCC that two small diary items published two 
years before had not placed the matter into the public domain 
sufficiently to justify publication of the story

Sounding a warning to both editors and potential complainants, 
the Commission said that, even though the diary items were small, 
the information was undeniably In the public domain V5'.'-r,r ■

iC'O":.. “it is important for editors to be 
aware that the Code applies as much to materia! contained in diary 
pieces as to the rest of a newspaper,” said the Commission.

“It is also important for people who are the subject of such pieces 
to realise that not to complain about them may limit their ability to 
complain about future articles which repeat the same thing.”

The PCC accepts that people such as show business celebrities or 
sports stars may need to create a professional image of themselves 
In the media. This does not undermine their right as individuals to 
privacy or mean the press could justify publishing articles on any 
subject about them. Their “private and family life, home, health and 
correspondence” ail fall within the Code, unless there is a public 
interest in publication.

Address code: Publishing details about a celebrity’s home without 
consent, for example, could constitute a breach, especially because 
of security problems and the threat from stalkers. The key test in 
such cases is not whether the precise location has been disclosed, 
but whether the information published would be sufficient to enable 
people to find the whereaboufe of the home.

A complaint from singer Ms Dynamite was upheld after a local 
paper revealed that she had moved into a property near her mother.

picturing the home and naming the street. (Ms Dynamrle v isHngton 
Gszerte,- Report 6’3, 2W3j.

But the PCC judges each case individually, according to the threat 
posed- So when the author J. K. Rowling, who guards her privacy 
closely, complained about disclosure of details of her homes in 
London and Scotland, she had mixed success.

The PCC upheld her complaint that a Daily Mirror article, picturing 
the London house and naming the road in which it was located was 
sufficient to identify it. However, details the paper had given of two 
of the author’s Scottish properties were not judged intrusive. In one, 
her Edinburgh house was pictured, but only the name of the suburb 
was given, in the other, an aerial photograph of Ms Rowling’s country 
home, its name and the county — Perthshire — in which it was 
located were not regarded as a giveaway that might attiad unwanted 
visitors. (RawHng v Daily Mirror: Report 72, 2005).

In 2008, Ms Rowling complained that three more newspaper 
stories had identified her country home by saying it was dose to a 
ferm she had bought, running more pictures and naming a nearby 
town. But the PCC ruled that the information given was not 
suffidently different to that already in the public domain, especially 
on the internet — including a listing in Wikipedia — to contravene 
the Code. Significantly, the articles did not give the precise 
whereabouts of the house, or name the road, nor where the property 
was in relation to the nearby town, and the photographs showing the 
surrounding countoyside did not pinpoint the location, 'r:/-- W/g z 
Mer c'l Su'̂ -Gcy .Oah'''•'i r̂oi .'.-ai <~ero o Fepo"'
7/ MGG

The Code’s protection for people genuinely at nsk from stalkers or 
obsessive fans does not automatically carry o\rer to non-celebrities. 
Ms Helen Edmonds, former wife of Noel Edmonds, complained that 
a Sunday paper story headlined A Far Cry From Crinkfey Bottom 
identified the location of her new home, making her and her children 
vulnerable to criminals. But the PCC ruled that the piece did not 
contain information — such as seojrity arrangements or the times

when the house would be unoccupied — that would expose her 
home to greater risk than for other similar properties, {Edmonds v 
The Mail on Sunday: Repori 72, 2005}

Pregnant pause: As with homes, so with health. There are limits on 
what can be said about celebrities, even though they are constantly 
in the public eye. Pregnancy, even for non-public figures, can rarely 
be kept secret for long, but the PCC has ruled that early speculation 
on whether someone is expecting s baby can be intrusive.

The actress Joanna Riding complained that a diary it(^ disclosed 
that she had withdrawn from a theatre role because she was 
expecting a baby — before she had even told her family. She 
subsequently suffered a miscarriage.

In a landmark adjudication protecting all mothers-to-be, whether 
public figures or not, the PCC said that revealing the pregnancy at 
such an early stage was a serious intrusion 
' , , ■ :'906). And. setting out guidelines for the

future, the Commission ruled:
» The press should not revea/ news of an individual's pregnancy 

without consent before the 12-week scan unless the inibrmation 
is known to such an extent that it would be perverse not to refer
to it.

® This is because of the risk of complications or miscarriages, and 
because it should be down to the mother to share the news vrifh 
her family and friends at an early stage.
The PCC has made dear that it will not accept attempts by 

journalists to get around its guideiines by running speculative stones. 
It upheld a complaint against a national tabloid which, having 
received firm information that the singer Charlotte Church was not 
more than 12 weeks pregnant, pubhshed a piece headlined Baby 
Rumours For Sober Church. The Commission said that trying to 
cirojmvent privacy provisions by presenting the story as speculation 
was against the spirit of the Code. RTiurun / ris Sun Recon ?t
20cm.
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Pri^te health details of public figures, or their families, are 
generally protected under the Code unless there is some public 
Interest in revealing them — such as when they might significantly 
affect the performance of a senior politician. But when a Sunday 
newspaper revealed specific health details of Government Minister 
David Miliband’s wife, in a story discussing their adoption of a child, 
the PCC judged it to be highly intrusive. Such details should not have 
been published, it said, without explicit consent or some convincing 
public interest reason it was a serious breach of the Code.

Famous or infamous? The rules that protect the famous from 
unjustified intrusions into privacy reply equally to the infamous, E\ren 
notorious criminals do not automatically forfeit their rights under the 
Code. The judgment, as ever, is whether publication wrauld be in the 
public interest.

So when Peter Coonan — formerly Peter Sutcliffe, the Yorkshire 
Ripper — complained about publication of a private telephone 
conN̂ Fsation secretly taped from Broadmoor Special Hospital, where 
he was a patient, the PCC had to judge whether his rights had been 
breached-

The Commission decided that, as a result of Coonan’s cnmes, 
his chminai career, medical condition and the circumstances of his 
treatment and detention were properly matters for public scrutiny 
and discussion. And. although the conversation — run by the News 
of the Wbr/d as the Ripper Tapes — referred to his mental state, 
medical condition and treatment, the information was not particularly 
revealing, much of it was already in the public domain and it was not 
sufficiently pnvate to be protected under the Code. The PCC 
rejected both the privacy complaint and another that the taping of 
the conversation had breached the Code’s provisions on the use of 
clandestine listening devices > ( - -
74 20071

Public servants, including politicians, are also entitled to privacy — 
although they are inevitably subject to extra scrutiny in the public 
interest. The PCC upheld a complaint about the story of a wife who 
left her husband for a relationship with a policewoman. The fact that 
the WPc was a public servant was not sufficient grounds for 
intrusion  ̂ ,■  ̂ 0 jn -'’V 77 “'-OUi

Royal Family: There is a delicate balancing act between the 
fulfilment of the Royal Family’s public role and their private lives. Bui 
while they are not entitled to any special provision, they are entitled 
to the protection of the Code. The PCC issued a '. .''r on
the Royal Princes, particularly protecting them from unnecessary 
intrusion during their time at school. Pictures of Prince William hiking 
and crossing a river during a gap-year visit to Chile were held to 
breach both privacy and harassment njles.

The PCC condemned publication and the ‘persistent pursuit’ 
involved. "The ability of all young people to go about their lives 
without physical intimidation is hugely important.” f i -

The Pnnce William pictures, in the PCC's view, clearly breached the 
rule that photographs should not be taken without consent in a 
pnvate place where the individual has a reasonable expectation of 
privacy. Mid-river in a South American vwlderness was an example 
of just such a private place, in fact, the elements that contribute to 
a reasonable expectation of privacy have been delineated In a senes 
of Commission rulings. Before publication, editors must dedde:
« Was the person photographed out of the public view—not visible 

or identifiable with the naked eye to someone in a public place? 
« Was he or she engaged in a pnvate activity at the time ?

if the answer to either question Is Yes, there are serious risks 
that the pictures could breach the Code.

in response to a complaint from Sir Paul McCartney, the PCC 
decided that No^e Dame cathedra!, aithough a great pubiic 
monument thronged with tourists, was aiso a private place for a 
person at prayer It deprecated the publication of pictures in Hello! 
magazine showing Sir Paul praying inside the cathedral soon after 
his wife’s death. While not privately owned, the cathedral was dearly 
a place where a person would have a reasonable expectation of 
privacy - ' " > -

Holiday pictures: When supermodel Elie Macpherson was taking 
her family on holiday, she chose a private villa on the private island 
of Mustique, which has no pubiic beaches, and therefore provided a 
reasonable expectation of privacy for her children. So when a 
celebrity magazine published shots of the family relaxing, her 
complaint to the PCC was upheld ‘ / r  ̂ ~
2007).

However, the PCC decided that, in the middle of summer, a 
publicly accessible Majorcan beach overlooked by holiday 
apartments was not a place where newsreader Anna Ford and her 
partner might reasonably expect privacy as they relaxed in their 
swimwear. It also said publication of the pictures did not show 
disrespect for her private life. The adjudication was challenged on 
judicial review, but upheld by the Divisional Court. fo-'O Sg-a: . Dai.y 
/-fo.',-Of ' ‘-'GCGrf 02 2000,

A crowded beach is one thing, a quiet tearoom in Dorking, 
another. A diner complained that a picture of him tucking into a 
butterscotch! tart was taken without consent and used in a 
newspaper. The PCC said customers should reasonably expect to sit 
inside a quiet cafe without having to worry about surreptitious 
photographs being taken and published in newspapers. (Tunondge

2on-!ng Ao2eriiCb; Fegod 5E 2002j
Similarly, bank cashier Mark Kisby did not expect his photograph 

to appear, without consent, in a men’s magazine simply because he 
was snapped while serving a ‘lottery lout’ millionaire who was

making a large withdrawal. So. when it did, Mr Kisby complained that 
it was an intrusion on his privacy that could have led to security 
problems for him and his family.

The magazine argued that the cashier was the pubiic face of the 
bank and cx)uid not expect his identity to be concealed. However, the 
PCC ruled that publishing a photograph of a person, without 
consent, at his workplace was in this instance a dear breach of the 
Code. (Kisby v Loaded: Report 73, 20G6).

Public or private space? While the interiors of publicly accessible 
buildings such as cathedrals, cafes, banks or offices can constitute 
a private place within the Code, the exterior of a person's own home 
may not always do so.

Mrs Gail Sheridan, the high-profile wife of a prominent Scottish 
politician, objected to a tabloid newspaper’s photograph, taken with 
a long lens, of her in her back garden. She claimed she had a 
reasonable expectation of privacy The newspaper disagreed, it said 
Mrs Sheridan was a public figure, standing on her driveway, visible 
from the street — even without a iong lens camera — and was not 
engaged in any private activity, other than holding her teys.

The PCC, in an adjudication pulling together many of the factors 
upon which such issues hinge, said that had Mrs Sheridan been 
hidden from view in an enclosed back garden, she might have been 
protected. But here she was clearly visible from the street and 
engaged in an innocuous activity.

The fact that the photograph was taken with a long lens was 
immaterial: what was important was not the means by which the 
picture was taken but foat she was identifiable to orciinary passers- 
by. The complaint was not upheld. {Srenoan v 'icodJs" Sur. Report 
75 2C471
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No judgment is more difficult than when weighing the privacy of the 
individual against freedom of expression and intrusion in the wider 
public interest The two principal
issues m making such a Judgment are:
® Is publication of the private information genuinely in the public 

interest? And —
® Is the degree of intrusion proportionate to the public interest 

served?
Sometimes editors surmount the first hurdle, only to fail at the 

second.
There were no such problems in identifying the public interest 

when the then Tory h/IP Rupert Allason’s affair with a married woman 
was splashed in a newspaper. He complained that it was his private 
business. But the PCC ruled that as his election literature had led 
constituents to believe he was a family man — an impression that 
had not been corrected — publication was justified. --'Iz  ̂ .l \

The Commission also found a public interest in the Evening 
Standaixf naming a council virorker who had warned a friend that a 
care-worker was a paedophile — but had done nothing to alert the 
Wider p u b l i c t~ “-r'rr.  ̂ <

And a convicted drug smuggler's complaint about a newspaper 
which published intenor pictures of her home was rejected because 
it was in the public interest to show how she had spent the proceeds 
of crime - '

At^ndlng police raids: By contrast, a newspaper came unstuck 
when it joined a police drugs raid on local homes. It posted a video 
clip of one raid, where a small amount of cannabis was found, on its 
website and used still pictures in the paper, headlined Drugs And 
Cash Seized In Raid. But the homeowner denied any knowledge of 
the drugs and had not been charged with an offence.

The PCC agreed that identifying her house and showing the 
interiors in such circumstances without consent involved a degree 
of intrusion way out of proportion to any public interest served by 
highlighting the police raid or exposing a specific crimlnai offence.

' intbor ‘'•iri'j uK v.'Z LL‘B'
The warning about the dangers of relying on police invitations to 

join such exercises was strongly reinforced when another weekly 
newspaper accompanied a raid on a house suspected of having 
stolen satellite navigation systems. No stolen goods were found, nor 
charges brought, but the newspaper published interior shots of the 
house including a teenager handcuffed in his bedroom.

Although the boy's face had been pixeliated and no exterior 
pictures of the house were used, the Commission ruled that this was 
a serious intrusion. It made clear that, as no stolen goods had been 
found, there was no public interest m publishing the pictures. lA

The PCC also reminded editors that under both the Code and 
current guidance from the Association of Chief Police Officers, it is 
the media’s responsibility when attending such raids to obtain 
permission from the owner to enter the property before doing so. 
ACPO Guidance says; “Consent should be sn a form which is 
capable of proof, i.e. in writing, filmed or taped verbal cxjmment”

Undercover, over the top: The Commission took a similar line about 
a snatched photograph of Christopher Bourne, dubbed by a regional 
Sunday paper “the greediest man in Bntain”, He had bought 30 Xbox 
games consoles so that he could exploit a pre-Chnstmas shortage 
and auction them at a profit on eBay. After reiusing to be pictured 
himself. Mr Bourne was secretly photographed when he let his son 
pose with the consoles. The picture was published with the headline 
Dad Cashes In On Xbox Misery.

The PCC said that, while the paper was entitled to ite strong 
views, there was no evidence of crime or impropriety by Mr Bourne. 
The intrusion into his privacy by photographing him surreptitiously

WW'W. edf tors code, org.tik

in his own home was out of proportion to any conceivable public 
interest in publishing his picture. The complaint was upheld. (Bourne

The PCC has revised its advice, first issued in 1995, on the reporting of
winners of the National Lottery. The covers four main areas;
 ̂ Winners who opt for anonymity; Editors should generally respect a 
winner’s wish tor no publicî . unless there is a public interest in publication. 
The sheer scale of the win is not. itself, a justification. Publications should 
beware of seeking information about such winners by any means which 
might breach the Code — such as harassment.

s Winners who opt for publicity are still protected by the Code. They are 
entitled to expect journalists to take care not to publish inaccurate materia! 
about them, or harass them, Their privacy is protected by Clause 3 — 
although the PCC would take into account whether similar material had 
been put into the public domain with the winner’s consent.

* Vulnersfafe wlnneis; The very young, or old, or the sick or recently 
bereaved may make particularly good copy, but they are still entitled to 
Strang protection under the Code — regardless of the sums involved.

« Rewards and induoements: Offering rewards to people to idenlily
anonymous lottery winners Is banned, unless it is in the public interest. The 
PCC also bars journalists from seeking information liom Camelot staff 
which would breach the duty of confidence to the winners under the loftery 
organisers’ licence.

Gratuitous humiliation; Proportionality was the key to compliance 
when two newspapers reported on an affair between an aristocrat's 
wife — who it later emerged suffered from mental illness — and a 
former prisoner. One story breached the Code, the other did not 

The Daily Mail account — headlined The Aristocrat’s Wife, The 
Jobless Jailbird And The ‘Lady Chatterley' Affair That Put Her 
Marriage Under Threat — was based on information from the 
girlfriend of the man involved. It spoke of text messages and 
revealed where sexual encounters had taken place. But the 
newspaper deliberately omitted more intimate details about the 
relationship. A second story was published in the News of the 
World, based on the confessions of the adulterous boyfriend himself, 
under the headline Lady Mucky Wanted Me Rough And Ready. It 
included intimate details of sexual activity

In each case, the PCC said the key issue was the balance of one 
person’s freedom of expression versus another person’s right to 
privacy. In the Mail, the girlfriend’s right to give her side of the story 
had been maintained, without including “humiliating and gratuitously 
intrusive detail" about the wife. The complaint of an intrusion into 
privacy was therefore not upheld. /- wjr.f.r . Deii'r Arn Repo. ‘'A

However the News of the World story failed the PCC 
proportionality test. The Commission ruled that the public interest 
involved in exposing adultery by someone who had married into an 
aristocratic family was insufficient to justify the level of intimate detail 
that had been given. lA ivcr.au r fjsivs of int A'ono. Repor 74 
2007}.

A similar test of gratuitous humiliation was applied when two 
newspapers published images that had led to the suspension of a 
woman teacher at a military college.The explicit photographs had

WWW ediiOi !icoce.o( t .UK
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Was lioiiseiit given for publication — formally or by implication?
Has the entitlement to privacy been compromised? For example, by the 
subject courting publicity or selling it on their own terms? 
is the individual a pubSicflgure, or role model — and does the material 
reveal conduct reflecting on their public or professional status or image? 
Was the information already In the public domain,— would it be ■ ■
reasonabiefor it to be retrieved and made private?
Did individuals photographed without consent have a reasonable 
expectation of privacy? Were they out of public view and engaged in 
pnvate activity?
Was publication in the public Interest?
Was the breach proportionate to the public Interest ser^d?

been sent between the teacher and her partner, but were discovered 
by her employers. The Daily Mirror published one picture of the 
teacher as a headshot only, and the Worksop Guardian published a 
topless picture, but duly censored to preserve her modesh/-

The PCC cleared both newspapers. Jt said while the publication 
of the story was legitimate, this was not sufficient to deprive the 
teacher of a!! nghts to privacy. The pictures themselves were intimate 
and taken m the context of a relationship. By crapping the picture, the 
W/rror had avoided gratuitously humiliating the teacher .

Similarly, for the Worksop Guardian to have published its picture 
in full would have caused unnecessary embarrassment Censoring 
it showed some respect for the woman’s privacy, ensuring no breach 
of the Code, (A ' >■''7 7

The Commission has also issued guidance 
that those National Lottery winners who request anonymity should 
not be identified. The sheer scale of the sum involved could not 
justify publication in the public interest.

. f ts:e“ E.'brtp’iC '
'/&■: S .'GOcW-'-p'. ^
’”tL.;Ajr7 . Lh! ■ LiTw! ~‘r ' ,
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T his Clause, formulated following the death of Diana Princess of 
Wales, is one of the toughest and most explicit in the Code, yet 

relatively few cases go to adjudication. This is largely down to the 
success of informal guidance.

Compiaints, when they come — often via the PCC’s 24-hour 
Helpline for the public (See Contact Numbers) — are usually from 
people who want the physical removal of Journalists, perhaps from 
their doorstep. The Commission staff will either advise complainants 
what they should say to journalists w'ho they believe are harassing

i) Journsctsts must not engag-it in mtimedaiion, harassmanf or 
pef̂ islent pursuit

''Ml ri;;)':
propany wn&n asked to leave and must not toUow ihem. if requested, 
they must identify themselves and whom they represent 

Mi) Editors must ensure these ptinciphs are uuservea uy inosk Wfjrrjny 
for ttiem and take care not to use non-oomplianf m&teri&t from other

'■} 'LhpTSkyArr pi
' A public interest exempiion may be available u'. .' ' ,

them, or alert editors directly to the fact that a complaint has been 
received.

As Clause 4 requires journalists — which under the Code covers 
all editorial staff, including contributors — not to persist in 
questioning, telephoning, pursuing or photographing individuals once 
askBd to desist nor remain on their property when asked to leave, 
they usually comply. In most cases, the matter is resolved and no 
complaint follows.

Since October 2009, the Code has required that journalists in 
such situations should -  if requested - identify themselves and those 
they represent. In reality, this underwrites standard practice, it vrauld 
be unusual for journalists not to identify themselves to the person 
they wanted to interview or photograph, unless there was a 
legitimate public interest reason for not doing so.

Media scrums: The PCC has been particularly effective in dealing 
with media scrums, which are often the most high profile instances 
of persistent pursuit, caused by particularly intense cross-media 
interest in a major story.

The PCC and the Editors’ Code Committee have taken the lead 
in trying to co-ordinate efforts to avoid this form of collective 
harassment. The PCC agreed to act as a clearing house for ‘desist’ 
requests by passing them on not only to print media, but to 
broadcasting organisations not covered by the Code. PCC advice to 
journalists to pull out of areas affected by tragedy — such as
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Dunblane, Omagh and the Paddington rail disaster ~  Is usually 
heeded by press and broadcasters alike.

Often, the PCC will, proactively, offer its services to those 
suddenly caught in the media spotlight it did so. for example, in the 
Soham murder inquiry, when the killing of tvw3 schoolgirls shocked 
the nation; and again in the case of the Ipswich murders, where a 
serial killer preyed on prostitutes. It routinely assists families of 
military personnel killed or wounded on active service, or captured.

Royal siege: finest notably, the Commission intervened when Kate 
Middleton, girlfriend of Prince William, found herself under virtual 
siege by press and TV cameras when rumours were rife of an 
imminent royal engagement. PCC officials were in touch with Ms 
Middleton’s lawyers from the outset, offering to assist as soon as 
requested.

That situation was defused without need for a formal complaint. 
But just months later a photograph of Ms Middleton in the Daily 
Mirror \ed to a complaint that it had been taken in circumstances that 
amounted to harassment. The PCC launched a formal investigation 
and the newspaper issued a public expression of regret for the error 
on the same day. / C ou ,'u 7,

While formal complaints are therefore rare, adjudications are even 
less common. And they are often difficult as there tends to be wide 
discrepancy between the accounts of complainants and journalists 
of the contact between them.

Desist means stop: However; if it is demonstrable that the journalist 
persisted, having been asked to desist, then the Commission will 
usually find a breach of the Code, unless there is a public interest 
involved. A BBC radio weather girl complained of harassment over 
a story that she was involved in a ‘D-l-Y pregnancy' with her female 
parkier.

The reporter admitted making three approaches to the 
complainant, but denied being asked on the first approach to desist.

On the second approach, via the BBC. the reporter was assured by 
an official — acting on the woman’s instructions—that the presenter 
did not wish to speak.

The newspaper admitted making a direct approach to the 
complainant herself the next day. The PCC, in this case, accepted 
the BBC’s representation as a request to desist, which made the 
third approach a breach. The complaint was upheld, „

• 'I *■'€ J Ir -I . L'f'il,'
The PCC also found against a Sunday newspaper, \Â ich — after 

twiĉ  being told a young woman did not want to be contacted — then 
approached her with an offerto write a column, and followed up with 
another visit from a reporter and photographer While the newspaper 
may not have been acting in bad faith, it was in breach., 7 

'-'Or.- '.-'4
Even without a request to desist, repeated unwelcome 

approaches could be against the spirit of the Code and amount to 
harassment. A couple whose daughter, aged 16, committed suicide 
declined a weekly newspaper’s offer to publish a tribute, saying they 
would be in touch if they changed their minds.

But the reporter, with deadline pressing, called fourtimes in afew 
days. The PCC said commonsense should have dictated that 
repeated calls in a short time to recently-bereaved parents were 
inappropriate. The complaint \was upheld ^

Time limll: A desist request does not last forever The passage of 
time may lessen the risk of harassment. Circumstances can alter, 
sometimes rapidly, and a fresh approach may then be legitimate. 
There can be no set formula for deciding this. These are difficult 
judgment calls for journalists and the Commission assesses each 
case on merit. But it would normally require editora to show 
reasonable grounds, such as a material change in circumstances, for 
a renewed approach.

Kimbedy Fortier (Quinn) complained that a picture taken of her

www.Bditorscode.org.ok

C. on the conventions surrounding the circumstances where judges
can make comments to the press has been issued by the PCC,

It warns that;
® Judges cannot comment outside a courtroom on any case over which they 

are presiding, or have presided, or discuss any decision they have made, or 
any sentence they have imposed.

« They are equally prohibited from oDmmenting on or discussing other 
Judges’ decisions. .

The PCC advises that as there are no circumstances in which judges can 
speak to the press about such matters, there is a risk that approaches to 
them, or their family, by reporters could breach Clause 4 (Harassment) of the 
Code.

The PCC suggests editors should make sure that their staff — and any 
freelance contributors — are aware of the issues this sort of approach to 
judges could raise under the Code.

in August 2004 walking with her son in Los Angeles and published 
in the Sunday Mirror breached a ‘desist’ request issued by her 
lawyers ten days before, when the story broke of her affair with the 
then Home Seoetary, David Blunkett,

The complaint was rejected. The PCC said it was artificial not to 
recognise that situations change. There had been major 
developments in the story, since the desist request had been made, 
including the revelation that Ms Fortier had contacted Mr Blunkett to 
end the relationship. The picture was taken in a public place, without 
physical Intimidation and — while Ms Fortier denied being a public 
figure — her relationship with a senior politician had been put into the 
public domain, without complaint  ̂ u < '
68169̂ 20Q4-S).

Similar issues arose when Greater Manchester Police complained 
that the Daily Telegraph had breached a request not to approach 
either the family of ten-year-old Jordon Lyons, who drowned in a 
pond, or two Police Community Support Officers who had arrived at 
the scene soon after, but did not enter the water to rescue him.

The PCC accepted that following the police ‘desist’ request, the 
story had moved on as it had been highlighted by Opposition leader 
David Cameron in a speech to his party’s annua! aanference. It said 
the newspaper's approach had been proportbnate to that 
development and the complaint was rejected. '/‘l .s-'-r'is,-

V- i-'-t/.y -SDi-:: 77.

Approaching judges: The PCC has highlighted the problems of 
approaching members of the judiciary for comment on cases. In a 
Guidance Note, the Commission warns that because judges are not 
allowed to speak about cases outside court, approaches to them or 
their families could lead to complaints of harassment. {See Bneffnc 
panel: Judiciary and nsressmeni;
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Was thara a reouDst to desl&t'r Subsequent pursuit, etc, would need to be 
justified in the public interest or by changed circurnslsnces 
Was a request: for tdeEitiflGation cornptied with? If not. was there a 
public interest reason for not doing so?
Did non-staff contributors compSy?
Was there a pubiic irfierest.?

K-|Tib'L hu'J't i-ir-r r..', 20(i"-j
V Sur-iir-.y ^

2008), '
>"|f - ‘ 'c-. '( / 'jh ‘ /-'"'Jpo/;'-- ‘Kf?..,]” '2-

also by their contributors, such as agencies. That responsibility is 
underlined here. Pictures and stories from freelance contributors 
obteined by harassment would not comply with the Code.

if a complaint arose, the PCC would expect an editor to show how 
reasonable care had been taken to ensure that such material 
complied with the Code. Extra checks might be advisable, for 
example, when taking potentially sensitive material from previously 
untried sources, such as 'citizen journaiists’.

The public interest: it would be possible to claim that a degree of 
harassment — such as persistent questioning and pursuit — is 
necessary m the public interest. In such cases, the Commission 
would normally expect that the harassment was not disproportionate 
to the public interest involved.

A magazine that published pictures of Prince William on an 
adventure break in South America claimed they were in the public 
interest as they showed him being groomed for kingship. The PCC 
rejected any notion that the public interest was served. (Prince

www.ed5torscode.org, uk

J ournalism is an occupation conducted on the front line of life and, 
too often, of death. But while tragedy and suffering may go with 

the journalistic territory, insensitivity for its victims should not. The 
Code’s strictures on intrusion into grief or shock are designed to 
protect those victims at their most vulnerable moments.

Newspapers have a job to do at such times and most do it well, 
it IS a myth that approaches by the press are inherently intrusive. 
Reporters making inquiries sensitively are often welcomed by the 
bereaved, who see an obituary or story as a final public memorial, 
and they would prefer the facts to be given first-hand.

Also, as deaths are a matter of public record, the information is 
in the public domain and newspapers have a right to publish. Again,

{) In cases involving ps/isanai grieif or shock, engurr/es &nd approsc-nes 
must 6e mac/e mth simpsthy discretion end publication handted
sensitively. This should not restrict the right to report Isgaf proceedings, 

f.:. c:‘ ..
ii) *When reporting suicide, care should be taken tc avoid Bifcessive 
detail about the method used.

a balance has to be struck. The key, as expressed by the Code, lies 
in making inquiries with sympathy and discretion and in publishing 
sensitively.

That does not mean newspapers should not publish sensitive 
material; it means that they should not do so insensitively. Nor does 
it amount to a ban on covering tragic stories unless all parlies 
consent, as the PCC made clear in an adjudication in 2005 when it 
gave examples of some of the elements likely to constitute a lade of 
sensitivity in publication. They were:
® The use of gratuitously gory information in pictures or stories at 

a time of grief;
* Unnecessaiily ridiculing the manner of death; 
a Publishing a picture showing the subject engaged in obviously 

private, or embarrassing, activity.
The Commission was adjudicating m a case where a picture of a 

woman missing in the 2004 tsunami appeared in a national tabloid 
against her family’s wishes. The father’s request that no photograph 
of his daughter be used was not passed on. due to a 
miscommunication, and an image from a website was published.

While regretting the lapse in communications, the PCC ruled that 
publication of an innocuous image — obtained from a public 
resource such as the internet — of someone caught up in such a 
shocking event was not insensitive. (7hp tenrA of Alice C le/ocote j 
Da!f} Mirror. Pefcrc 7'̂  20G5j
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in a similar case, a widow complained about an evening 
newspaper's coverage after her husband was killed in a boat 
disaster. One story, headlined Shattered Lives And Lost Dreams. 
projected the feelings of her two-year-old son. Mother — using 
information and a picture of mother and son supplied by the 
grandparenis — revealed against her expressed wishes that she had 
since given birth to a daughta: The PCC. while sympathising with the 
widow’s distress, felt the newspaper’s attempts to illustrate the 
human consequences of tragedy were not inherently insensitive. 
Although the widow had notwanted publicity for the birth of her baby, 
there were competing rights of others to speak to the media, and for 
the public to receive information " 'f-r- . '-u  ̂ >

Breaking the news: The Commission has upheld a newspaper’s 
right to publish a story as soon as the death is confirmed, but not 
before. The PCC sees it as no pari of tfw purnalist’s role to inform 
close relatives or friends of the death.

A complaint from a mother who read about her daughter’s death 
— ahead of positive identification — in a story headlined Body-in
Bath Probe upheld. The mother had still been hoping it was not 
her daughter. The Commission said file newspaper should have 
checked that the family knew before publishing - r _

The PCC upheld a similar complaint from parents whose first 
intimation that their missing son was dead came from a reporter

But, while expressing sympathy, the Commission rejected a 
complaint from a widow whose husband’s fragic death was reported 
the same day, before his parents knew or the facts were established. 
The PCC said the story, which presented some details of the incident 
as conjecture, was otherwise a straight-forward report of the death 
of a leading local figure. t> r

It also ruled that a newspaper that broke the news to neighbours 
of the death of a loddler through meningitis did not breach the Code. 
It was an important matter of public health and legitimate for a paper 
to seek comment from local people who were not relatives of the 
child. . / ’ 'L '£ '''L c;*' ,

insensitive or unnecessary detail ,'I 't c'l iuac.
bsiowj: A magaane that staged a mock-up of a murder scene and 
published the picture — with a headshot of the vidim — on the 
anniversary of the death trampled through both the ‘sensitivity’ and 
accuracy rules. It was not made clear that the picture of a female 
body wrapped in bin liners, which caused much distress, was 
actually a reconsfruction, based on the court reports of the murder 
The PCC condemned the magazine’s “cavalier approacĥ , 
aggravated by the timing of publication, which had shown a total 
disregard for the victim’s family -

A woman claimed a local newspaper’s story about her brother’s 
death following a collapse at home — headlined Starving Pet Starts 
To Devour Pensioner — was distressing and sensationalist. The 
PCC agreed, rejecting the editor’s claim that the story was handled 
sympathetically . --r_t It
ruled that the story was not sufficiently sensitive, beanng in mind 
that it was published immediately after the death and neither the 
funeral nor the inquest had taken place. The complaint was upheld 
— as was a similar case in which parents complained about ‘cruel’ 
references to their son’s “guts hanging ouf in a report on his death. 
The editor regretted the excessive detail. c =

The Commission ruled that it was not necessary to identify a 
father who twice in two years lost a newborn baby at the same 
maternity unit The man, who had also lost his previous partner in the 
earlier tragedy, agreed there was a public interest in apparent 
problems at the hospital, but believed the second baby death was a

persona! matter and It was insensitive to name him or the dead child. 
The PCC agreed that the public Interest would have been served 
just as we!! without naming the family and upheld the complaint.

Photography at funerals without consent usually involves a 
balance of sensitivity versus publication in the public interest. But a 
Sunday paper’s picture of a boy of 14 at the funeral of his father, an 
asylum seeker who killed himself in a detention centre, raised wider 
issues. The story, headlined The Ultimate Sacrifice, included a 
CCTV image of the father at the detention centre with a sheet tied 
around his neck, and an extract from a suicide note — addiBssed to. 
and featuring, the son. The CCTV pictures had been shown at the 
inquest, butthe boy had been unaware of them.

His solicitors claimed this was unnecessarily intrusive and 
amounted to 'excessive detail’ of the suicide method under Clause 
5. Also, the TunefB) picture was taken without proper consent when 
the boy had a reasonable expectation of privacy (Csbuse os; affected 
his welfare as a child; and was published only because of his 
association with his father (Giause 6).

The lawyers said the boy should expect a suicide note addressed 
to him to be private: any public interest in the story could have been 
served by omitting his name and the pictures.

The complaint was rejected on ail counts. The PCC said the 
sensitivity rule did not provide automatic anonymity for those 
affeded by tragedy, especially where they were central to it. The 
story had legitimate public interest and the CCTV pictures were 
relevant because of the inquest and raised no issues under the 
'excessive detail’ rules. While the funeral picture was taken without 
formal consent, the Commission accepted that that newspaper had 
not known this and relied on the fact that it had been published 
elsewhere. An offer to delete it from the file was a proportionate 
response. bc y  Thr, Lunobt JirtSi, 74 2077,>

By contrast, the funeral of TV personality Caro! Smillie’s mother 
was not a public event and a Sunday newspaper’s prominent 
coverage of it was an intrusion, the Commission ruled. The paper’s 
photographers had been asked to leave the funeral, but ran a three- 
page story using a freelance’s picfores taken with a long lens at the 
crematorium. The PCC said the newspaper knew it was a time of 
grief and that photographers were unwelcome. The prominence 
given to the article added to its insensiiivity and ihe result was a 
breach of the Code '' f

Humorous or insensitive reports: Although the Code does not 
cover the privacy of the dead, a critical obituary in the British Medical 
Journal, describing a doctor as “the greatest snake-oil salesman of 
his age”, brought a complaint from the man's family. The PCC said 
it was not unacceptable to publish criticisms of the dead — but that 
the sensitivity of the family had to be taken into account. No 
adjudication was necessary as the editor offered to publish an 
apology for the distress caused ? 
r7&pfGft 63 2003}

A magazine which ran a jokey student guide to suicide fell foul of 
the Code when it referred flippantly to two unconnected student 
deaths, one of which happened only months earlier The PCC ruled 
that for the two tragedies to be treated with gratuitous humour was 
a serious breach of the Code. f-pjr l: z 'l lpi

Timing: While timing can add to the insensitivity, each case is 
decided on the circumstances. The PCC has upheld a claim of 
insensitive publication more than a year after the death.

The role introduced in 2006 (See requiring care to be taken
to avoid ‘excessive detail’ of suicide methods followed a powerful 
submission by the Samaritans to the Code Committee highlighting

o.g -f. 6 4
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the risk of imitative acts. In fact, it codified a practice already followed 
by many editors.

It meant, for example, that while it might be perfectly proper to 
report that death was caused by an overdose of Paracetamol, it 
would probably be excessive to state the number of tablets used. 
Exceptions could be made if editors could demonstrate that 
publication was in the public interest.

As the aim is to avoid copycat acts, the rule would — under the 
spirit of the Code — apply to reporting attempted suicide and to any 
article appeanng to glamorise suicide. The PCC has indicated it will 
accept complaints from third parties, as well as from close families 
or friends.

Tougher than the law: The Commission used ite first adjudication 
under the new sub-clause to make clear that, while newspapers 
were entitled to report on proceedings such as inquests, the Code’s 
requirements were over and above those allowed by the law. It ruled 
that newspaper reports of an inquest into the death of a teacher 
who had electrocuted himself contained too much detail about the 
method.

“Inquests are held in public and newspapers are free to report 
their proceedings.*’ said the PCC. “but to abide by the terms of the 
Code — which sets out standards over and above the legal 
framework — the papers should on this occasion have been less 
speafic about the method used “ /■ ’ '  ̂ ^

In that case, the complainant was the dead man’s widow. But 
consent from a relative \would not necessarily absolve editors from 
responsibility under the ‘excessive detail’ rule. The PCC accepted a 
third party complaint that a magazine article contained too much 
detail, even though it was written by the sister of a man who had 
taken his own life. The case was resolved without going to 
adjudication . . ' ‘ i ~ r-, '

Graphic images: Photographs depicting the act of suicide would 
not contravene the rules requiring sensitivity in publication, if they 
involved only subjective matters of taste, which are outside the Code. 
But risks of a breach could arise if the pictures broke the news of the 
death to the families; or contained excessive detail of the method 
used; or could betaken to glamorise suicide.

In 2005. before the introduction of the ‘excessive detail’ clause, 
three newspapers published pictures of a woman who threw herself 
from the fourth floor of a London hotel m front of a crowd gathered 
below The PCC ruled that the simple feet of publishing pictures of 
what was a public incident did not. in itself, constitute a failure to be 
sensitive.

That did not mean the press was free to publish the pictures in an 
insensitive manner — for example, by making light of the incident, 
publishing unnecessarily explicit details, or presenting the images in 
a gratuitously graphic way The newspapers had not done that, and 
the complaints were not upheld ''‘-'•pc ■

The PCC accepted complaints from the Scottish NHS that 
graphic images of a girl involved in a suicide attempt in Germany, 
published by two UK tabloids, vrauld have encouraged copycat acts. 
The complaints w^e resolved without going to adjudication,

Graphic imagery of another kind was the subject of a complaint 
by Mrs Madeleine Moon MR representing relatives of young people 
who hanged themselves in a spate of suicides in and around her 
constituency in Bridgend, South Wales 'Sef ris: , She
claimed a Sunday paper’s presentation in May 2008 of an otherwise 
balanced and well-researched piece was insensitive and could have 
encouraged copycat cases in that it showed photographs of those 
who had died juxtaposed with a large picture of a noose under the 
headline Death Valleys. The newspaper, while accepting that

Did journalists break the news of the death to close relatives? ■
Were insensitive and unnecessary details published about the death? 
Were photographs taken at a private funeral without consent?
Were humorous or Insensitive obituaries or reports of death published? 
Were the details of the method used to commit suicide excessive?
Was the coverage likely to glamorise suicide?

balanced and based on information already in the public domain. 
But the PCC said that, while articles investigating the pattern of 
suicides are usually acceptable, this “entirely gratuitous" guide stated 
explicitly a number of options about how and where to attempt 
suicide. It was clearly excessive in the context.

Also, the light-hearted presentation of the piece couid have 
glamorised suicide for some people, thus further breaching the 
Code, which Is designed to minimise the risk of imitative acts.

relatives might have been upset, said the whole point of the 
presentation was to highlight the apparent happiness of the young 
people with the harsh reality of what they had done, and had 
dramatically portrayed that without glamorising suicide.

The PCC ruled that, given the massive national and international 
coverage identifying hanging as a common feature of the deaths, 
the use of the noose picture to depict a serious and sensitive article 
was not excessive detail, and was not insensiti'̂  within the Code. 
The complaint was not upheld.

Howê r̂, the Commission acknowledged that the pictures would 
“be an upsetting and stark reminder to the families about how their 
relatives had died", and regretted the distress caused. The PCC also 
drew atfention to a private advisory note it had issued alerting editors 
to a request from some of the families that photographs of their 
relatives should not be used in future stones about Bridgend. (Jyloon
Kî  r,o- '~’’'rcz 2jicj

Glamorising suicide: The PCC takes a dim view of reports that 
triviaiise tragedy and has made clear that they can breach the rules 
requiring sensitive publication. However, when the Daily Sport 
published a list to Britain’s most popular suicide ‘hotspots’, headlined 
The Top Yourself 10. the Commission ruled that it had breached the 
rules on excessive detail. A Scottish NHS official complained that 
vulnerable people might be encouraged to visit the places shown 
and take their own lives. The newspaper claimed the article was fair.
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Suidde has alwai® b^h cov^ed the i^de’s rules on intaision into gfief, 
stressiiig ihe need for syinpatiTy and disOBfon and sensiti vity in pubii«̂ fion> 
Bui ttjere is a dimension to reporting suldde that sets it apail from otto
^fegedies^thalnherenlof;‘s t o a l ^

l^search has demonsfrat  ̂tiai media pprlra l̂s of suidde—as in ne^ 
reiiKDrte orHctiona! TV or films—can influence suicidal behaviour and to
mui|jp}eimifetiveâ ,partiGwiartyamong;flieyoung.instencesofself- 
poisoning ina-^sed 17% i n the weefe after it was featured in a TV drama.

In 2006, lac^ with real ewdence^at over' îidimporlingcoutd lead to 
cof̂ ioai c^S^, the Code Committee introduced a new sub-dause: Wfi&n 
refK̂rSng suiade, Gars should̂ kB to m/oid excessm detail of tie me^od 
used. So editom face et f̂lnte :̂ they mustboth publish wifi sensitivltif and
ayoid'exĉsivedetaii.'iSeePaQca3I?J' , ■' ,■

A series of more than 20 sulddes of young people in and ̂ ound Bridgend in 
South ̂ ales thrust alithis into,the spô tgW; Some poiitidans,police and ,
parente blamed media speculation about possible links betw^n the deaths 
for pcssibiy triggering later eases.

A PCC survey revealed a complex web of pubilc anxieties in Bridgend that 
often far fĉ yond the scope of press self-reguiation, embradng concerns 
about broadcasters and foreign media, and sometime imOlving wider societal 
issues. These apart, the picture that emerged was less a case of repeated 
individual breaches of the Code, than a cumulative jigsaw effect of collective 
media activity which become a problem only when the individua! pieces vî re 
to  together.

While tile Code cbsered many public concorns, it was dear that others 
might be more appropriately—and efferavely—addressed not by over- 
fMeso-iptive rules but by edited modifying their.adivities voluntsriiy.

os of public tohtoh Where the Code alipady applies Include: 
Graphlcimsges iiiustfating suicide methods v r̂e often upse^ngio feiativ̂  
and friends. linden the Code, rnch imaĝ  would mmiaify ham to pass tiie

®' Thecymulallve'el^cl'Of'repeated media inquiriestotonily m'erribers also 
coused uninferided distress: Here, tap, the PQC can help by passing on 
‘desist’ messages via its armngements for dandling media scrurns.

® Gfor!Rtoioh','of'. suicide: Stories presentdi In a way likely to mmanticise ■ 
: suidde could, have a.serious inf yenG8,,esped8ljyofi,vulne!Bble,young; foople.

But, wi&iln the spint of the Code, most (xymmge of this sort would again risk 
breachmgMe‘ex(ms0mdataii’ruie.

' Possible areas ?^ere: might wSy nfellf mlHgate ttie efecfe.of
pubHclIy Indade;  ̂  ̂ ' ■ - / ,

« Helpline humbefe: When reporting the Bridgend deaths, many newspapers 
, volunteriiy'published conito details of charities that wo,rk'with people with 
suicidal feelings. This was widely welcomed as directing fic^e most at risk— 
especially \rtjlnerab)e young people—into the arms of tiose who could offer 

■ them most help.
s Republication of photographs: Each new deatii often prê pted reprinting 

of images of ofiere who had taken their own life, adding to families' distress. 
Sometimes it might be necessary, btheis not.

■ * Publicatfoiis of photographs without famlly consent: Using, pictures 
supplied by friends or from social nefeficirking sites, without the close fernii/s 
consent, can ĉ use unintentional disfress. .

T he Code goes to exceptional lengths to safeguard children by 
raising the thresholds on disclosure and defining tightly the 

circumstances in which press coverage would be iegitimate.
For the most part, this applies up to the age of 16 — but the 

requirement that they should be free from unnecessary intrusion at 
school provides a measure of protection into the sixth-lorm.

■

ij -fciinc peop/G shouid. be fr*e fc oonipieie iheiv time af scho-ol withou: 
-iii':f?&ce£.9srj/ intruslofi.

mustnotbe'mtervfewed or photographed on msues, ■■ ■
■ invoMno their own or another chile's welfare unless a custodlai parent or
\ Similarly ■msponsfdiepddit cons&n'M.i r-'
myPupifs mtist pothe appmached PrfpiotpgraphedMtPGhdpt witHoul'the 
', :V::', ; ,
:fy)MindM;mpstnotdepaidfQrmatedalJwdl¥ingiphd̂  ̂ -j--,

■pamnts’ddgpay0ansj0ffmatermidbddtiheir:C$lldten0̂ ^̂ ^

V) Editors must not use ihe fame, notoriety or position of a parent or
guardian as sole justificstiGn for pubiishmg details of a ohiid's private tife.

' A oubiic interest axempiiori may be avasiabis' ■ .

In the majority of cases, children under 16 cannot be approached at 
school, or photographed or intervie\Â  about ffielr own or another child's 
welfare, or offered payment unless consent is forthcoming from the 
suitable responsible authority, be it the parent, guardian, school, or other 
responsible adult.

The welfare of the child includes the effect publication might have. 
A complaint from an asylum seeker who had been gi\ren two homes 
to accommodate his 15 children was upheld after a newspaper 
intervievrad and identified some of them.

The PCC said the article was likely to provoke a strong reaction 
in readers, which might affect the children's welfare.

Questions of consent: The press has to establish which is the 
competent authority to grant consent in each case. A photograph 
taken of a boy on school property broke the rules even though his 
mother had apprô red it. The school authorities had not been asired.
‘dieoori Scf.POJ ■ Sî ccn a*?:/ ‘-shr-r̂ r Er.c-̂ zi 57.
20G21

Similariy, a newspaper's “informa!” approaches to pupils on their 
way to a school where there had been suicide attempts were ruled 
as a breach. 'B.'acr. ■' SbCiorCsrhe or. Suroay Fepon 4.3 '9sby 

When a Scottish weekly newspaper published a schoolgirl’s 
mobile phone video of unruly class-mates, the school complained 
that no exsnsent had been sought The newspaper claimed it was in
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It may be a cardinal rule that Justice should be seen to be done, but the PCG 
receives complaints about --.r.ur! r&u(.ri'̂ .c. The most common relate to;
■ Privacy: Complainants — often defendants — argue that the report of a 

case in which they were involved intruded on their privacy. The PCC 
upholds the right to publish fair, accurate and contemporaneous reports of 
proceedings and would act only if complainants could demonstrate a 
breach of this principle,
Inaccuracy: If any significant inaccuracy is demonstrated in a completed 
or current case, the PCC raises the complaint with the editor with the 
request that it be resolved by a printed correction Such complaints are 
usually resolved or disproved. - :
Lack of balance: Complainants suggest reports highlight the prosecution 
case, with inadequate space given to either the defence rase or an 
acquittal verdict. No complaint has been of sufficient gravity to warrant a 
PCC investigation.

the public interest to demonstrate poor supervision of the pupils, all 
of whom were over 16.

The PCC agreed it was legitimate to use the video material to 
spotlight classroom conditions — but It was not necessary to identify 
the pupils. It upheld the complaint against the weekly newspaper, 
but rejected complaints against two national tabloids that had used 
the material without identifying the students ,, Ĥfrni:,h

There was no question of parental consent when a topless 
photograph of a 14-year-o!d girl appeared in a lad’s magazine's 
gallery of mobile phone shots sent in by readers. The magazine’s 
defence that the girl looked older and that they believed her to be 
living with the person who submitted the picture, did not impress the 
PCG. It said the magazine had not taken adequate care to establish 
the provenance of the photograph or whether it was appropriate to 
publish it i'

A local newspaper fell into a similar trap when it publicised a 
charity event while relying solely on information from the fundraiser. 
It pictured a 16-year-old boy and a girl of 14, saying they were both 
seriously ill and that the girl suffered from a muscle-wasting disease.

But the girl’s mother said the paper had ignored her request to 
contact her prior to publication. In fact, her daughter was not 
seriously ill and was only giving moral support to the boy. who was 
her cousin. The PCC upheld her complaints of intrusion into a child’s 
privacy and inaccuracy /- .'6 . c - ' ? ‘'C

ImpUed consent: A father complained when Zoo magazine 
published, without consent, a photograph of him and his 10-year- 
oid daughter making offensive gestures on the terraces of Old 
Tratford following Chelsea’s defeat to Liverpool in the FA Cup. The 
father said the picture ridiculed his daughter and should ha\  ̂been 
pixi Hated.

www.edilorscocie.org.ijR

The PCC decided that while the father had not actively consented 
to the picture, he and his daughter were making anti-soda! gestures 
at a major sporting event in front of the mass media, it was not 
unreasonable to assume he was unconcerned about publication. 
Consent was therefore implied. The complaint was rejected. (Quigley

Payinent to chitdren: Even where consent is forthcoming, there 
could be pitfalls—especially if money is involved. The Code puts an 
obligation on the press not to make payments to minors — or their 
parents — unless it is clearly In the child’s interest.

Technically, this could mean that a payment to an unscrupulous or 
greedy parent, if it were demonstrably not in the child’s interest, 
would be a breach.

A story revealing that Euan Blair had applied for a place at Oxford 
University was also ruled to be an unnecessary intrusion, with no 
exceptional public interest. (Blair v Daily Telegraph: Report 5- 
T0Q2j.

But a national tabloid’s story about former Education Secretary 
Ruth Kelly sending one of her children to a private school for pupils 
with learning difficulties did pass the PCC’s public interest test.

In an attempt to concentrate on the legitimate public debate about 
a Minister removing her child from the state education system, the 
newspaper had named Ms Kelly but not revealed the name, sex or 
age of the child, nor identified his new school. The story was about 
the parents — one of whom had been responsible for national 
education policy— and not the child. The cx)mplaint was rejected. 
(Hsiiy V Daily Mirfor: Repori. 74, 2W7).

Children of the fainoys: The rules apply equally to children of 
parents from all walks of life. The rule that made it a breach for a 
15-year-old Accrington boy to be approached by a reporter atschool 
(Livesey v Accrington Observer and Times: Report 30, 1995 — see 
note in margin) was used to protect Princes William and Harry at 
Eton,

While the Princes are public figures in their own right — and 
therefore must expect appropriate publicity — the same is not true 
of the children of most other public figures, who are entitled to 
norma! levels of privacy.

The Code therefore stipulates that the celebrity or notoriety of the 
parent cannot be a so/e justification for publishing details of the 
private li\̂ s of children.

Tony and Cherie Blair complained about a story containing 
allegations that their daughter Kathryn was receiving special 
treatment by oblaining a place in an elite school. The PCC said there 
was no public interest in making Kathryn the centre of the story, 
particularty as no misdemeanour had been proved ''Blair iJsil rn 
Sanaa/ VR-:>9j

Sheltered lives: The extent to which parents keep children out of 
the limelight should also be taken into aexount. The PCC has said it 
is difficult to prated any individual once they begin to acquire a public 
profile in their own right.

The author J. K. Rowling had gone to great lengths to proted the 
privacy of her eight-year-old daughter, who was nonetheless pidured 
in a magazine while on a private beach on holiday The complaint 
was upheld because the unsolicited publicity would affed the child’s 
welfare and the pidure was published only because of the fame of 
her m o t h e r n g  . SK rf-agazi-'t PPO:,

Pictures which do not need consent: However, notal! pictures of 
children need consent — only those that involve the welfare of the 
child, or which are taken in a private place. The PCC has ruled that 
mere publication of a child’s image cannot breach the Code when it 
is taken in a public place and is unaccompanied by any private 
details or material that might embarrass or inconvenienite the child, 
which is particularly unlikely in the case of babies or very young 
children.

Aww org L.y’
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A magazine picture of a toddier in a pushchair in a public sb*eet 
was acceptable as it was an innocuous image, devoid of personal 
details other than a forename.  ̂ •

Court reports: The PCC has ruled that the privacy of children is an 
area where the Code’s consb̂ aints may be tighter than those 
imposed by taw. It upheld a complaint from a woman whose 
evidence in open court mentioning the mental health problems of 
her schoolboy son were reported m the local newspaper V ,m

However, the Commission did not believe any such constraints 
were appropriate when dealing with a Scottish tabloid’s story of a 
teenager convicted of taking his father’s powerful car without 
permission and driving it the wrong way down a one-way street in a 
residential area. Under Scottish law. even though the offence w0s 
committed when he was 15. the press was free to name the boy 
once he was 16.

His father, a prominent businessman, complained that this 
breached Clause 6 — which includes protection for children of the

Is the child under 16 or stUI at school? If so. ” i , applies.
Could the interview or photograph involve or affect a child's vsrelfare?
If so, consent will be needed. ,
Has consent been given by the appropriate responsible adult or 
school? ■ ■  ̂  ̂ '
Is a payment to either a child or pamnts/guardian In the chlld% 
Interest?
Is there a Justification for publication other than the fame etc of 
parents or guardians?
is there an exceptional public Interest in publication? No such defence 
has yet succeeded.

famous — and Clause 9. which covers innocent relafaves. But the 
PCC said the Code should not shield young people from publidty 
about their criminal or anti-social behaviour. It also ruled that the 
father was centra! to the story as it was his car that was used. So 
there was no breach of Clause 9 n(, < lo;- .5'' 'uvi r

ciacK V bBdtQ'rdi

Livesey v Accrington Observer and Times (Report 30. 1995 - 
see note in margin).

•  Cases 
adjudicated 
before 1996 
are available 
in hard-copy 
format from 
the PCC on 
application to 
Toma Milton, 
Information 
and Events 
Manager, on

A ll children in sex esses, including defendants, are protected 
from identification under the Code. An essential element is its 

insistence on a common formula to end ‘jigsaw identification’ — 
which can occur if media organisations observe in different ways 
the iaw intended to proted the anonymity of incest victims.

Although the law prohibits identification of any alleged victim of 
a sex offence, it leaves the method unspecified. In incest cases, 
the media is faced with a choice, it can describe the offence as

msmmmmemmm

under It who are ’/ictims or witnesses in esses involving stŝ- 
offences.

child-
il The cTtilci must nc-t be idendfied. 
ii) The adult may be iderdifted.
iHi The word “inoeBC’ must net be used where a ohiid victim might be. 

hr) Care must fee taken that nothing in the report implies ttie 

‘ A public interest exemption may oe svsiiable' .

incest, but not name the defendant, or name the defendant — but 
omit the exact nature of the offence.

Until the formula was harmonised under the Code — and 
adopted by broadcast media organisations — there was a nsk that 
both approaches were used, equally validly, with the result that 
when two accounts were read together the victim could be 
identified.

The Code effectively removed the choice by opting for the 
approach largely taken by the regional press, which meant the 
defendant was named — and, if guilty, shamed — but a!! 
references to incest were omitted, which meant victims were not
identified.

It is vital to the working of the arrangement that nothing is said 
in the report which might imply the family relationship between 
the defendant and the child victim.

While this clause is used principally to protect victims, it applies 
equally to young defendants, in 1996, the Commission warned 
that reports in a number of newspapers about a 15-year-old boy 
accused of sexual assault had. without naming him, given 
sufficient details to identify him in breach of the Code.

Exceptional public interest: As always in cases affecting 
children, the public interest would need to be exceptional to justify 
identification- However, there are instances where the names of 
children who have been involved in sex cases, or are technical

V/ A', fc Ci: t O 5 S C C C ft, a r g i:f
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victims under the law. are put into the public domain lawfully and 
the public interest justification is included in the Code to cover 
these.

If. for example, a court ordered that the legal ban on naming a 
child defendant convicted of a sex offence could — because of 
the extreme seriousness of the offence — be lifted, then it would 
be legitimately in the public domain and there would be a public 
interest in publication.

Aiso, there have been occasions where technical victims of a 
sexual offence, such as under-age mothers in a consensual 
relationship, have put themselves into the public domain, to 
discuss their problems with the approval of their parents or 
guardians. This has happened in stones concerning teenage 
pregnancies, abortions and parenthood where examples of cases 
can assist in developing public policy.

P f l

Legitimate Identification*. In one Northern town identified as 
having Europe's highest incidence of under-age mothers, several 
girls told their stories to national newspapers — some in return for 
payment — with parental consent. No complaints were received 
by the PCC.

If the identification in these circumstances met with the Code’s 
other restrictions — such as being approved by parents and, if 
payment was involved, being clearly in the child’s interest — then 
It would be legitimate.

® Cases 
adjudicated 
before 1996 
are avatiabie 
in hard-copy 
format from 
the PCC on 
application to 
Toma Milton, 
Information 
and Events 
Manager, on

A man v News of the World (Report 34. 1996 — see note in 
margin).

Could the report lead to the Identlhcatlpn of a child In 
the case, Including a defendant?

itarscode.org.uk

1} JoumaUsts must id&nWy ihemsetv&s and obtain permission from a 
responsible execiitlve before entering non-pubUc areas of hospitals 
or similar institutions to pursue enquiries.

Is) The restrictions on intruding into privacy are particularly relevant to 
enquiries about individuals in hospitals or similar institutions.

A public interest exemption may be available: =

T he Code is at its strictest when protecting vulnerable groups.
and never more so than when dealing with patients in hospital 

or similar institutions. The clause on hospitals is rigorously enforced 
and the PCC has warned that it will take a harsh view of any 
unnecessary intrusion into the privacy of those who are ill. This 
tough line has rasulted in very few breaches.

The requirement on journalists to identify themselves and obtain 
permission from a responsible executive to enter non-public areas 
applies to all editorial staff, Including photographers. Both the 
identification and the permission need to be clearly established.

A journalist, who attended a London hospital after the Canary 
Wharf terrorist bomb attack, photographed an injured victim in the 
company of relatives who he thought had obtained permission from

hospital staff. The PCC ruled that while he acted in good faith and 
that coverage of a terror Incident included victims, the patient’s weii- 
being was paramount, it was not enough for the journalist to assume 
his identity was known or to reiy on the comment of an individual 
who was clearly not a responsible executive. The complaint was 
upheld, "j cf, ' - f'' , r ' ?

As this clause covers the news-gathering process, a breach can 
ocojr even if nothing Is published as a result.

In 2002. a reporter who went to the hospital bedside of the victim 
of a car accident, without identifying himself to the relevant 
authorities, was quickly sacked by his newspaper, which recognised 
that the Code had been braached. Although the editor apologised to 
the complainant and no story was published, the newspaper was 
rebuked for a senous breach of the Code
:-5zertK. -

Non-pui)iiC areas: In most cases, what constitutes a non-public 
area would be clear and would certainly include areas where 
patients were receiving treatment. But what if the hospital itself is 
not open to the public?

A private hospital, which the singer Pete Doherty had been 
ordered by a court to attend, complained that a reporter broke the 
rules by going into the grounds and reporting to the reception desk, 
which was a non-public area.

But the PCC ruled that as the security gate was unmanned, and
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The PCC has warned that terms used to describe patients detained under 
Mental Health Act of 1983 are frequently wrong and could breach the Code's 
rules on accuracy {r  ̂ '.) or discrimination ( in a ''ri'Car cc 
tJcic, the Commission issued clarifications to be borne in mind by editors 
when running stories about people detained under the Act

They are detained in hospitals — no! prisons. The terms ■jail", “cell" or 
“cage" would be inaccurate, said the PCC.
Most have not appeared before the courts; Eight out of ten such 
patients ate detained because mental health professlonais decided they 
needed hospital care.
Those who are detained following conviction have also been found to
be in need of treatment and have the same rights under the Patleote' 
Charter as other NHS users.
High Security establishments such as Rampton and Broadmoor provide 
care and treatment. Nurses, not prison officers, staff them.
The Commission also raised concerns about terms such as “nuttet" and 
"basket case" to describe people who are mentally ill — whether detained 
or not This could create a climate of fear or rejection, and cause distress 
to patients and their families, by interfering with their care and treatment.

the reporter had not attempted to speak to anyone other than the 
receptionist, and had not concealed her Identity, visiting the reception 
area was not a breach of the Code.

However, it noted with approval that the hospital had amended its 
security procedures — and that the newspaper had accepted that 
the preferred approach would have been by telephone.. I ' ;f; . tj.M 
Mi- M-iC.n -'-V MiM)

Similar institutions: The PCC has held that, in the spirit of the 
Code, the vulnerability of the patient or individual should be taken 
into account when deciding what constitutes a similar institution. 
When Countess Spencer was photographed at a clinic, where she 
was receiving treatment for health problems. It was seen as a clear 
breach (Spencerv News of the World: Report 29,1995—see note 
in margin).

But the Commission has ruled that a residential home for the 
elderly could also be a similar institution, if a number of residents 
needed medical supervision. It urged journalists to think hard before 
approaching people in such establishments, especially if their state 
of health made them vulnerable.-.r ---r r

The public Interest: While newspapers should always proceed with 
caution, there are cases where otherwise proscnbed action can be 
justified in the public interest. In 2001 the parents of a comatose 
woman brain-damaged by domestic violence desperately wanted 
publicity to expose what they saw as the inadequate sentence on 
the attacker. They invited a cameraman to accompany them on a 
hospital visit to photograph the pitiful plight of the victim.

The NHS Trust complained that the photographer had not sought 
permission from a responsible executive. However the PCC ruled 
that it was in the public interest that the parents should be able to 
demonstrate their disgust at the leniency of the sentence — and that 
readers might not have been able to appreciate the gravity of the

•  Cases 
adjudicated 
before 1996 
are available 
in hard-copy 
format from 
the PCC on 
application to 
Toma Milton, 
Information 
and Events 
Manager, on

There is a strong obligstlon on editors under the Code to co-operate 
swiftly with the PCC in trying to resolve complaints.

It is one of the Commisslorr’s targets to reach rulings in 35 days, and 
currently — with the co-operation of editors — it averages 34 days.

In practice, this means replying to the PCC’s initial request for a 
response to the complainl within seven days and then reacting promptly 
to any new PCC questions or suggestions of a remedy to the dispute.

Failure to act promptly can aggravate the problem. One newspaper, 
which repeatedly failed to reply to a reader who complained that a table 
in a report on currency values was flawed, slinllarly tost letters from the 
PCC.

In view of the pattern of lapses, the case want to adjudication, where 
the PCC found the paper to be in breach of its obligation to co-operate 
swiftly with the resolution of complaints. .

In other cases, newspapers and roagaames — while denying a 
eomplaiirt — have simply failed to provide any evidence to support their 
case. The PCC has then upheld the complaint by default — usually 
taking the opportunity to remind to all editors of their responsibilities 
under the Code.

situation had the picture not been published '  ■ -
NHS Trust v Tr

The clause also requires that in making inquiries from hospitals 
and similar institutions editors need to be mindful of the general 
restrictions on privacy, which include specific reference to health 
matters.

Spencerv News of the World {Report 29,1995 
margin).

— see note In

54,

Were editorial staff in a non-public area?
Did they identify themselves to a responsible 
executive? The term executive was introduced to ensure 
appropriate seniority.
Was there a public interest in publication?

®  Cases 
adjudicated 
before 1996 
are available 
in hard-copy 
format from 
the PCC on 
application to 
Toma Milton, 
information 
and Events 
Manager, on
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T his clause is designed to protect the innocent from being caught 
unnecessarily m the publicity spotlight focused on the guilty 

Relatives or friends should not normally be named unless they are 
genuinely relevant to the story—or there is reason to publish in the 
public interest. Child witnesses or victims of crime need special 
consideration.

Complaints usually hinge on genuine relevance to the story or 
whether there is a public interest in them being mentioned or whether 
identification is gratuitous.

The PCC has taken a commonsense line. If a relationship were 
well known and established in the public domain, then it would be 
perverse to expect editors to omit reference to it.

Similarly if a parent, for example, publicly accompanied the

accused person to court or made public stetements on the case, that 
would add genuine relevance.

Tone and proportion; However, the Commission would also take 
account of the tone of the article — how much the story focused on 
the relationship — and whether that was relevant or in the public 
interest.

A complaint from a councillor, named in a report when his son was 
arrested for bootlegging, was rejected. The PCC decided the simple 
factual identification of an important community figure did not breach 
the Code. ^ ‘'C £ . r.-.r t :rrs- 'r-r-, :,c;

Likewise, Mrs Ann Gloag, widely known as the owner of a 
Scottish castle, objected when she was named in stones reporting 
her son-in-law’s arrest for allegedly assaulting her daughter. But the 
daughter lived at the -rastle — and the accused husband had been 
banned from it as part of the bail conditions.

The PCC said Mrs Gioag’s relevance to the story had been 
established fay her ownership of the castle named in the court 
papers. Being related to the accused did not give her rights to 
anonymity that would otherwise not exist. ' -r -j; -'t, --

The panel 
colour code

^  Whalthe 
Code says

Key 
questons 
editors need 
to ask 
tnemsetves 
when Code 
issues arise

_ Briefings 
on specific 
areas where 
the Code

But another case, where a front-page report named and pictured 
a councillor whose son was accused of a serious drink-driving 
offence, was upheld. While the PCC accepted there was a public 
interest in naming the councillor, because of her local prominence 
and the fact that she had attended court with her son. It ruled that no

vw.editorscode.org.iik

Old i l̂allves or friends consent to Identification? Consent might be 
implied by being publicly involved or pictured with the defendant.. ,
Are they genulneiy relevant to the stoiy? Do they have a role, either in the 
case, or through a close involvement with the defendant? Could they be 
personally or professionally affected by the case or its outcome?
Is mention in the public interest? Is the relationship,in the public domain.
could the case affect the public life of the relative or friend?
ts the focus proportionate to the involvement of relative or friend?
Has sufficient care been taken to protect vulnerable children?

public interest had been served by the story being focused so
predominantly on her. ■■LSty ■ 'c ■:

Protecting children’s welfare: The special protection given to 
children in sub-clause 911 is a continuation of the spirit of the Clause 
6 provisions and amounts to a duty of ĉ re aimed at preventing them 
from becoming further damaged, or their welfare affected, by their 
innocent involvement as witnesses or victims of crime.

A local newspaper, which named a 12-year-old witness to an 
attempted kidnap, breached the Code—even though it believed the 
girl’s mother had authorised the disclosure. The mother said she had 
not realised that the reporter's telephone call was an interview or 
what vrauld be published. The PCC ruled that the newspaper had 
not paid sufficient regard to the girl’s wlnerability. Et>rAhuurnt 

5$i/50

Legal freedom: The Code is clear {911) that this alone should not 
affect the right to report legal proceedings. Hovi®vê  in cases 
involving the identification of children or victims of sex cnmes, the 
Code’s requirements may be sfifferthan those in law. iSee Clause 
6. Ohiiclren and Clause il. Vfcumsô  Sexus-i Assault;

K-vw-feri Icrsrccafc 7 1
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C onsideration of the public interest, a core theme through much 
of the Code, is seldom more important than here. There is often 

a fine line to be drawn at the point where genuine investigative 
journalism ceases and intrusive reporting begins. The public interest 
is crucial in judging whetherthe ends justify the means and deciding 
whether undercxiver vsras merely underhand.

The speed of technological innovation puls this area constently 
into the public spotlight, with concerns over the misuse of pnvate 
data and the use of inquiry agents or others to circumvent the Code 
— and the law

The Code Committee has been quick to react, with the 
introduction of new measures to prevent abuse. They include wide 
ranging curbs on intrusive activity unless it can be demonstrated to 
be in the wider public interest. They cover;
* Hacking into digitally-held private inkirmation;
 ̂ The use of hidden cameras;

» Interception of mobile phones, text messages and emails;
* Bugging or electronic eavesdropping;
* The use of agents or intermediaries to obtain material in̂ nded 

k)r publication.
Additionally, the PCC and ibe newspaper and magazine industry 

have launched their own initiatives to ensure that both the Code and 
the law — such as the Data Protection Act and the Regulation of 
Investigatory Powers Act — are properly observed Je .- )ne' '■l

‘f •• ■ .1;.' v ••• •.

mpiion may l:

Seeking or finding? The Code’s rules apply to pre-publication news 
gathering as much as to publication itself. It would be a breach 
simply to seek material that was against the Code, or to engage in 
misrepresentation or subterfuge — even if nothing was published 
as a result — unless there was a reasonable expectation that some 
legitimate public interest would be served.

However, there is a distinction to be made between information 
which a newspaper or magazine has sought or obtained itself, or 
has commissioned, and that which comes unsolicited — via a leak 
or from a whistleblower, perhaps. The newspaper might not know

WWW, editorscoiSe.©rg.uk

the provenance of documents obtained in this way but could still be 
justified in publishing.

Public interest or fishing expedition? The PCC has consistently 
ruled that journalistic fishing expeditions — where, for example, 
hidden cameras or clandestine listening devices are used simply on 
the off-chance of discovering some \wrong-doing — are not sufficient 
justification. There should be reasonable grounds for the inquiry.

The PCC censured a newspaper which put a witer into a London 
primary school for a week, posing as a would-be teacher, and ran the 
story of his experiences, including the shortcomings of the 
educational system. The newspaper’s claim of a public interest 
justification failed because the school had been chosen at random. 
The exercise was condemned as a fishing expedition. (Munro v

In tile same way. a complaint that a Sunday newspaper’s 
undercover reporters filmed guests at a private party for people 
working on the TV soap Emmerdale was upheld after the PCC 
roundly rejected the newspaper’s explanation that the journalists 
might have discovered people behaving in a way which would have 
justified publication in the public interest- That would have given 
newspapers carte blanche to intrude on any private gathering of 
high profile figures, said the Commission V*" ’/d

But the same newspaper did not make the same mistake when it 
investigated controversial lifestyle advisor Carole Caplin. This time 
It was acting on information that she vi®s using her relationship with 
Tony and Chene Blair to promote her business. Its reporters, posing 
as clients, recorded fyis Caplin speaking about the Blairs’ pnvate life, 
thus justifying the subterfuge.

Both the story and a picture taken secretly to authenticate it 
focused on Ms Caplin’s professional, rather than personal, life and 
opinions, which the PCC ruled was justified in the public interest. 
Had the picture involved some gratuitous humiliation or intruded into

her pnvate life, it might ha\« been very different. (Csplin v News of 
the 'WoriG: Report 72, 2005).

So the existence of a public interest in a story does not 
automa&r̂ lly justify the indisaiminaie use of clandestine methods, 
ft has to be appropriate and proportionate to the public interest 
served.

There was obvious public interest in a story that a supermarket 
worker convicted of possessing pornographic images of children 
was making deliveries to a nursery school kitchen. But while a 
photograph of tiie man at the nursery was legitimate, secretly filmed 
footage of him at the supermarket shown on a tabloid nevi/spaper's 
website was not.

The PCC upheld a complaint by the man's mother that the 
clandestine filming had breached the Code. The public interest 
element of the story related only to the nursery deliveries. There 
was no dispute that he worked at the supermarket, and the footage 
was not necessary to prove It ’ 'n^r -u "C'_' "

Identification: Even if subterfuge is not used, failure to identify 
oneself as a journalist could amount to misrepresentation. Avi/oman 
reporter who visited Gil! Faldo’s home while she was out, did not 
reveal herself as a journalist and was let In by a housekeeper who 
spoke freely about Mrs Faldo.

The PCC ruled that the reporter had allowed a misleading 
impression to develop and obtained information from the 
housekeeper as a result, ‘̂-aioo .'"'hhhjo RepootlS

The use of freelance journaiiste or agents does not minimise any 
breach. A freelance reporter, approaching a victim of a fraudster 
who duped women with offers of marriage, posed as a frue life 
feature writerforvifiDmen’s magazines, in fact, he sold the story to a 
Sunday tabloid, which — while accepting it in good faith — became 
responsible for a series of breaches under the Code.

The Commission said there was no public interest defence for the
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deception and reminded editors that they must take care to ensure 
that contributors’ material has been obtained in compliance with the 
Code ir̂i''L4e ’/UhiM Of Rkp > f Pt r-irj4y

Unaulhorlsed removal: A weekly newspaper reporter used a false 
identity to join a community website and download a picture of a 
policeman charged with possessing indecent Images of children. 
The policeman complained that this was unauthorised removal of a 
photograph, obtained by subterfuge. He also claimed the 
newspaper's reporting and publication of his address had distressed 
his mother — with whom he lived — thus in̂ uding into shock, in 
breach of ciaf/Rg fe.

However, the PCC decided that downloading a picture that could 
be accessed simply by logging on to a public vyebsite did not amount 
to removal, and the relatively minor subterftjge used was Justified in 
the public interest.

The Commission sympathised with the mother but said her 
vulnerability did not entitle her son to greater privacy than might be 
expected by others accused of a serious offence

To joke or not to Joke: The Code says misrepresentation and 
subterfuge can genera///only be justified in the public interest, which 
leaves room for exceptions. This is designed to allow for harmless 
journalistic spoofs — such as April Fool stones — intended to amuse 
rather than mislead.

But when a tabloid ran a stunt ‘signed confession’ on Page One 
suggesting that Stan Collymore had admitted lying about being 
attacked by rugby players, the soccer star did not find it funny While 
the inside page story made clear that he thought he was signing an 
autograph, rather than a confession invented by the paper, the front 
page was entirely misleading.

The PCC ruled that employing subterfuge to obtein a material that 
was used in a misleading way could not be in the public interest and

breached the Code. ‘OLtl̂ nû s v Tĥ' f<hpcn
Humour misfired again when a Journalist rang companies asking 

if any of them would pay a retainer in return for favourable publicity, 
in order to run a light-hearted piece on their responses. The 
subsequent article said that a Railtrack spokeswoman had sounded 
shocked, but agreed to get back to the Journalist.

The PCC upheld the complaint — ruling that, while humorous, 
the article might have left the impression that Railtrack had not 
entirely rejected the proposal. The press office had been misled and 
there was no public interest in doing so =

Back door, or front: Another test is whether undercover methods 
are actually necessary, or whether the material could be obtained 
via the front door rather than the back. The Code is clear that 
generally subterfuge or misrepresenfotion should be used only wfoen 
information m the public interest cannot be obtained by other means.

When a Sunday broadsheet ran a story that a Saudi-owned 
company printed the British National Party’s publication Voice of 
Freedom, the firm complained that the newspaper’s use of an 
undercover reporter posing as a potential client to confirm the 
information was unnecessary. The firm said that — when later 
approached formally — it had openly acknowledged the 
arrangement.

The PCC rejected the complaint. It said the degree of subterfuge 
wras minor; the information was commercial and not private, and this 
was not a fishing expedition, but following up specific information 
about the company. The potential commercial embarrassment 
involved supported the newspaper’s view that the firm would not 
have volunteered the information. ~ r, '

However, another Sunday newspaper’s use of subterfuge to get 
a story about a gun expert was rejected because the PCC decided 
that the informatbn could have been obtained by dired means: the

www,ed?ic.rsGode,0rg,uk

complainant had already been interviewed by a Journalist on a 
related subject. (A man v The Observer: Report 44. 7998).

KEY RULtMOS
« Munrc v Evening Standard (Report 6.4, 2001}
« Ryie V News or the. World (Repcrf, 53, 2001).
® Caplin V News of the World (Reporl 72, 2005). ■
® A woman v The Sun (Report 77, 2006),
® Faldo V The Sun (Report 53., 2001). 
s Nofoie V News of the World (Report 65, 2004)- 
« Breiherick v County Tlmss (Reporl 76, 200?],
® CG!!yfT5ore v The Sun (Report 68, 2004).
* Raillrack pic v The independent (Report 67, 2QG2),

orl 74, 2005).
® A man y The Observer (f̂ eport 44 1998).

Did the publication seek to obtain or publish the material? Genuinely 
unsolicited material may not be affected.
If the publication used undercover methods was there reason to 
believe it was in the public interest? Fishing expeditions don't count. 
Was the clandestine activity related directly to the public Interest? 
Could the material have been obtained by other means?
Were agents or intemiedlaries used to acquire confidential ' 
information not in the public Interest, without consent? If so it would 
breach both the Code and the law.

Am/w.&d'lof&ucoe f-io on 73
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Investigative reporting in the public interest is in the very best 
tradition of British journalism. However, uncovering information that the 
public ought to know but others wish to remain secret is not easy It

, sometimes.reguires the use of techniguss. that might olherwise be 
intrusive, or even illegal.

For that reason, the proper use of subterfuge and clandestine devices 
has always been lightly defined by the Code of Practice, which stresses 
the need for an appropriate public interest exemption for such activities.

increasingly, the law covers these areas too. but it does not always 
offer the same public interest defences for journalists. And. while the 
Code assumes that compliance with the law would normally be required 
to uphold the highest standards of journalism, it is essential that 
journalists working in these areas are fully aware of both their legal and 
ethical obiigatiorts; ■ ' -  ^

Two entirely separate developments underlined the dangers. First, the 
Information Commissioner suggested that journalists, or their agents, 
were routinely ‘blagging’ private information in breach of section 55 of the 
Data Protection Act. Then a reporter and an inquiry agent were convicted 
— under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 — of hacking 
into royal telephones.

As a result, the Code Committee, the PCC and the press industry 
collectively acted to improve training and tighten procedures in these

The Code,was amended to cover, specifically, hacking into.digitally-held 
private information, and the use of agents to obtain private materia! by 
subterfuge. It means that without a public interest justification, the use by 
journaiists — or their agents or intermediaries — of hidderr cameras or 
bugging devices: computer hacking or of interception of mobile phones,

text messages or emails would all risk causing a breach of the Code.

The PCC introduced comprehensive v-u-dGir er' on the use of subterHige 
and newsgathering. The Commission, in a survey following the royal 
phone bugging case, found no inadequacy inthe Code of Practice, but 
made a series of recommendations of good practice. They included: 

Strengthening contractual obligations to follow both the Code and Data 
Protection Act;

# impraving internal training; and
Introducing rigorous audit controls for cash payments, where these 
were unavoidable.

Industry bodies produced a Guidance Note specifically aimed at raising 
awareness among Britein’s journalists of the importance of operating in 
compliance with section 55 of the Data Protection Act. ■''s ?„ 
This answers the key questions lacing members of the press:
? What does the Act do?
* What happens if I breach the Act?  ̂  ̂ .
« Are there any journalistic exemptions or defences?
® What should I do if i am unsure about my actions?

At the same time, the PCC — which in 2005 produced for
journalists on the Data Protection Act — stepped up its work on training 
journalists in the use of undercover newsgathering methods.
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The use of personal information about people stored on computer, or in 
some manual files, Is regulated by the Data Protection Act 1998. As a 
Journalisrs jobcan often be about using such Information it is vital that you 
are aware of the problems the DPA presents. Knowing about the Ad, and in 
particular section 55 of that Act, which is to have an enhanced public Interest 
defence following discussion between media tepresenfatives and toe 
Ministry of Justice, is important because breaches of It can lead to 
prosecution in the Crown Court, a criminal record and the imposition of a 
heavy fine. The Q+As In this note are designed to tell you a little more.
Please make sure you read it.

What does the Art do?
it provides legal controls over the collertion, use and disclosure of personal 
data, mostly held eleotoonioally. It gives rights to an individual about whom 
information is stored. And it imposes legal obligations on a person or 
organisation looking after toe data — known in the Act as the “date 
controller,”

The Act prohibits the obtaining or disclosure of personal data without the 
consent of the data controller—a piaotice often known as '‘blagging". Ffor 
example, it could be an offence to deceive an organisation into providing you 
with personal details about an individual taken tom its computer records — 
such as sx̂ ilractory phone numbers — that they would not otherwise agree 
to supply. It eouid also be an offence to ask private investigators to do it for 
you, if you knew toaf they were going to obtain it by deception or other 
unlawful means.

You could also be breaching other laws, both o-imlnal and civil, as well as 
the Editor’s Code upheld by the Press Complaints Commission.

What happens if I breacto die Act? . .. .
The information Commissioner can tate enforcsment action, including 
criminal prosecution. Conviction is punishable by a flne, “Blagging” personal 
information and phone numbers from BT, account details from banks, and

income tax information from HMRC have already led to criminal convictions.

I sometimes need to get such personal fnformatfoi!. In the Act are there 
any exemptions .or defenses for Journaiists from the criminal offences 
of unlawfully obtaining and disclosing infortnation?
In particular reference to section 55, the Ad recognises the importance of 
Journalism and provides some special exemptions and defences to avoid 
conviction. But these ate very limited. To escape breaching the Acts unlawful 
obfaining and disclosing offenras you would, for Instance, have to prove your 
actions were in the Interests of national security, were preventing or detecting 
a crime, or were in the public interest In the particuiar oiroumstances.

When In force, the new defence will also protect you if you can show that 
you acted for journalistic, literary or artiste purposes, and In the reasonable 
belief that in the particular oiroumstences your action vras justified as being 
in the public interest.

You would also avoid oonvlotion if you raruld show that you were acting in 
accordance with the law or a court order or in the reasonable belief that the 
data controller would have consented in toe circumstancss had he/she 
known, or was legally entitled to act as he/she did.

The Act sounds very wide ranging. What should I do if I am unsure 
afsout ray own actions? ’ ' . '
The Art is complicated. If you are In any doubt about whether something you 
are intending to do involving personal data breaches the Art. you must 
consult your in-house lawyers and a senior editor for advice. Failure to do this 
before you art could put you and your employer at risk of proseoufcn or 
other legal acflon,

HowdoI.StidoutiBore?  ̂  ̂ ■ . . r . .
You can find out more Information from the Information Commissioner's 
vsrebsite «iwi:cc,go'.‘.uF.. Also use the link to the PCCs guidance note for 
editors on ‘The Date Protection Art. journalism and the Code’.

httvw.earioracodf org uN 74
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P reservation of the anonymity of victims of sexual assault is 
regarded as paramount under the Code and this clause is not 

subject to the defence that publication is in the public interest.
There are cases where a victim may waive his or her anonymity or 

where identification has been permitted by the courts, and the Code 
provides for these. But the PCC has made clear that it is unlikely to 
recognise the legitimacy of any other claims that the identity of a sex 
victim IS already in the public domain.

Breaches are uncommon and almost always inad\̂ rtent. They fall 
into two main categories:
® Those caused by poor training, carelessness — or both; and 
® Those resulting from the inclusion of some seemingly innocuous 

detail.

Lack of training can lead to the most blatant breaches. A woman 
victim of an office sex pest was distressed and embarrassed when 
a local newspaper report of the man’s conviction broke ail the rules 
and included her name, employment details and sexually explicit

evidence. The editor, also deeply embarrassed, apologised swiftly. 
Because of staff holidays, an inexperienced reporter had prepared 
the story and sub-editors had missed the error. But apologies and 
promises to tighten up procedures were not enough. The PCC 
censured the newspaper for a breach so serious that any remedial 
action would have been inadequate /

Even when newspapers fellow the fundamenta! rules about not 
naming sex assault victims without consent, risks anse if they are 
identifiable by some detail In the story.

For that reason the PCC has warned of the onerous burden this 
puts on editors and insists on ‘scrupulous construction’ of stones about 
sex oimes to ensure stnrt adherence to the Code.

Beware of the evidence: Assessing likelihood of identification is a 
potential minefield when reporting both the original crime and any 
subsequent trial. Details apparently insignificant to an outsider could 
be revealing to people living in a local community, who might 
otherwise not make the connection.

A report of a rape, which gave details of the victim’s age, her 
health record and specific details of the attack, as wel! as the town 
where the offence occurred, was ruled by the PCC to have been 
likeiy to identify her. i ' - 1 1,..

Adequate justification: As there is no public interest defence, it is

www.editorsccjde.org.uk

difficult to establish adequate justification unless a court lifts the 
automatic ban on identification of the victim, in the interests of 
justice, or the victim waives their rights to anonymity.

Even where they do — perhaps to warn others of dangers — that 
cannot necessarily be taken as permitting continuing publicity unless 
the victim maintains consent.

in those rare cases where courts permit the naming of sex 
victims, there are usually substantial grounds for doing so and these 
would constitute adequate justification under the Code.

have appeared insignificant, “it was a superfluous but specific detaii 
which could have been sufficient to identify her, or confirm the 
suspicions of those who already knew something about the case.” 
The editor could have taken greater care by omitting the reference. 
The complaint, and corresponding breaches m Clause 5 (Intrusion 
into Grief or Shock) and Clause 6 (Children), were upheld, ia

Legal freedom to publish may appear relatively easy to establish, 
but it is not alvî ys enough under the Code, which applies in the spirit 
as well as the letter

The PCC upheld a complaint against a newspaper whose report 
of a rape trial referred to evidence of what the victim was wearing 
at the time of the attack and to her hobby.

The combination of details was sufficient to identify her to local 
residents and — even though the evidence had been given in open 
court—the PCC held that the Code bound editors to rules over and 
above those stipulated by law and that anonymity should have been 
preserved - 1/'-^- 1  ̂ -<■'

in a similar case — involving an assault on an under-age girl — 
a weekly nevs^papers court report reference to the victim’s visible 
injury was sufficient to cause a breach, even though no third party 
had actually identified her

The Commission ruled that while the mention of the injury might

is the rnaterisi published flkety tc contribLite to identificaiion? 
is there adequate Jusllflcatton?
is It legal to pubfish — and Is that enough under the Code?
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T he aim of Clause 12 is to protect individuals from 
discriminatory coverage and no public interest defence is 

available. However, the Code does not cover generalised remarks 
about groups or categories of people, which would involve 
subjective views, often based on political correctness or taste, and 
be difficult to adjudicate upon without infringing the freedom of 
expression of others.

As always, the Code is striking a balance between the rights of 
the public to freedom of speech and the rights of the individual — in 
this case not to face personal discriminatory abuse Freedom of 
expression must embrace the right to hold views that others might 
find distasteful and sometimes offensive.

The Code Committee’s approach has always been that, in a free

society with a diverse press. subjecti\« issues of taste and decency 
should be a matter for editors' discretion. And with newspapers and 
magazines constantly answerable in the court of public opinion, 
there is ample evidence that editors exercise that discretion on a 
daily basis.

For example, although British newspapers and magazines were 
free under the Code to publish the controversial Danish cartoons of 
the Prophet Mohammed, none chose to do so. It was the exercise of 
discretionary editorial judgment.

By the same standard, a national newspaper columnist was free 
to suggest, wrily, that piano wire should be stmng across country 
lanes to decapitate cyclists, His comments caused widespread 
outrage, but did not breach the Code because they were not aimed 
at any named individuals. However, feced with the wrath of hundreds 
of readers, the writer voluntarily apologised for any unintended 
offence caused.

The PCC has always upheld the press’s right to make robust, 
generalised remarks, when clearly presented as comment, in the 
name of free speech.

However, the same does not apply to pejorative or prejudicial 
attacks directed at named individuals. So when a lad’s mag 
published a sticker poking fun at the disabled son of Katie Price — 
the glamour mode! Jordan — the PCC received 143 complaints, 
including from Ms Price and her husband. Peter Andre. The issue
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The PCC has issued cautionary advice to the press stressing the importance 
of not allowing patriotic fervour to get out of hand when covering high pmfi!e 
international sporting events.

After widespread criticism of press coverage of the Euro 96 soccer 
tournament — where the England v Germany match had been represented as 
a re-run of World War Two — Lord Wakeham, then PCC chairman, sounded a 
warning ahead of the 1998 Soccer Worid Cup.

The press had a responsibility not to encourage British sports fans to 
behave in a disorderly manner, he said. This covered not just comment about 
other nations’ competitors, but also practical advice about how tons should 
participate in. or seek to attend, ê rents.

It was part of the press’s role to reflect robustly and in partisan fashion the 
nation’s support for British sportsmen and women representing their counfry, 
but they should do nothing to -
» incite violence, disorder or other unlawful behaviour, or to -  
® Foster xenophobia that could contribute directly to such incitement.
Lord Wakeham’s warning has been widely aedited with the toning down of 
coverage since then and avoiding repetitions of the sort of jingoistic 
journalism which had been a feature of international events before 1998.

was swiftly resolved when the magazine published an apology online 
and in the magazine and made a donation to charity. (Frice and 
Andre y Heat magazine: Report 76, 2007)

JndMdyals ©oly: One of the strengths of the Code is the 
protection that it gives specifically to personally affected 
individuals. But inevitably that means that some third party, 
complaints cannot succeed. The PCC wil! not proceed with a third- 
party complaint without the subject’s consent.

Although the Code does not cover complaints about groups of 
people, where the main objection is often against the tenor of 
reporting, the PCC sometimes addresses these wider issues via 
rulings on individual cases and guidance notes.

it has made clear that even If there may be no claim under the 
discrimination clauses, there may be a case under other sections of 
the Code, such as Accuracy — if statements are incorrect or 
comment is passed off as fact.

Its guidance note on asylum seekers, for example, S> >e 1 ',c 
Psy'u,r eit suggested it was inaccurate to describe 

people as illegal asylum seekers. They could not be illegal unless 
they had been refused asylum — which, by definition, asylum 
seekers had not. It has suggested some stones risked breaching 
the Code’s privacy rules, and publication in other cases could 
involve a threat to children’s welfare.

The Commission has also warned against the gratuitous use of 
insensitive language — such as referring to mental health parents 
■See EneOng pane: R.eraa- hethh, as basket-cases, nutters or 
psychos — which could be discriminatory or inaccurate.

Prejudicial or pejorative: Not all references to an individual’s race, 
colour, religion, gender, sexual orientation, or to any physical or 
mental illness or disability, need to be avoided under the Code. To 
be in breach of sub-clause 12i, they must not only be prejudidai or 
pejorative— but also in a discriminatory manner.
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is the reterence to an Individuai? This wouid normally mean a named or 
readily identifiable person.
is the refereiice preiHiilcisi or pejorative in a discriiiY.inatory way? Sub
clause 12i.
Is the reference genuinely relevant? Sub-Ciause 12ii. . , "

reassignment were included in the categories offered protection from 
prejudicial or pejorative references.

The Code Committee decided against a change to the 
accompanying subclause 12ii — which covers publication of 
discriminatory details that aren’t relevant to a story—because trans 
individuals, having suffered from gender dysphoria, would be 
protected under existing rules covering physical illness.

For example, a satirical cartoon depicting Israeli premier Ariel 
Sharon eating a baby — while undeniably pejorative —was cleared 
by the PCC of being racist as it referred to him in his capacity as a 
head of government, rather than as a Jew  ̂ Thf

Genuine relevance: In sub-clause 12ii, the restriction relates only 
to details of race, colour, religion, sexual orientation, or physical or 
mental illness or disability, which are not genuinely relevant to the 
story It does not cover the Individual’s sex. mention of which is not 
iteeif disCTiminatory

The PCC has held that it was relevant to mention, factually and 
non-pejorafix̂ ly, the sexuality of a pregnant lesbian in the context of 
a story that included comparisons with parenting by other same-sex 
couples. 'j. - v'  j rc-i v

it was, however, not relevant to give details of religion in an 
interview with a tie-manufacturer, especially in terms which might 
have appeared pejorative.

')■
3,,310n y The independenf (Report 62, 2003).
BBC £tootiand v Scottisht4ews of the World (Repoft S9i

,̂C>- K' .r.-OuQ -> --'.J ,

Gender recognition: A Code change to cover disCTlminatory 
reporting of transgender people was infroduced in 2005, after the 
passing of the Gender Recognition Act. in Clause 121 the word 
‘gender’ was substituted for ‘sex'. This meant that individuals 
undergoing — or who had undergone — treatment for gender

www.edttorscode.org.yK

Online versions of newspapers and magazines have b^n 
covered by the Editors’ Code since 1997. Bui in a ■•'r'i- 3of 

- er, in 2007, covering online content and user-generated 
material, the remit was extended to embrace audio-visual images. 
It means that UK newspaper and magazine websites are subject 
to a form of regulation rarely available In online media 
internationally

The emerging pattern of complaints in this rapidly developing 
area has been set out in the PCC’s policy note on O-*. - g

The trend is similar to that of print N̂ rsions, with many 
complaints relating to issues outside the Code, such as taste and 
decency. These are often resolved by toe yiabsites’ take-down 
procedures.
User-generated content: The rules make dear that, as with print 
x̂ rslons. the Code cxj r̂s only editorial materia! ̂— i.e. that which 
could reasonably be expected to be under toe editor’s control. This 
would not normally include user-generated material such as chat 
rooms or blogs. PGC policy is to at editors are responsible for:

® Any material they have taken a  decision to publish.
Any user-generated material they have decided to leave 
oniine, having been made aware of it, or received a 
complaint.

Audio-visual matenai often comprises video from non-journalists 
showing toe conduct of identifiable people, without their consent. 
This can raise issues of intrusion into privacy or grief or shock, or 
a child’s private life. If there is not adequate Justification for 
publicafion ','Ssc- Pubrc

The public interest test Is vitei. Editors yyould need to examine 
the footage in lull, taking into account the manner in which it was

obtelned, to ensure it w«)uld comply wito the Code in its current 
form, OF modifi  ̂to femo\  ̂intrusive elements that could not be 
justified in the public interest—e.g. bypixellating faces — or not at 
all. Examples that failed or passed the test:

. Videos of schoolchildren behaving badly — it was 
no! necessary to identify the pupils to demonstrate lax 
school discipline. :\nP-=ri;

- - . Police video material on a newspaper website
showing a drugs raid on an Identified home where no 
charges followed, f- g r..:-/,;
- - ; w A YouTube video uploaded on to a newspaper 
website that identified youths firebombing a freight train.

Social networking sites: Material from such sites published 
witoout cxjnsent ĉ n raise privacy issues. The PCC will take into 
account a variety of factors under the Code: how private toe 
material is; how it was used (i.e. m c^ses Involving grief or shock, 
wouid it be insensitive?); how atx̂ essibie it was to third parties — 
including whether toe person conc®-ned had restocked public 
acx:ess to the profile; whether the individual knew It was being used; 
and, importantly, whether the subject matter concerned a child.
Online archives: As newspaper archives going back years are 
often freely available online. It is possible to complain about 
mattere published outside toe PCC’s usual two-month time limit. 
However, the Commission wii! teke Into account the length of lime 
that has elapsed; toe difficulties in reaching findings when 
memories and evidence are no longer fresh; and toe reason for 
any long delay in complaining — including whether a complaint 
was possible at the time of original publication.
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about which they intend to write in the near future.

i t is notable that even in a world of increasing corporate 
accountability, the Clause 13 rules on financial reporting have 

remained unchanged since 1991. They have stood the test of time 
well and been recognised by the Government and European Union 
as an acceptable Code within the field of financial services 
regulation.

They have survived one major test, when the PCC launched its 
own investigation into the “Mirrorgate" scandal, where two business 
journalists had been tipping shares that they had previously bought 
— in dear contravention of the rules.

The journalists concerned were dismissed, as their contracts of 
employment required them to comply with the Code. The Editor,

while cleared of personal involvement In the scandal, was found 
guilty of breaching the Code by not enforcing it rigorously and had 
to publish a damning 4.000-word adjudication across pages 6-7 of 
the paper.

The PCC helped produce a ’■ "_’i .-J: > cr- ' /• on
financial journalism , ;ce c'lC -'tf _£ /
which enhances the Code’s provisions, and which has been used 
as a basis for in-house regulation. An esseritia! element is its 
emphasis on the spirit of the Code as set out in the Preamble, 
which means that it does not rely on narrow definitions, which 
would create instant loopholes.

One commonsense test which underpins the financial 
journalism rules:
' Would it survive the Private Eye test? if it would 

damage the integrity of the journalist or his newspaper, if 
his or her actions were reported in Private Eye — then 
don't do it.
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JournaiistB have a mor&i obligation to protect confidential sources of 
informadon. ' ■

T he obligation on journaiists to protect their confidential 
sources is deeply ingrained in the culture of British 

journalism. Perhaps for that reason, this clause, one of the 
shortest in the Code, rarely attracts complaints.

The PCC usually considers cases of alleged breach of 
agreements of confidentiality only when another Code issue 
is involved. However, the Commission has issued specific 
guidance concerning confidential sources:
® The clause should not be interpreted as preventing the 

publication of confidential information.
« Journalists should take special care when dealing with 

members of the public unversed in media matters who may 
not appreciate that at the start of a conversation they 
should make clear that it is non-attributable.

• A journalist who induces a member of the public to talk off 
the record, and then publishes the remarks on the record 
could be in breach under the Code, 

s The obligation of confidence should not be used by

journalists as a shield to defend inaccurate reporting. 
Wherever possible, efforts should be made to obtain 
on-the-recofd corroboration of a story from unnamed 
sources.

s If a complaint hinged on material from an unnamed source, 
the PCC would expect the newspaper either to produce 
corroborative material to substantiate the allegations — or 
to demonstrate that the complainant had a suitable 
opportunity to comment on them.

® There would be a particular responsibility on editors to give 
a reasonable opportunity of reply to complainants who felt 
they were victim of allegations from an unnamed source.

Blow ing cover: On the rare occasions that complaints arise, 
they are unlikely to be deliberate, but due to carelessness or 
inexperience. However, that is no excuse under the Code.

An ex-employee of the Government’s Rural Payments 
Agency complained that an e-mail that she had sent to an 
evening newspaper, criticising her former bosses, was 
forwarded to the RPA for comment. She had asked for 
anonymity, but her details were not deleted.

The paper apologised, explaining that it was a mistake by 
a trainee, who had been disciplined.

The PCC ruled that this was a serious and thoughtless 
error that could not pass without censure. The complaint was
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The cover of another employee was similarly blown when a 
newspaper quoted him anonymously in a story about plans to 
close the mortuary where he worked. The paper described 
him as a mortuary worker. But the establishment had only two 
employees and the other one was his boss. So he was quickly 
identified, and his comments to the newspaper earned him 
the sacked for gross misconduct.

The editor said it had not realised there were only two 
employees. The PCC ruled that the onus was on the 
newspaper to establish the correct form of words to protect 
the source. n . c 'y  V : i ‘ 't-c -s/ '■ 2

s '■!, r,; Ace/

fReport 76. 2007

is the source Gonftdenttal?
Couid an unnamed source be identified?
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P ayments for information or pictures are normally not affected by 
the Code. They are matters for the editor’s discretion, except 

where they might threaten the integrity of the judiciai process — 
which the Code committee recognises as paramount — or where 
they appear to encourage or condone crime, 

it therefore imposes sfrict rules on payments to;

® Witnesses in criminai trials (Clause 15) to avoid the risk of their 
evidence becoming, or appearing, tainted in the eyes of a jury 
{civii cases are not affected, even where a jury is involved); and
to -

. Criminals or their family or associates 'C;. sothatthese

people are not effectively glamorising, glorifying or profiting from 
crime.

While payments in either instance are relatively rare, they usually 
occur in con^versial or high-profile cases, which means this is an 
area where the PCC has sometimes instituted its own investigations 
without a complaint being received. However, there is widespread 
agreement that there are occasions where such payments are 
necessary in the public interest — as when helping to expose or 
detect crime, for example.

The risks and the need for payment have to be weighed together 
and in Clauses 15 and 16 the Code sets out to balance one with the 
other.
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{!} No psyment or offer of psymenf io s witness — or any p&nson who 
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(ny Wihere proceedings are. not yet aati\/e but are Hkefy and foreseesbls, 

editors must not make or offer payment to any person who may
.....  . ........... .

. : • .r .............•? . ■. ' ..■.• ■
public interest and there is an over-riding need to make or promise 
payment for this to be done; and all reasonable steps have been taken t& 
ensure nc fmancia! dealings influence the svidenoo those witnesses 
give, in no circunisiances should such payment bs conditional an the 
outcome of a trial.

','.V ■ «: :" •! ■ .■ ■ •- r ■; ^
. .  ■' ' * ■- . . .  ■ •

defence. The witness must he advised of this sequIramenP.
. ,*' ;̂pubIiointerestexemption'rnay be-avaiisbie: SeeSeolionSix ' ' ' ■ p

i n 2002, the Lord Chancellor’s department announced a plan to 
introduce laws covering witness payments in criminal trials that 

would have exposed the media and journalists to the risk of fines 
and imprisonment.

Within months, the Editors’ Code Committee persuaded the 
Government that changes to the seif-regulatory Code would be more 
effective, and ftie legislative threat was dropped. The resulting Code 
revisions, introduced in 2003, severely limited the circumstances in 
which payments could be made.

The Code effectively creates two categories of restriction on 
payments or offers to witnesses or potential witnesses — one a 
qualified ban where payments may be defended in the public 
interest, and the other where there should be no payment in any 
circumstance; a total ban. The deciding factor is timing.

The total ban applies once proceedings are deemed active, using 
the threshold of the Contempt Court of 1981. Effectively this is 
when an arrest has been made, or an arrest warrant or summons 
issued, or a person is charged.

it means there can be no payment or offer to anyone who is, oris 
likely to be called as. a witness. The total prohibition lasts until the 
question of guilt ceases to be a legal issue — such as when the trial 
is over, or the suspect is either freed unconditionally or has entered 
a guilty plea.
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The qualified ban applies where proceedings may not yet be active
— but are likely and foreseeable. Here no payments or offers can be 
made — unless there is a public interest in the information being 
published and an over-riding need to make a payment for this to be 
done.

This begs several questions for editors.

Active proceedings: The first question to resolve is whether 
proceedings are active, if the answer is Yes. then the principal 
remaining issue under Clause 15I, when ODnsidering making offere 
of payment, is; Could tiie potential payee reasonably be expected to 
be called as a witness? if so. payment is prohibited.

in some c^ses it might be otwious that the prospective payee is 
a llî ly witness. In others, less so. In the absence of reliable police 
or other guidance, editors would need to make their own judgment
— usually with legal advice — on what might be considered 
reasonable, before approaches were made.

Proceedings not yet active: If the judgment is that proceedings 
are not active, then there is the possibility of payment in the public 
interest- But the situation is not necessarily clear-cut.

Restrictions apply only if proceedings are likely and foreseeable
— and if the potential payee maybe reasonably expected to be a 
witness. It is again a cruciai judgment. If the answer to either 
question is No. then restrictions do not apply under the Code.

However, if tiie answer to both questions is Yes, then a new set 
of conditions kicks in to comply with Clause 15H:

The public interest: For now the only basis upon which a payment 
or offer may be made is that the information concerned ought 
demonstrably to be published in the public interest and that there is 
an over-riding need to make or promise payment for this to be done.

The editor would need to demonstrate both how the public 
interest would be served and why the necessity for payment was

over-riding, a particularly high threshold under the Code, But the 
responsibility does not end there.

Influencing witnesses: Editors have a duty of care not to allow their 
financial dealings to lead witnesses to change their testimony. The 
risks include witnesses withholding information in an attempt to 
preserve exclusivity or for other reasons, or exaggerating evidence 
to talk up the value of their story. Editore also need to be alive to the 
danger of journalists — intentionally or not — coaching or 
rehearsing witnesses or introducing to them extraneous information, 
which might later colour their evidence.

Conditional payments: Potentially the most dangerous deal, in 
terms of tainting witnesses, is one in which payment is conditional 
on a guilty or not guilty verdict. The PCC has made clear that any 
deal linked to the out03me of the trial would be strictly prohibited as 
it might affect the witness’s evidence or credibility.
Finally, if all other hurdles have been cleared, there is one further 
obligation on editors.

Olsclosure: Once an editor Is satisfied thatthe Code's requirements 
can be met. and payment or offer of payment is made, the payee 
should be told friat if they are cited to give evidence, frie deal must be 
disclosed to the prosecufion and defence. This transparency is a 
deliberate safeguard against miscarriages of justice. It puts exfra 
onus on potential witnesses to tell the truth, since they know they 
are likely to be cross-examined on the payment.

The PCC has laid down guidelines for compliance. It advises that: 
a The payee should be informed in writing friat, should he or she be 

cited to give evidence, the press is bound under the Code to 
disclose the deal to the relevant authorities.

« The prosecution and defence should be notified promptly, with foil 
details of a payment or confract given in writing. The requirement 
to inform both sides may be satisfied, where appropriate, by
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Are proceedings active? Has there been an arresi, a warrsni or summons 
issued, or charge? It so. there is s ioisf ban on payments to witnesses or 
potential witnesses until the case is over;
If not aclive, sre proceedings likely and foreseeable? if not, restnctions 
don’t apply. If they are foreseeable, then —
Could the potential payee reasonably be ejcpected io be a v.fit:ness? ii 
not. no restrictions apply, if he/she is a polenlisl vi/itness, then -  ,
Is there a clear need to publish Information in the public interest? i nis 
would have to be demonstrable in order to proceed, 
ss there an over-riding need for payment? VA/ould ii be possible lo obtsin 
and publish the information m any other way?
Could the deal Influence the evidence the potential witnesses give? 
t£ peyrnenl ccndmonal on the verdict? This is totally prohibited.
Has the payee been told the deal wlU be disclosed to the court?

notification to the prosecution for onward transmission to the
defence.
There has been only one adjudication since the new rules were 

introduced, and it underlined the importance of timing of 
approaches. A prosecution witness in the trial of Kate Knight — who 
was later jailed for 30 years for attempting to murder her husband by 
lacing his food with anti-freeze — told the court that during an 
overnight break in her testimony she had been approached by a 
magazine offering a fee for an interview, once the trial was over 
Although she had received other requests for an interview this was 
the only one that mentioned afee.

The PCC launched its own investigation — as it often does with 
‘victimless’ cases — and although there had been no impact on the 
trial, censured the magazine for its premature approach. The 
Commission said it was never acceptable for witnesses to be 
approached with offers of payment while giving evidence. \FCC

Lessons from the past: Only one complaint had been upheld 
under the previous rules — revised in the wake of the Rosemary 
West trial in 1996 — and that was an inadvertent breach relating to 
the case of Gary Glitter.

An ambiguity in the contract in 1997 between the News of the 
World and a woman who had previously claimed to have been an 
underage partner of the pop singer appeared to suggest the 
payment was conditional on the outcome of the trial, in fact, at the 
time of the contract, the woman was neither a witness nor potential 
witness m the case. f'EADi . r: //zr'o F'y.
iy9§.;

The PCC launched an investigation into the case of Amy Gehring, 
a former teacher accused of intimate liaisons with pupils in 2002. It 
found that although payments had been made to former pupils, all 
complied with the requirements of the then Code and none was 
conditional on the outcome of the trial tcZ'f j u-j-' V̂

However, the PCC has indicated that a newspaper’s payment to 
an informant who was a potential witness in the case of an alleged 
plot to kidnap Victoria Beckham, which had not breached the Code 
in 2002, would probably have been a breach under the new rules.

Under the rules introduced in 2003: 

Relevant earlier rulings:

T he Code, from its inception in 1991, has taken a tough line on 
payments to criminals, with a blantet ban on deals unless they 

could be justified in the public interest While that approach reflected 
public concerns over criminals being seen to profit from their actions, 
or glamorising or glorifying crime, the Code has never assumed all 
such payments to be inherently undesirable.

PCC rulings had made dear that a lifetime ban would be unfair on 
reformed criminals or those whose convictions were spent it was 
also a potential violation of their human rights.

in 2003, the PCC produced guidance on the sort of cases most 
likely to breach the rule on payments to criminals — and those which 
generally would not

(i) Payment or offers of payment for stories, pictures or informstior,, 
which seek to exploit s particular crime or to giorify or glamorise

' ■Grifrie Ifi brwe, fdzmnviĉ 'd ■
or confessed criinmats or to their associates — whc may include 
family, friends and colleagues.

(ii) Editors in’/oking the public Inierest to Justify payment or offers would 
need to demonstrate that there was good reason to believe the public 
interest would be served, ff, despite payment, no public interest 
emerged, then the material should not be published.

“ A public interest 8>:emrj-ion may be avaiiabie- : - ..

Least likely offenders included:
® Book serialisations, which were anyway in the public domain;
» Cases where no direct payment was made to a criminal or 

associate — i.e. when a payment was made to a charity to secure 
the material;

s Payments where publication was in the public interest;
« Articles which made significant new information available to the 

public.

Most likely offenders Included:
Articles glorifying crime — no complaint about an article that did 
so had ever been rejected;
Payment for kiss-and-tell stories about romance or sex;

£ Payments for Irrelevant gossip, which Intrudes on the privacy of 
others.
The Code Committee reflected these realities by introducing in 

June 2004 an additional defence, permitting payment to a criminal 
without the necessity for it to be In the public interest — but only if 
the material published did not seek to exploit a particular crime, or 
glorify or glamorise crime in general.

Exploitation and glamorising crime: The burden would be on the 
editor to prove that there was genuinely no intentional exploitation of 
a particular crime or of glamorising or glorifying crime generally, and 
demonstrate that it was not reasonable to expect that to be the 
outcome.

‘*f¥̂’w,fed:tc:s:ccde.c“D.aK
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Was a criminal or associate paid? Friends, neighbours and family 
membess fall within this group. A picture of a criminal bought from 
her boyfriend has been held to breach the Code.

To justify payment, the publication would need to be able to satisfy 
the PCC on each of these counts, if it felt confident of doing so it 
could proceed, even if no public interest Justification existed.

in 2006, a magazine artide headlined Why I Slept With My Own 
Son was the first to fail both these tests. A mother convicted of 
unlawful sex with her teenage son had described the offence in the 
article and said the only thing she regretted was being caught That 
was evidence of exploiting a particular crime and justifying it.

She and her son were paid by an agency, which was paid by the 
magazine. The PCC ruled that while the mother had a right to 
express her view, there was no conceivable public interest in her 
being paid., T-’-i'

But when a Sunday newspaper paid £460 to a petty criminal who 
claimed — falsely — to have served community service at the same 
time as the then Lord Chief Justice conducted undercover research 
into non-custodial sentences, it was cleared of a breach.

The Commission ruled that, while some people might object to

Inclause16i: .
* Does this information seek to exploit a particular crime?
S' Does it seek to glamorise or glorify crime In general?
in Clause 16ii, the test ahead of a payment or offer;
« Is there good reason to believe payment will elicit materiai which 

ought to be published in the public interest?
* Could It have been obtained in any other way?
The test after payment or offer and ahead of publication:

is the material which has emerged genuinely In the public interest? If
not. publication should be cancelled —- even if payment has been made.

payment to someone with a criminal record, he was not exploiting a 
particular crime, nor did he glorify crime in general. Expressing 
honest views about experiences on a community service scheme 
was not sufficient to engage the terms of the Code. Had it done so, 
it would be unduly restrictive of stories about prison life from the 
perspective of a c r i m i n a l . Ftk-zi --r

: Ret,

The public interest defence remains in Clause 16ii for relevant 
cases — and can be used with Clause 161 or alone — but has been 
revised to cover both the act of payment to criminals and the 
subsequent publication.

This means a newspap  ̂which pays a criminal, in the genuine 
and reasonable belief that it would be the only way to elicit 
information of public interest, is covered. However if. once the deal 
IS done, no such materiai of public interest emerges, nothing should 
be published as a result.

The rule was tightened in June 2004 after a Scottish paper 
'iA-' Fe’̂ >''i: paid a convicted wiminal
for an interview, expecting him to re\^al vital, and undisclosed, 
details of the CTime. But he did not — and the paper published the 
interview, regardless. It was not a breach then. It would be now, It is 
a further safeguard against fishing expeditions, which are not 
allowed under the Code and which now — if fruitless — could also 
prove expensive.

V ‘ e 7 -i. ' ' JC I
: “nc'ne-E .-a'le ' r. Ai. a '• r,r Sy cn

I f the Code of Practice lies at the heart of self-regulation of the 
■ press, then serving the public interest lies at the heart of the Code, 
and of foe very best of journalism, synthesising its democratic role

There may bs excepfiarts to the clauses markeu " where they can be 
' £iemonstmt t̂o bm'm.0ie pubtip 'mterest' ' , ' ' . . ' ' '  "
i..The'puMicfMemstjnpMd0s, tutiSn<otconflriedto:i:- . ' ' ■

i) uetectmg or exposing crime or serious hrepropriety.
■' il)PmteddngpuMsc'hepttiiandsafefy. \ . ■ '' '' ' ■; v ,, '

Hi) RtevenilnQ (he pubtic from being mUderJ tyy .sn action or siaUiment 
. • ■ :•■,•.! ■■■•'. .,  * .

,'■ i o : rB8sbmMy.:belM¥ek'thaf̂
Juurnafislic sctivity undertaken with a view to pubUcatitm, would be in 
the public inieresL

Piubdc domain, or will become so.
5. In cases involving children under Id, editors must demonstrate an 

exceptional public interest to over-ride the normally paramount 
interest of the child.

and providing its moral base. Yet foe public interest is impossible to 
define. So the Code does not attempt to do so. instead, it provides 
a flavour of vfoat it regards as the public interest — a non-exhaustiire 
list that attempts to reflect foe values of the society foe British press 
serves:
®- Detection or exposure of crime or serious impropriety; 
s Protection of public health and safety:
® Prevention of the public from being misled,
9 Upholding freedom of expression.

The Code also makes clear that if the information is already available 
in foe public domain — or likely to be so—that too is a factor

The list couid go on, but it deliberately does not. The spirit of the 
Code, set out In the Preamble, requires that these areas should not 
be interpreted too widely; the Code does not work, for example, on 
the basis that the public interest is essentially whatever the public is 
interested in. But nor should the list be interpreted too narrowly, so 
as to discourage or prevent investigative journalism or exposure of 
serious wrongdoing, for instance. That would itself be against foe 
public interest.

it was to protect such in\restigative journalism that foe Code’s test 
for invoking the public interest was changed in October 2009. 
Previously, editors were required to demonstmle fully how the public 
interest was served. But this did not specifically allow for publication 
or investigative activity that genuinely appeared to be in the public 
interest, even where none actually emerged.

So the Code committee introduced the test that editors would

WWW ed;tc?rscQCfe crg.uk
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need to demonstrate fully that they reasonably believed that 
publicabon, or journalistic activity undertaken with a view to 
publication, would be in the public interest.

Under the spirit of the Code, the PCC would always have been 
likely to take into consideration v\rfiether such activity or publication 
would have seemed reasonable. Now that has been codified- It 
means editors must convince the PCC that their belief that their 
action was in the public interest, was genuine and based on 
reasonable grounds. It is a stiff test. Fishing expeditions, or pretexts 
for them, won’t do.

The Public Interest defence is available fer all or part of nine of 
the 16 clauses and is marked by an asterisk.

Accuracy and opportunity to reply — it would not be Jn the public 
interest to fail to take care to avoid inaccuracy, or to deny a 
reasonable request to put something right;

Intrusion into grief or shock and victims of sexual assault — it
could not be in the public interest not to show due sensitivity at such 
times;
Discrimination against individuais — which the Code assumes 
couid not be in the public interest;

the PCC set high thresholds. The burden is on the editor to 
demonstmte fully how the public interest was served.

Protecting children: That burden is particularly onerous in cases 
involving children under 16, \Miere the Code insists that it would take 
an exceptional public interest to over-ride the normally paramount 
interests of the child.

It is a very tough test. A newspaper v\rfiich identified schoolboys 
expelled forfighting and radai abuse Ua yt:-Fre; / rai nc

and another which named a schoolgirl 
v\̂ ose mother committed suicide ' rs- •-bij'f r
46. 199yf were each found to be in breach. So far, the Commission 
has accepted no such claim of exceprionalJustification.

To succeed, any justification of the public interest must be clearly 
primary and not just an e«xjse to try to sneak a story in under the 
Code radar. The PCC wii! usually require evidence that any 
supporting pidures and personal details were necessary elements 
to the main thrust of the story.

Exposing crime; Use of a private photograph was thus accepted as 
an essentiai part of a Sunday newspaper’s exposure of a plot wh^e 
an indivlduai offered an undercover reporter money to kill his 
mistress. A complaint of intrusion was rejected, -r,-,; , r. -

Financial journalism, confidential sources — which are clauses, 
by their nature, designed to uphold the public interest.

Payments to witnesses once proceedings are active — when 
any possible risk to the judicial process would be potentially at its 
most potent.

In judging publications’ claims that otherwise prohibited information 
or methods were justifiable in the public interest, bofo the Code and

The father of a 15-year-old boy who had posted on YouTube 
images of himself and other teenagers firebombing a freight train, 
complained when the video was uploaded onto a local newspaper 
website. He said the interests of the youths outvî ighed any public 
interest in showing their foces.

The PCC disagreed. It ruled that material showing anti-social or 
criminal acts committed in a public place by individuals over the age 
of criminal responsibility could not be considered private. The Code 
should not shield the perpetrators from public scrutiny, Also, the 
complainant’s son had put the materia! into the public domain

www.feditcrscode.org.uk

voluntarily. The complaint was rejected, (A man y Northwich 
Guardian: RepoG 75, 2007).

Protecting public health and safety: A reporter used subterfuge 
to see CCTV pictures which substantiated claims that a dying man 
had been badly treated by a hospital. That was ruled by the PCC
to be in the public interest. (Northwick Park Hospital v Evening 
Standard: Report 57, 20G2).

So too was the naming, without consent, of a teacher at the 
centre of a schooi tuberculosis scare. Her complaint against an 
evening newspaper was rejected because she was widely known 
to parents and pupils as the source of the TB outoeak and as such 
some otherwise private matters would become a necessary part 
of the public d e b a t e . i- . -(
66, 2004).

However, it was not appropriate for a local newspaper to identity 
a boy admitted to hospital suffering from meningitis. The legitimate 
public interest in alerting the local community to the case could 
have been met without disclosing the name — especially as he was 
a child — said the Commission “f '< ' -
EepcnGl, -79/;

Preventing the public from being misled: The PCC has held that 
it is fair to expose hypocrisy in public life by contrasting private 
behaviour and public pronouncements and responsibility. A Sunday 
newspaper's use of subterfrige to obtain photographs of a Nazi 
shrine at the home of a policewoman married to a member of the 
British National Party, was supported by the PCC. fOaniets v Tne 
zunuay lemgrapn Repun 65 OOG‘7

It was justifiable to put into the public domain the question of 
whether the wife’s specific police role as an investigator of racially- 
motivated crimes was compatible with living in a home containing 
Nazi memorabilia, said the Commission.

But any intrusion needs to be in reasonable proportion to the

exposure. The PCC regards bugging private telephone 
conversations and publishing transcripts as one of the most serious 
forms of physical intrusion into privacy — and therefore sets a 
particularly stiff public interest test to justify It,

A national daily investigating the Cheriegate Affair — where the 
Prime Minister’s wife used Peter Foster as a go-between to buy 
property in Bristol — failed that test. It published transcripts of 
intercepted calls between Foster and his mother, claiming they 
clarified events surrounding Cheriegate.

The PCC said no significant new information had been provided 
and upheld Mr Foster’s complaint. Not to have done so would have 
exposed anyone involved m high profile stories to unjustified 
physical intrusion / - " _ '

The public’s right to information: The twin rights of freedom of 
speech and the public s right to know are enshrined m both the 
Preamble to the Code and the Public Interest defences.

The Commission, in a landmark decision, ruled that a 
serialisation of Gitta Sereny's book about child-killer Mary Bell was 
not a breach of the Code’s rules on payments to criminals and their 
associates because it had ensured that important information was 
made widely available, if no payment had been made, the wider 
public would have been deprived of information that vyas m the 
public interest.-O fie ■ .'.c: S' 0 ' •'-ir 
1998).

The same was not true, howe\«r, for an article by Victona Aitken 
about her father’s crimes. The PCC said the piece added nothing 
in the public interest, but merely glorified Jonathan Aitken — in a 
manner that breached the Code BaGcuc / Dtil' kg-r t

The public’s right to information is vital in covering major events 
such as terrorist attacks or natural disasters—and may sometimes 
justify publication of graphic images of the victims without consent. 
But the same is not usually true of a routine car accident and
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Was ii rQaSonsbfe to believe thanjubsEcatlori or journsltstlc; activity 
vifoiiild have served the public interest? The PCC would require a full 
eKplsnslion showing that the grounds were genuine and sound m ihe 
circurnstancas.
tt claridestine methods, subtertuge, harassment or payments to 
cnmlnslE. Gf witnesses are involved, could the Infermstion have been , 
obtained by other rr8eai"ts?
Is the information In the public don-tgin, at- Itkeiy ic become so? 
if children are involved, Is the public inter&st m pubHcstlor. 
exceptional?

caution is needed when publishing images of people receiving 
medical treatment, even in public places.

So when a iocal newspaper website uploaded pictures of an 
elderly crash victim being treated at the scene, before her condition 
was known, or her family told, the PCC ruled that there was 
insufficient public interest to override her privacy.

However, the newspaper’s speedy action in taking down the 
material and apologising, was a proportionate remedy. ' /
V, c'-’c-;'-:-'/?'-- rOuc

interfered with the shopkeeper’s ability to conduct his arguments 
freely in public — and could have been incompatible with his rights 
to free expression, ’ ' mi  Ps-'m
ĥkrvj'jit: 4 7L-')7i

Could the information have been obtained by other means? A
key test of the validity of the public interest defence is whether the 
information could have been obtained without intrusion or other 
breach. This applies particularly in cases involving clandestine 
listening devices, subterfuge, harassment, or payments to witnesses 
or criminals.

Upholding freedom of expression: Council officers using a 15- 
year-old boy in an undercover ‘sting’ operation to curb aicxjhol sales 
to underage customers cxjmplained when an angry shopkeeper’s 
CCTV image of him appeared In a local paper. They claimed this 
infringed his privacy and rights as a child under the Code. But the 
shopkeeper, whose staff sold the boy alcohol, wanted to 
demonstrate publicly that he looked at least 18,

The PCC rejected the complaint. It said that the boy’s welfare 
wasn’t involved and the story of possible entrapment rested entirely 
on his physical appearance.

To have found that the picture breached the Code would have

w'ww.edstorscedfe.org.yk
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Newspaper and Magazine Publishing In Uie UK

Editors’ Code of Practice 2007
The Press Complaints Commission is charged with enforcing the following Code of Practice which was framed 

by the newspaper and periodical industry and was ratified by the PCC on13June 2007 to include changes which
took effect from 1 August 2007.

All members of the press have a duty to maintain the 
highest professional standards. The Code, which 
Includes this i,''-in,bit and the public interest 
exceptions below, sets the benchmark for those ethical 
standards, protecting both the rights of the individual 
and the public's right to know. It is the cornerstone of 
the system of self-regulation to which the industry has 
made a binding commitment.

It is essential that an agreed code be honoured not only 
to the letter but In the full spirit. It should not be 
interpreted so narrowly as to compromise its 
commitment to respect the rights of the Individual, nor 
so broadly that It constitutes an unnecessary

interference with freedom of expression or prevents 
publication in the public interest.

It is the responsibility of editors and publishers to apply 
the Code to editorial material in both printed and online 
versions of publications. They should take care to 
ensure it Is observed rigorously by all editorial staff 
and external contributors, including non-journalists, In 
printed and online versions of publications.

Editors should co-operate swiftly with the PCC in the 
resolution of complaints. Any publication judged to 
have breached the Code must print the adjudication in 
full and with due prominence, including headline 
reference to the PCC.

WWW ecncrscuok.erq or. 84
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iv)

cy
The Press must take care not to publish maccurate, misleading or 
distorted information, including pictures.
A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion once 
recognised must be corrected, promptly and with due prominence, 
and — where appropriate — an apology published- 
The Press, whilst free to be partisan, must distinguish dearly 
between comment, conjecture and fact.
A publication must report fairly and accurately the outcome of an 
action for defamation to which it has been a party, unless an agreed 
settlement states otherwise, or an agreed statement is published.

A fair opportunity for reply to inaccuracies must be given when reasonably 
called for.

They must not persist in questioning, telephoning, pursuing or 
photographing individuals once asked to desist; nor remain on their 
property when asked to leave and must not follow them. If requested, 
they must identify themselves and whom they represent.
Editors must ensure these principles are observed by those working 
for ftem and take care not to use non-compliant material fram other 
sources.

i) In cases Involving personal grief or shock, enquines and approaches 
must be made wift sympathy and discretion and publication handled 
sensitively This should not restrict the right to report legal 
proceedings, such as inquests.

®ii) When reporting suicide, care should be taken to avoid excessive 
detail about ttie method used.

i) Everyone is entitled to respect for his or her private and family life, 
home, health and correspondence, including digital communications.

ii) Editors will be expected to justify intrusions into any individual’s 
private life without consent. Account will be taken of the 
complainant’s own public disdosures of information.

iii) It is unacceptable to photograph individuals in pnvate places without 
their consent.

Note ~  Private places are public or private property where there is a 
reasonable expectation of privacy.

II) Journalists must not 
pursuit.

in intimidation, harassment or persistent

i) Young people should be free to complete their time at school without 
unnecessary intrusion.

ii) A child under 16 must not be interviewed or photographed on issues 
involving their own or another child’s welfare unless a custodial 
parent or similarly responsible adult consents.

iii) Pupils must not be approached or photographed at school without 
the permission of the school authorities.

iv) Minors must not be paid for matenal involving children’s welfare, nor 
parents or guardians for material about their children or wards, unless 
it is clearly in the child’s interest.

v) Editors must not use the fame, notoriety or position of a parent or 
guardian as sole justification for publishing details of a child’s private 
life.

There may be exceptions fo the clauses marked ‘ where they can be demonstrated to be in the public interest

.......... . ;■ ■■ ■ . ■;;; c www.ed!torscode,org,yk

■'Children In sex cases
The press must not, even if legally free to do so. identify children 
under 16 who are victims or witnesses in cases involving sex 
offences.
in any press report of a case involving a sexual offence against a 
child -
The child must not be Identified.
The adult may be identified.
The word "incesf must not be used where a child victim might be
idenfified.
Cane must be taken that nothing in the report implies the relationship 
between the accused and the child.

intercepting private or mobile telephone calls, messages or emails; or 
by the unauthorised removal of documents or photographs; or by 
accessing digitally-held private information without consent.
Engaging in misrepresentation or subterfuge, including by agents or 
intermediaries, can generally be justified only in the public interest 
and then only when the material cannot be obtained by other means.

The press must not identify victims of sexual assault or publish material 
likely to contribute to such identification unless there is adequate 
justification and they are legally free to do so.

i) Journalists must identify themselves and obtain permission from a 
responsible executive before entering non-public areas of hospitals 
or similar institutions to pursue enquiries.

ii) The restrictions on intruding into privacy are particularly relevant to 
enquiries about individuals m hospitals or similar institutions.

9 “Reporting ol Crlrnfe
i) Relatives orfriends of persons convicted or accused of cximeshould 

not generally be identified without their consent, unless they are 
genuinely relevant to the story.

ii) Particular regard should be paid to ttie potentially vulnerable position 
of children who witness, or are victims of, crime. This should not 
restrict the right to report legal proceedings.

■:0 Ĉig-na&fc'tiD.e oevlufes suble-rtL̂ os
i) The press must not seek to obtain or publish material acquired by 

using hidden cameras or clandestine listening devices; or by

The press must avoid prejudidal or pejorative reference to an 
individual's race, colour, religion, gender, sexual orientation or to any 
physical or mental illness or disability.
Details of an individual's race, colour, religion, sexual orientation, 
physical or mental illness or disability must be avoided unless 
genuinely relevant to the story.

i) Even where the law does not prohibit it, journalists must not use for 
their own profit financial information they receive in advance of its 
general publication, norshould they pass such information to others.

ii) They must not write about shares or securities in whose performance 
they know that they or their close ramilies have a significant financial 
interest without disclosing the interest to the editor or financial editor.

iii) They must not buy or sell, either directly or through nominees or 
agents, shaies or securities about which ttiey have written recentiy or 
about which they intend to write in the near fijture.

I

There may be exceptions fo the clauses marked ‘ where they can be demonstrated to be In the public interest

eQ'tcrscroce.Cf g,i.k
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Journalists have a moral obligation to protect confidential sources of 
information.

' IL tri
i) No payment or offer of payment to a witness — or any person wrfio 

may reasonably be expected to be called as a wifoess — should be 
made in any case once proceedings are active as defined by the 
Contempt of Court Act 1981. This prohibition lasts until the suspect 
has been freed unconditionally by police without charge or ball or the 
proceedings are otherwise discontinued; or has entered a guilty plea 
to the court; or, in the event of a not guilty plea, the court has 
announced its verdict

"'ii) Where proceedings are not yet active but are likely and foreseeable, 
editors must not make or offer payment to any person who may 
reasonably be expected to be called as a witness, unless the 
information concerned ought demonstrably to be published in the 
public interest and there is an over-riding need to make or promise

payment for this to be done; and ail reasonable steps have been 
taken to ensure no financial dealings intiuence the evidence those 
witnesses give, in no circumstances should such payment be 
conditional on the outcome of a trial.

*iii) Any payment or offer of payment made to a perewi later cited to give 
evidence in proceedings must be disclosed to the prosecution and 
defence. The witness must be advised of this requirement.

‘it I'Z L-" T’',''
I) Payment or offers of payment for stones, pictures or information, 

which seek to exploit a particular crime or to glorify or glamorise crime 
in general, must not be made directly or via agents to convicted or 
confessed criminals or to their associates — who may include family, 
friends and colleagues.

ii) Editors invoking the public interest to justify payment or offers would 
need to demonstrate that there was good reason to believe the public 
interest would be served. If, despite payment, no public interest 
emerged, then the material should not be published.

Th&r& rsisy be exceptions to the misuses marked '  where they can be demonstrated to be in tne pfjbUc inieresi.
The public mteresl includes, but (s not oonUned to: 
i) Detecting or exposing crime or serious improprlsiy. 
if) ProieGting public health and safety.
Hi) Preventing the pubfh from being /rjisiecr by sn action or staiernent of art individual or organisatson.

2. There is a public interest in freedom of expression itseit.
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W h is t le b lo w e r s ,  5 3  

W i ld p e d ia ,  2 6  

W in s le t t ,  K a te .  1 6

W i tn e s s e s ,  p a y m e n ts  to ,  6 8 - 7 1 ,  7 5  

X e n o p h o b ic  s p o r t s  r e p o r t in g ,  6 2  

Z o n e s  o f  p r iv a c y .  2 4
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